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Preface and Acknowledgements

Appreciations are particularly expressed to Lloyd J. Hugh lett who came to the College
of Business, Appalachian State University, in 1973 as Executive in Residence to apply the principles
of business management to personal and occupational planning and career development. Dean
William Muse and Dean Richard Sorenson respectively of the College of Business at the University
of Nebraska and Appalachian State University recognized the need and encouraged the develop-
ment of a curriculum in Life/Career Planning. With the support of Drs. 0. Paul Sanders and J. Ed-
ward Harrill a credited course in Life/Career Planning was initially offered through the College of
Business for ...`1 university students from 1974-1975.

During this period instructional materials were collected and organized for the course.
Professional counselors were consulted on the most effective techniques and planning models to be
used in a group approach for conducting a class in Life/Career Planning. Ways were sought by
which the planning needs of young adults could most effectively be achieved both educationally and
for transition into a work field after completing their post-secondary education.

Many educators expressed concern over the absence of efforts in satisfactorily assisting
students in becoming self-sufficient in acquiring planning capabilities. For the large part schools
were simply pushing students along to a next higher grade or institution in hopes that "they would
discover themselves" subsequently as to self-identities and vocational directions.

With funds from a Ford Venturc Grant, efforts were continued to develop a written
curriculum aimed at an eighteen to twenty-two year age group. A summary of the results from this
course, together with supporting bibliographical rcferences, are included in this first edition of a
Bibliography on LifelCareer Planning compiled and published under the auspices of the Center for
Instructional Development. This first edition is intended primarily for use within the University it-
self.

It is recognized that this first edition, limited in length and content, is subject to amendments
and improvements. Its present design is to provide a foundation for personal objective setting and
current references on planning and occupational information. The 1977 edition will expand the in-
troduction to emphasize strategic action planning and controls over behavior to effect im-
plementation for achieving objectives. Illustrations and, models, which where limited herein by
budget and production facilities, will be increased. Further library research, together with
assistance from professional associations, will aim at improving the currency of vocational in-
formation.

With future annual editions, efforts will be directed towards improving the art and science of
planning. This hopefully may be accomplished through the cooperation of the many disciplinary
divisions in universities, particularly schools of business acquainted with the theories of
management and its applications to self-management and schools of education in teaching
methologies and the practices of applied human behavior. Improved learning processes are needed
to assist students in acquiring skills for self-management. :No one department or college of any
university has the potentials for developing and providing this educational process.

Innovative educators must strike out in their own independent efforts to achieve new
methodologies in counseling practices. Much yet remains to be accomplished in breaking through
and establishing new results from the research and learning frontiers applicable in counseling.
Creative efforts will rest largely upon a few men and women willing to break with the statism of the
past. The majority of counselors in our school systems cannot meet the challenges required by new
technologies and the requirements of change needed in mass education. Fortunately we are already
beginning to see breakthroughs in some colleges and universities.
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INTRODUCTION

MODEL FOR LIFE/CAREER PLANNING

by

Lloyd J. Hugh lett

We are all committed to a thinking process which we call planning.
This goal-setting characteristic of rational beings is usually designed
for concrete results. Some plans have very short terms. Their purposes
may be accomplished within a day, several weeks or months. Some take much
longer. They require controlled behavior and purposTul efforts over a
period of many years.

Young adults have mixed reactions when it is proposed that they set
life and career goals for themselves.

"How can I plan for what I want to do or became? I ,Oon't know even
*self nor what I can do or should become."

"You can't plan for an uncertain future. EVerything happens by luck
or chance anyway. I'm simply going to have to wait and see what will
happen to me."

"I don't even know myself so how in the hell can I know what I should
do with myself."-

"How do I go about planning for an uncertain future? The idea seems
stupid to me. Planning may be all right for "business, maybe....but" I
don't see how it applies to me."

Planning is fairly simple to define. It aims at utilizing in the
best ways possible our time and abilities to accomplish certain spedific
results some time in the future. Results from objective setting are in-
tended to provide us with desired satisfactions or happiness.

These later terms are intangible measurements of succesSes in our
life or work. Often they may be the only measurements we can use to de-
scribe desired results of life and career plans. Other Measurements are
more tangible. They may consist of a nice home, wages-or earnings, pro-
motions, titles, an expensive foreign car, a carpeted Office, ratings re-
ceived on results fram work, 'and recognition as benefits or privileges
attached to promotions..

We plan activities to obtain certain results from them. We plan the
use of our leisure time, participation in sporting events, social activi-
ties, study programis or almost any effort in which...we..P4ime,_money,.our
specia.....2.ntereF.c or'aptitudes. -Their results prove svtisfying to us in
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meeting certain needs or a level or our expectations.

WHAT IS LIFE AND CAREER PLANNING?

THE ART AND SCIENCE OF SELF.MANAGEMENT

CONTROL OVER BEHAVIOR TO ACHIEVE GOALS

ORDER AND PURPOSE 114 ALL LIFE ACTIVITIES

ABILITY TO ADJUST TO A WORLD OF CHANGE

HAPPINESS FROM ACHIEVING IMPORTANT GOALS

Mbst of our planning is done_on an informal and short-term basi. We
implicitly or intuitively adopt a course of action from which we antici-
pate certain immediate benefits or effects. Generally these effects will

be positive. They represent satisfactions we want to enjoy. Other plan-

ning is done to avoid consequences or situations we consider harmful or
as not meeting our particular satisfactions.

Longer-ierm planning, however, is generally done on a more formal
basis. Objectives should be carefully-and realistically thought out.
They should be expressed in termS of explicit and desired results.

How far can we Rlan into the future? Carrying out plans are contin-.
gent upon changes which will occur in ourselves or our environment. Some

of these changes can be reasonably anticip:Aed. Mhny will happen within
ourselves as we grow older and hopefully learn from our experience.
Others will result fram technological and economic developments in society

and the work world. We can take action to cope with impacts Of change
'only ivhen we are aware of its trends and how it may affect our life or

career.

UNBELIEVABLE!
OVER 99% OF STUDENTS LEAVING HIGH SCHOOL AND 95%

OF GRADUATES FROM COLLEGE DO NOT ACQUIRE PLANNING

SKILLS FOR THEIR LIFE/CAREER FUTURES

HOWEVER, ALL YOUNG ADULTS...

RECOGNIZE IMPORTANCE OF PLANNING FOR SELF.MANAGEMENT

EXPRESS FRUSTRATION AT NOT ACQUIRING PLANNING SKILLS

STATE THEIR NEED FOR MANAGING THEIR LIVES TO ACHIEVE

GOALS RESULTING IN LIFE/CAREER SATISFACTIONS AND HAPPINESS



Seniors graduating from high school, without having completed any
plans for entering a field of work, often have a hard time iv, finding jobs.
How can they have qualified themselves for jobs with having neither plan-
ned nor prepared themselves for particular fields of work? Ninety percent of
freshmen in college indicate that they have only vague or hazy ideas of
occupations which they would like to enter after graduation. How can Limy
planto use effectively their four years in college to become self-sup-
pothng and enjoy a life style they want if they don't know what they want
to become?

A person may effectively plan events or situations to occur insofar
as he can anticipate and exercise control over conditions of the future.
This is an application of the cause and effect relationship. A freshman
entering college with motivation, mental capabilities and adequate income
can be assured of satisfactorily completing a college education. Means
must always be available for carrying out plans. _Plans accordingly must
be adapted to one's resources or means.

A college freshman undertaking a two- or four-year program of studies
can plan on utilizing these time periods fdr achieving certain objectives.
These represent planning spans. If the person does not set objectives to
be achieved at the end of these periods, he may waste both time and re-
sources. Optimal use of time must be purposeful. Time is a primary re-
source which one can use to direct interests and aptitudes towards the
achievement of objectives in skills and knowledge. When 44 percent or a
junior class in college indicates that it does not know what major occu-
pationally-related fields of study they should specialize in, how can the
students utilize their planning span of one and a half years for Preparing
to qualify for a job? They have handicapped themselves by not exploring
and determining earlier major fields of interests in which they can Con-
centrate studies and gather work experiences.

It has been said that a more mature person needs a full year to suc-
cessfully make a mid-career Change. Tb enter the job market for the first
time as a qualified applicant for a particular type of work may'require
two to three'years. It is obviously critical to every person's use of
time that he find directions for himself as early as possible. He can then
create a longer planning span for himself for entering the job market and
becoming an economically independent and socially balanced person.

What is life and career planning all about? In one way or another
we all practice planning,WO make decisions. From some decisions are
generated objectives. TheSe in turn require selecting-and controlling
realistic meanS to reach achievable and desired results. Life and career
goals should be set in a framework of future situations in which we can
expect them to happen. Since each of us is a unique and different human
being from all others in the world, our means-as interests, aptitudes and
personality characteristics will be different from other people's for
achieving our objectives. FUrthermore, each pf us will live, work and
necessarily cope with different future environments. This requires flex-
ibility in Changing ourselves and our plans.

.Planning is a highly individualized or personal process of goal
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ANALYSIS AND DECISION MAKING AS STEPS IN OBJECTIVE SETTING PROCESS

Problems are deviations from the specified results of objectives which should positive they should be studied as opportunities. Deviations from anticipated

have been achieved, Exact results from anticipated performances are rarely results which are negative should be corrected in a new objective setting

accomplished. When deviations occur they become personal responsibilities process to overcome any internal weaknesses or environmental threats,

for correction if they are unwanted or negative; if they are desirable or

PROBLEM SITUATIONS

OF

EVERY PERSON

A

ISOLATE AND CLASSIFY PROBLEMS

II r II lid

°

ANALYZE ,PROBLEMS AS TO CAUSES

AND DESIRED RESULTS

ASSIGN PRIORITY TO PROBLEM

FOR SOLUTION

DECISION EXPRESSED

AS AN OBJECTIVE
GREATER

THAN EXPECTED

DEVIATION NO, I: Positive

problem which may represent

opportunity for the individual

0
DEVIATION NO, 2: Negative

,

problem which may represent

0 LESS threat or resource loss to the

individual
1/49

1 0

0
fi

Time span coverMg internal and

external changes not anticipated in strategy



setting. Each of us makes our own decisions. No one can set our life or
career objectives for us. Each of us is accountable for purposes we choose
and results from directions we elect to take.

Many of us, however, would often like some one else to make our deci-
sions for us. This simply can't be done. We can obtain counsel and ad-
vice. Decisions or choices, however, must be made by ourselves as a non-
delegable responsibility.

Most decisions are fairly easy choices. Many are made from habit.
They are either "yes" or "no" answers to simple questions of selecting an
alternative. Others, however, are more complex. They involve the deter-
mination and commitment of our resources to reach same specific goal over
a long period of time. They require a knowledge base not only of our-
selves but that part of our environment or work field in which we set ob-
jectives. This knowledge base will include becoming aware cf cur interests,
aptitudes, personality characteristics and information as to haw well we
have done in certain activities in which we establish goals for ourselves.
Self-awareness in planning provides us with an understanding.of our
strengths and weaknesses for achieving what we need or want to do.

PLANNING IS A NONDELEGABLE RESPONSIBILITY

EVERY PERSON MUST...

RECOGNIZE HIS OWN DECISION-MAXING AUTW.NRITY

ACQUIRE NECESSARY SKILLS TO MAKE HIE 'Y':1 PLANS

COMMIT HIMSELF TO ACHIEVING HIS LIFE/CAREER PLANS

CONTROL HIS BEHAVIOR TO CARRY OUT HIS ACTION PLANS

jDECISIONS ir

-KNOWLEDGE

PERSONAk. 1......

RESPONSIGILITY

CHALLENGING
OBJECTIVES

ACHIEVABLE
PERFORMANCES

[CHOICE OF OPTIMAL
MEANS FOR THEIR
ACCOMPLISHMENT

CONTROLS

Planning accordingly begins with establishing a knowledge or infor-
mation base for making optimal decisions. It consists of underStanding
ourselves, our present and future environments and an evaluation of*our
past performances in which we have been successful or to some degree weak
or failed.

This self-understanding or self-concept is difficult to come by.

5
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.Our traits and personality characteristics are impossible to measure ex-
cept in highly comparative and qualitative terms. Furthermore we are not
the same from,year to year. We go through a life-long pmcess olchange
physically, intellectually and even morally or spiritually. As young
adults we differ 'in many respects from what we were as adolescents. We go
throgh a period of maturation. Similarly people reaching middle or re-
tirement ages will have different values, attitudes and Skills than they
had as young adults. Their perspectives as to life purpose may possibly
have undergone radical'changes.

One's intermediate-term objectives also change over the years with
the life cycle. The needs for food, warmth and security of a totally de-
pendent infant differ almost completely in their forms of achievement from
a young or more mature adult. A much older and experienced person should
also be able to analyze his situation, determine the form and degree of
his needs and take appropriate actions to achieve retirement objectives
with his available resources.

Many factors will influence goals we set for ourselves. For many
people objectives are only vague, sometimes bordering On fantasy, wishful
dreaming of what they want to be or would like to achieve. They have not
thought out and predicted.goals on any realistic basis of knowing and
understanding their capabilities or interests. They are probably also un-
aware of what impact changes in the environment will.have on their goals,
hazy as they may be. The more clearly, specifically and realistically we
define our objectives and future conditions affecting their achievement,
the higher will become our standards for iprformance and the better use we
will make of capabilities for realizing our goals.

An objective represents "what" is to be achieved in a specific goal.
Probably more difficult in planning are the "how's" or the means we choose
to reach an objective. ahe later may be called strategic action plans.
They consist of utilizing personal strengths and resources (interests, ap-
titudes, values and personality factors) most advantageously in achieving
our various life and career goals. We all must frequently change or modi-
fy our strategic action plan3.

This is frequently observed in college. A student, by the end of his
sophomore year, may change his occupational choice several times. However,
once a choice is firmay decided upon as an objective he will -.)lect a patL-
tern of courses to meet his particular-objective for graduation and enter-
ing the job market. These "how" plans are subject to frequent change.-
Objectives, once they are decided upon, will be slower to change. They
tend to evolve or be modified. They do not radically or abruptly change
to give new thrusts or new directions to one's life or career.

The development of actien plans to achieve objectives is a major in-
dicator of one's capability for selfmanagement. Since each person differs
in his potentials, values, aspirations and interests, he or she must nec-7
essarily shape particular action plans which will best achieve their specif-
ic goals- -Some objectives require longer planning spans than others.

A person entering a skilled trade may complete required educational

6
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courses within 1/4,, two years for entry into a vocational field. A pro-
fessional such as a physician, lawyer, scientist or institutional adminis-
trator. may require six to eight years of post-secondary schooling, intern-
ship and work experiences. Designing and carrying out implementing plans
for entering a particular occupation or adopting a life style suitable to
your ambitions and wants will vary with each person's objectives.

LIFE/CAREER PLANNING RESULTS IN Brmrr'"(-1 0

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT C

ABILITY TO TAKE ADVANTAGE 6.
. .

INDWIDUALLY DESIGNED OBJECTIVES FOR PERSONAL DIRECTION

ABILITY TO COPE WITH A RAPIDLY CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION OF PERSONAL RESOURCES AND STRENGTHS

DECISION AND PLANNING BASE FOR...

-SF LONG;TERM SELF-MANAGEMENT

ACCOUNTABILITY FOR BEHAVIOR

SCHEDULED IMPROVEMENTS AND PERFORMANCES

MANAGEMENT eY OBJECTIVES FOR RESULTS

LACK OF LIFE/CAREER PLANNING RESULTS IN.. ,

INADEGUATE SELF.ANALYSIS AS TO POTENTIAL GROWTH

ABSENCE OF DIRECTIONS AS To OPPORTUNITIES

INEFFECTIVE UTILIZATION OF PERSONAL RESOURCES

'-iNABILITT TO COPE WITH CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

SELF-MANAGEMENT DV CHANCE AND DAY-TO-DAY DECISIONS

Last of all, controls over one's behavior, use of time and Maximum
utilization of potentials represents the final step in the personal plan-
ning process. Behavioral rules, schedules, budgets, and meeting certain
levels of performance constitute major restrictive forces over the use of
resources allocated to individual action plans.

-A-

Establishing a Personal Planning Base

Planning begins with the difficult task of achieving understanding of
one's self. It consists of arriving at a self-concept. This analysis in
turn is followed by environmental and occupational studies and making as-
sumptions on what changes are likely to occur in the future. Tatly, a
person should look at how well he or she has performed in certain critical

7
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areas leading to successes, satisfactions, and happiness.

This self-study indicates one's interests or particular aptitudes for
certain vocational and avocational pursuits. Out of this overall process
of self-analysis and information gathering, a table.or listing of one's
strengts and weaknesses is prepared. This planning base provides the
framework within which objectives are to be set and personal resources al-
located and used for their accomplishment.

RAPP.

BASIC STETS OF LIFE CAREER PLANNING PROCESS

ANALYSES

RECYCLE LIFE/CAREER
PLANNING PROCESS

OBJECTIVE
SETTING

...i....STRATEGIES.AND

ACTION PLANS

Planning is a life-long, dynamic means for
adjustment to environmental change or changes
which occur within a person himself. (Above) The
four stcps of planning are represented in what may
be described as a static flowchart. After 3 person
acquires a degree of skill in planning, the

distinction between the steps disappears and ha

CONTROLS FOR IMPLEMENTJNG
ACTION PLANS

engages in a synthesis of thinking where one Step
t:f planning blends into the next.. (Below) An
utfort is made to illustrate the on-going function
of planning skills and the development of a first
life/career plan. For most people it .will be

modified and improved almost imMediately after
having been developed.

L1FE/CAREER PLANNING IS A REPETITIVE. CONTINUING PROCESS

7/ N12

(a
31\ 5 4/ N S 4 / \

5 4
,/

REVIEW LIFE MISSION

2 AMEND BASIC PERSONAL POLICIES

3 ANALYZE CRITICAL PAST PERFORMANCES

4 AMEND OBJECTIVES

5 CREATE NEW STRATEGIES

6 DEVELOP AND UPDATE ACTION PROGRAMS

7 EVALUATE SE L F.MANAGEMENT CONTROLS

8 SCHEDULE FUTURE REVIEW OF LIFE/CAREER PLANS

8
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MODEL FOR DECISION MAKING AND LIFE/CAREER PLANNING

[ ESTABLISH A PLANNING BASE

[ANALYSIS 1

SELF.ANALYSIS ENVIRONMENT

RESOURCES

LIFE GOALS

CAREER GOALS

VALUE SYSTEM

POLICIES

HISTORY OF PAST PERFORMANCES

DETERMINE TRENDS/FORECP

FOR FUTURE PE RFORMAN,.

FiSUMPTIONS AS TO THE I UTURE

TECHNOLOGY

SOCIO.POLITICAL FACTORS

OPPORTUNITIES

.THREATS

EMPLOYMENT MARKET

KEY RESULT AREAS FOR SUCCESS

-
CONTROLS FOR IMPLEMENTING ACTION PLANS

I Establish schedules for completing programs and projects with due dato for

.. 4.

accomplishment of each phase of program

....

.1

{OBJECTIVE SETTING IN

KEY RESULT AREAS'

PLANNING GAPS

DETERMIK

CONTHWING OBJECTIVE:

SET PRIORITIES

ON OBJECTIVES

EVALUATE AND SELECT OPTIMAL

STRATEGIES AND ACTION PLANS

TO ACCOMPLISH OBJECTIVES"

GENERAL STRATEGY:

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES ACTION PLANS

I,) 1

2,) 21

a) 3.1

.11

10......
....wmi.-

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: GE, IERAL STRATEGY:

SPECIFIC OBJE:TIVES

minni..,rek

ACTION PLANS

1.1

2,) 2,1

a) 3,1

*Set both Cotinuing and Specific Objective for "Specific Objectives generally require more than

all Key Result Areas one Action Plan

Set.up and follok pcisonal records for budgeting time and costs. Adjust for

deviations,

Review personab s anous basic and operating policies, specific objectives and

strategic action plans. Make necessary amendments.

Obtain gindance and critical evaluation from career or vocational counsellor

vi progiess being achieved on lifeicareer plan. Adjust plans appropriately.

Recycle lifecareet planning proccl semilonnally and update plans for

chorges occurring in yourself or environ men I,

15

1---10 OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES ARE TO BE SET

FOR ALL KEY RESULT AREAS

Realization of a defined life 'purpose

Achievement of selisuppori and income capabilities

Realization of potentiaK ra growth

Accomplishment of specific social responsibilities

Acquisition of abilities that are niarketable oi satisfy personal nerds

Obtaining a demand for personal assets in the job market

Achievement of a .selfganagement capability .

Acquisition of positive attitudes and motivational forces

Development of an innovative capability
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Personal Analyses and Self-Understanding,

Most of our decisions shOuld be based on facts insofar as possible.
Life/Career planning begins with establishing an informational base on
one's self. It consists of ..tnalyses to achieve self-awareness. The
"Know Yourself" mandate of Socrates 2400 years ago is the most difficult
of all knowledge to acquire. People frequently understand other people
better than they understand themselves. Reaching an awarenesS of One's
self involves determinipg_onWs total personality characteristics,----ap-
titudes, intereStS, values and all other factors which make each. of us
different from all .other people. These are intangible qualities; they
cannot be measured as wo would describe an object in pounds of weight or
units or volume, tenrth and breadth using any adopted standards for meas-
urement. Often w can only describe our own or someone else's personality
Factors as average, above or below average in relation to a nuMber of
pewle-we-know.- -The absence-of a-capability-to-quantify-OUt-Characteris-
tics becomes a major roadblock far many people in their personal planning.

A great many tests are available which help us interpret our various
forms of intelligence, attitudes and values, aptitudes and interests on a

SELF-ANALYSIS

ALL EFFECTIVE PLANNING BEGINS WITH A KNOWLEDGE CASE OF...

ONE'S-SELF: APTITUDES AND INTERESTS

THE ENVIRONMENT: CHANGES ANTICIPATED IN ST

ONE'S HISTORY OF PAST PERFORMANCES

STRENGTHS TO SE CAPITALIZED

WEAKNESSES TO BE CORRECTED

IDENTIFICATION OF APTITUDES AND INTERESTS

CAPARRITiES /OW
GROWN AND

SAT ISF ACTIONS
11.0 Ot C)SIONSON

DI/1E C I IONS TV
BE TAM N

11.

comparative basl., with hundreds of thousands of others who have taken the
same tests. Ar T.Ivement or competency tests% are also available which per-
mit us to RIPart manual skills such as typewriting or mental achievements
such as la4nages. or the sciences.

In arnpl' at an.improved self-concept it is desirable to consider
one's self as a omposite of a number of characteristics which make up

17



your total being. These partially include (1) one's resources both in-
tangible and tangible; (2) life goals; (3) current career apals; (4) at-
titudes, preferences, value systems and beliefs; (5) rules and practices
for routine behavior; and (6) aspirations or ambitions as to life style
and occupational preferences.

Resources: These may be broadly classified into either external-or
internal. The former consist of time, money, insurance, friends and rela-
tives or any physical assets which a person might possess. The later or ,

one's internal resources comprise all factors which make up, an individual
_total_acthal personality. These internal-resources represent the-sumytota

of behavioral tendencies and potentials both mental and physical. Many o
them are inhenited or are innate. They are qualities or attributes for
development. Cthers are acquired such as values, attitudes and certain
skills which may or may not have an innate'potential for development.

PERSONAL RESOURCES

STRENGTHS
OR

ASSETS

nab.

INTERNAL 1

LiEXTERNAL I

INTERNAL RESOURCES EXTERI4AL RESOURCES

MAJOR PERSONAIM FACTORS FAMILY AND FRIENDS

III APTITUDES MONEY AtilD PROPERTIES

PHYSICAL OTHER PHYSICAL ASSETS

MENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS

ARTISTIC

BASIC INTERUT PIMA

Listed hereafter-are some external and internal resources, described
in very broad terms, which you might try to use in self-evaluating or
rating yourself on a scale of one (1) to ten (10). One (1) being very
low, five (5; average) and ten (10) representing an estimate of yourself
as high, exceptional or very superior.
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PROFILE OF INNATE CHARACTERISTICS AND APTITUDES

Everyone may prepare a profile rating sheet on himself. Ratings are not absolute; they are best evaluated

as average, above average or below average. Tests help in preparing these =ratings of one's traits and

aptitudes. Interests may be profited on a similar form. Rate yourself on a scale of 1 to 10 on the following

characteristics. If the ratings are obtained from tests use red ink; if from your own estimate or appraisals

from others use black ink or pencil, low medium

PERSONALITY TRAITS 4 5. 10

high
1

9

Charisma

Attitudes

Sociability

Temperment

Will power

-Maturity

Extroverted

Introverted

Morals

Character

Appearance

^

.,

APTITUDES I 2345. 6 7,8 . 9 10

Manual

Physical dexterity

Strength

Coordination

Rhythm

Speed

Stamina

Steadiness

Mental

- Verbal reasoning

Spatial perceptions

Mechanicalocomprel nsion

Auditory discrimination.

Social relationships

General intelligence

Memory

Concentrati=

Artistic 19

.
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One of the stumbling blocks to knowing ourselves is not understanding
various terms and how they are used in self-analysis so that we can rate
the factors which make up our personality. How many people are familiar
with such terms as attitudes, values, character, temperament, reasoning
or persuasive interests? Do you have a clear definition of these terms
and can use them to describe your strengths or weaknesses in making a
rating of your personal resources.

How meaningful were the terms in-ihe Above questions to you? Were
the qUestions So broadly stated that you'were unable to accurately rate
yourself as to your personal qualities, apti tude i 10f .t,i4ts?--COUld
you Check any One number on the one to ten scale as being an accurate
estimate of your particular personality factor?.

A, long list of additionaLand more specific personality quelities
could have been added to the,labove list. Many would be detailed out to
relatp to a particular occupational field or be expansions, of a single
-personality-factor-with many-subdivisions-.---MentaraptitUdeS; as you well--
know, may be broken down into a great many formS of intelligences.

Psychologists, it should be noted, differ among themselyes both as to
definitions for various qpglities or factors of the personality.as well as
psychometric instruments for-their evaluations or measurements.

Another major _factor -in one's personality, about 'Waich much has been
written:and its importance stressed but little isLknown, is motivation.
We all know-personally andthistorically a,great many average,people who
havekbeen very successful_in_life and work. Somebave never received any
public recognition whatsoever. Yet we, &Km and speak of then aS being
happy, successful people because of their motivations. Successful per-
formances, desirable attitudesa.and character are the results of motivatiod.
Motivations may simply be defined as the determining causes for one's be-
havior and the force behimd the satisfaction of one's needs and'desires.
It may be further expanded tolnean the art of inducing people through
their own efforts to set and:achieve goals which-are-identified mdth-ob-
jectives for their personal success and happiness.

MOTIVATIONS LEAD TO DECISIONS 1:01t ACIIIINh:ENT

MOTIVATION OR
COMMITMENT TO

CHANGE

LMUECTIVE
AIMCHANGE

IMPLEMENTING OPTIMAL
ACTION PLANS TO
ACHIEVE RESULTS

Monteauses poi& to taite actions In satisfy their
name and wants? The meeting of physiolmdcal
resparements are fairly simple to nalyte. Drives
anti forces to achieve lompterm-Oisiectives ate
Mow' difficult to define notedLatendegue:-

13

ACHIEVEMENT
OF RESULTS

1 SELFMANAGEMENT CONTROLS
OVER ACTION PLANS

Self.analysis should lead not only to an
-understanding tuiwity you ate motivated to behave
'as you Jo bur also to the creation ol actiomtaking
drives anJ forces to reach a wide range of
life/career goals

20



In terms of resources, one's total personality is a mixture of
strengths and weaknesses. Psychological tests are primarily intended to
help you to better understand yourself. Their results, however, may some-
times be misleading unless intelligently interpreted. You should use
tests to become aware of your potentials for personal development. Ttiv:,

will also help you rellte to occupational and othci- decisions ,;,ou must
make in personal planning. Some tests used by yourt: odiats include:

Eysenck Personality Inventory, 1963, _Educational and Industrial Test-
ing Service.

,

Edwards Personal Preterence Schedule 1953-59, Psychological Corpora-
tion.

Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnmire, 1949-63, Institute for
Personality and Abiltty Testing.

Differential Aptitude Tests, 1947-63, Psychological-Corporation;

,General Aptitude Test Battery, (GATB), 1946-63, U.S. EMployment
Service.

Kuder Preference Record, 1956-63, Science Research Associates.

Strong Vdcational Interest Blank for Men, 1927-63, Consulttng
Psychologists Press.

Study of Values, 1931-70,
Mifflin Co.

The Self-Directed Search, A Guide to Educational and Vocational
Planning, 1970-73, John L. Holland, Consulting Psychologist PTess,
Inc.

Allport, Vernon and Lindsey, iHoughton

Tests may provide an appraisal of one's personality characteristics.
When test results are properly interpreted and understood they become in-
dicators of directions for an individual to advantageously pursue. They
can bring to light one's potentials, strengths or reveal weakness on which
plans may not be successfully built.

It is desirable for effective personal planning to build up a data
file or information bank on yourself. This material may, be hard to col-
lect, will require thoughtful and careful interpretation and should be
put into writing. Advantage should be taken, insofar as possible, to ob-
tain advice and evaluations from skilled counselors on the results of
tests and interviews.
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RESI1L.T. YSES CREATING ILANNIN( 'ABE OF NNOVALEOGP

ISELF-ANALYSIt,

VALUE SYSTEM

APTITUDES

I INTERESTS

ASSUMPTIONS ON

FUTURE CHANGE

GENERAL

LIFE,

CAREER

KEY RESULT AREAS

OBJECTIVES TO BE
SET IN ALL KEY
RESULT AREAS

PLANNING DECISIONS SHOULD BE. MADE FROM BASIS OF STRENGTHS NOT WEAKNESSES

DECISION TO
MAKE SPECIFIC

CHANGES rn EFFECT I

STRENGTHS 1

INFORMATIOWEASE

- PERSON/4SM FACTORS

- APTITUDES

, INTERESTS

Decision making for the achievement of the most
advantageous and beneficial of results from actions
taken must be premised upon an informsounal
base of various consequences oi events, or
situations a person causes tu happen. Effects or
consequences to decisions have a Maher

r WEAKNESSES

BEHAVIOR
REOUIRED /0

ACHIEVE RESULT

probability, of occuranec when, they stem from a
person'testrengths. A person's major ohjeetIvesin
lile Amid, be supported , hy cornbmsliorwriof

. varioussitrengths personAiIy, developeahot
potentiahaptituderand dominant interests.

2 2
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Life Mission or Goal: A concept of yourself as a being With purpose'
is:extremely difficult to grasp and even mbre difficUlt to define. Who
are you? What purpose do you have in a world of rationality, design and
order? Or is it a world of irrationality, chance and conflicts between
forces of what we describe as evil and good? these questions have been
raised with youth since the first great Greek philosoPhers. Religious
leaders in both western and eastern cultures have offered answers as
beliefs which many of their followers accept and adhere to in their moral'
life styles. It is not a question posed for.young people alone.: People
in:their middle years or old age continue to ask and pUzzle.over thiS
question.---Answers-will-vary-depending-upon-religiouS-beliefs-or-varying-
catbinations of materialistic and idealistic philosophical values.

PHILOSOPHICAL LIMITS
FOR CREATING

PERSONAL VALUE SYSTEMS

IDEALISM: TRAITS OF...

Absolute and etenul verities
hurnonality
Meaning and causes
Chelan end purpoim

Oblective nioratity
Ftethaous convictions

Personal Philosophical
Value System

MATERIALISM: TRAITS OF...

Relative end changeable truths
Transiency.
Agnostiehm
Chance but order
Subjective moeality
Renaud morahty

If we have inquiring minds, each of us attempts to come up with an
answer to the question of our particular purpose in life. Mbst young
people when confronted with the question of.their purpose in life, divide
themselves into:two groups.' A majority tends to place their primary pur-
pose upon successful entry into the job market and subsequently adhieving
a degree of financial success, independence and power. 'A fewerjiuMber Will
be concerned with their role as members of society and their responsibili-
ties of being of service to God and otherjoeople. When answers are'pre-
mised on religious convictions they should always be accepted withoUt
argument.

Interpretations of one's life purpose, when they do not stem from
religious beliefs, are largely determined by the value system dominant in
a person's peer group and reflect economic and prevalent social attitudes
of the time. The personal effort for defining one's life mission relates
tn,everything vm do in our work, leisure time and various social activi-
ties.



Every organization, company, government agency or social group de-
fines for itself a charter or states its.purpose for being: All
groups of individuals, united to cope with same particularsituation,
will prepare statements or their. purpose. It may be assumed that in-
dividuaIS in creating life plans will find their efforts difficult or
possibly futile unless their plans are based upon a stated purposeful
or a PUrposeless'Cause for being.

A definition of one's life purpose is not necessarily arrived at
through a rational and logical process. For most people it-ts purely a
non-rational or religious_conviction_Their-beliefs provide them-with_
means for reconciling conflicts problems or situations involving apparent
forces of evil vs. good, pain vs. pleasure, selfishness vs. unselfishness,
love vs. hatred.

Many people adopt a materialistic viewpoint on an emotional or philo-
sophical basis. For them, "man is essentially a wolf to man."

When people take a stand on their life purpose or mission it general-
ly becomes a powerful force for decision making. Although accepted on a
non-rational basis, it establishes a premise for rationally and logically,
determining standards of conduct and setting priorities for one's achieve-
ments.

Closely associated with an, expression of one's lire purPose or:mis-
sion is the oonyiction of a persoWs worth. Worth (self7-respect and:es-7

: lte?em) becomes expressed in a-value system for motivation and selfHmanage-
merit, The recognition of personal Worth becomes a motivational force
w hich a person feels he must implement in his life style. It becomes an
objective for personal self-realization in terms of esteem and respect.

Answers to the question on the nature of man ranges from his divine
relationship with God.and immortality to his being merely a part Of a
mechanistic but marvelously designed universe. At death, however, he
ceases tahave any continuity of being. Some philosophers have claimed
that man's life begins in evil and, without the restraints of laws which
man himself creates, leads to self-destruction. Others claim that man is
essentially good. They consider man as a combination of mortal body and
immortal soul. Another group reduces man to an organic machine, "a col-
lection'of springs which wind each other up."

Each person should seek an answer to the reason for his being and set '
a purpose for himself in life. There will be no single or simple answers.
The following are some attempts by young adults to define their life pur-
poses:

"A purpose in my life has never been clearly defined.
times when I am not sure of any ultimate goals at all.
eMphasis was placed on my going to church and getting
become a success in life. Having plenty of money was
one's goal."

"You only go around once. Make the most of your life.

17
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There are many
As I grew up

an education to
nearly every-

I intend to



enjoy life to its fullest sio 'Long

"Everyone's purpose in life is to
love one's neighbor as one's self.
dual will destroy himself in this

as I don't harm others in soCipty."

obey thp cnnimuldments or Cod and
Unless this is done,: the indivi-

and in his future

"Tb explain my purpos in life has taken a great deal of thought.
involves the possibility of my survival after death. It is still

very hard to explain, express and understand. I have thought many
times about what I would like to accomplish in life. Should I go
into-business-and-make'a:lot-of-money?- -I-feel-that-there-is-Much
more in life than just that. Much more is involved. I want to use
what talents I have to help the present as well as future generations."

"Tb 'define my purpose in life is almost impossible. However,--I-do-

have many long-term objectives which I want to achieve. Material
success is very important but it is equally important that I inte-
grate myself with God and his divine plan."

As expressed in the Fitzgerald translation of Omar Khayyam!s Rubaiyae:

It

Into this Universe,'and Why not knowing
Nor Whence, like water willy-nilly flowing;
And out of it, as wind along the waste,
I know not Whither, willy-nilly blowing.

Just as one's values may'be derivedltom-life purpose, So'also-may an
individual's life mission shape and form one's value System. Iklues de-
termine a person's estimate of his or her personal worth. This evaluation
of one's purposeful worth in turn leads to standards of conduct, life
style and the use of one's resources for achieving certain levels and
forms of objectives.

Current career _pals: One of the difficult decision-making processes
of the young adult, particularly between the ages of seventeen and twenty-
two, is arriving at realistic and achievable occupational or career di-
rections.

Wring childhood and into adolescence many types,of mat: become as-
pirations resulting from fantasy oragination. Only a few'individuals
maintain a continued interest in these job fields after adolescence. The
process of maturation often leaves a young adult separated from his pat
answer to "what do you want to become?" developed in earlier years. Ybung
adults begin groping for more realistic definitions of career fields.

Very'little guidance'is given high school students in planning their
work futures. The vast majority of students in,post-secondary,institu-
tions search for some vocational or professional field which will, answer
their interests, potentials, aspirations and needs. Teachers in post-
secondary colleges and universities take refuge behind the ekcuse that
guidance counselors in secondary schools have or should have already as-
sisted students in making choices for career or occupational fields for,
which they will qualify after-ihey have pushed them inio post-secondary
education.

re'



DECISIONS MADE

IN HIGH SCHOOL

DECLSION POINTS IN CAREER PLANNING FOR ACHIEVING Insconui CAPABILITY

IMMEDIATE ENTRY
INTO JOB MARKET

ENROLLMENT IN
VOCATIONAL 3CHOOL

GO ON TO COLLEGE

. DECISION MADE AS TO CAREER CHOICE

UPON ENROLLMENT IN COLLEGE

DECISION DELAYED AS TO CAREER CHOICE
UNTIL SECOND OR TI II RD YEAR OF COLLEGE

DECISION DELAYED TO LAST YEAR
OF COLLEGE

The years of young adulthood are particularly difficult. It is a
decision-making time. The young person becomes indePendent in his think-
ing, looks for economic freedom from parents, initiates his own controls
over behavior and emotional expressions, and develops or reinforces a per:-
sonal, value .or ethical code. He or she begins _to assume a lasting sense,
of identity or self-awareness and associates it with partiCular objectives
in a complex and confusing world.

Influences by:parents, peer groups or motivational forces to satis fy
a need for independence focuses . the young, adult's effortS 'on finding a
-work ,field he wants to enter. Comparatively few young adults .acquire -ex-

.

tensive Work experiences. The world of work for most' young:people is an
unexplored and unfamiliar-territory into which they Must venture. To-make

. . . .

an intelligent choice frouramong some fifteen occupational clusters, cx
from'over 30,000 job titles, without being familiar With only a few of,
them is utterly impossible.

This unreasonableness is further compounded by the fact that most
young, adtats are not familiar with their own personality characteristic's
which 'must be matched up with a particular job's 'requirements.' It is this
match which makes 'for satisfactions in an occupational, f ield

Career planning accordingly mdght be based upon the formula:



Self-understanding Knowledge of job fields = Capability for
occupational choice.

This formula provides a base for decision-making and setting objec-
tives for point of entry into a particular occupational field. It in-
creases your probability for success in that you choose a job area which
you have studied, talked to people about, and compared it with other forms
of work. At least half of all students, however, during their first two
years of college have not decided on what.occupation they want to go into.

In the last two years, however, a new approach has been proposed in
career or vocational guidance, which is described as "job clusters." This
was heralded in 1973 by the U.S. Office of Education as "a new concept in
preparing youngsters for the real world." Actually there is nothing new
about this approach for studying occupational categories into .which various
related jobs are grouped. However, this emphasis on innovation was merely
a public relations gimmick to justify the large annual appropriations re-
ceived by the U.S. Office of Education and from which little results have
been realized. Little if any improvements in vocational and career edu-
cation have been achieved in either secondary or post-secondary schools
during the past thirty-five years. Vocational and career guidance, frum
rural high schools to staffs in higher educational counselling services,
have made little if any innovative contributions. The Q.E.D. may be de-
monstrated from their published writings.

Job clustering costing-consists of relating jobs, occupations and
career fields in: (1) construction, (2) manufacturing, (3) transportation,
(4) agri-business and natUral resources, (5) marine sciences, (6) environ-
ment, (7) business and office, (8) marketing and distribution, (9) communi-
cation and media, (10) hospitality and recreation, (11) personal seriiices,
(12) public service, (13) health, (14) consumer and homemaking education,
and (15) fine arts and humanities.

Young adults should, nevertheless, be encouraged to investigate jobs

these_job_clusters_through_the_comprehensive-Occupational-Cutlook-Hand
book and other readings recommended in the bibliographies for various work
fields. Students should plan on twenty to thirty hours of reading on four
to six occupations of interest to them. With note taking on points of in-
terest and opportunities in the various mork fields, they can generally
obtain an evaluation of a job cluster which will be of interest to them.

Reading, however, is not enough. Anyone who must make a decision on
some particular occupational field should interview and talk with people
working in jobs in an occupational cluster. This provides the interested
person with current information on working conditions, earnings, benefits,
possible employment and advancement opportunities. Students should also
be able to talk with professors about career and work possibilities in the
fields of their specialization. Unfortunately advice from these sources
sometimes falls short of real conditions existing in the work world. Many
professors live in a world of abstractions and research unrelated to a

_work_field_into,:which_the_graduating_student_seeks-entry.

27
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THE JOB MARKET'S DEMAND FOR MY ASSETS

What assets can I presently bring to the job market?

Average compensation for my present level of assets?

Market demand for my level of skills and assets?

What assets and skills will I bring to the job market upon completing my proposed training program and education?

Employers-for whom I would like to work?

How can I effectively contact employers to interest them in my assets?

21
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Entry into an occupational field will be made at some level of func-
tion ranging from the unskilled worker to the professional manager. Titles
for these various functions in an occupation or a company will vary. Vari-
ous levels of work or functions, which are also not rigid, consist of:

I. EXecutive and Administrative Positions: Represent major
responsibilities for making policies and major decisions
on organization's operations.

II. Managerial and Professional Positions: Represent major
delegated authorities and accountabilities to top manage-
ment. Interpretation of policies. IPvel II differs from
I only in de,?;ree of responsibilities.

III. Semi-Professional and Middle-Manavment Positions: Repre-
sent functions involving applications of policies and re-
sponsibilities for small groups. Educational background
is generally two years of college pluS experience.

TV. Skilled or Technical Positions: A wide range of positions
requiring several years of specialized post-secondary train-
ing, education or experience. Skills are specialized in
limited vocational fields.

V. Semi-Skilled Jobs and Positions: Require less training,
education and experience than work in level IV. Positions
demand less initiative and have limited authority.

VI. Unskilled Jobs and Positions: Work requires little or no
special education and training and largely consists of re-
petitive, simple job tasks.

A high school student without any technical courses and limited work
experiences will experience difficulty in making a point of work entry
into_any_except-levels_Vand-VIA young-adult-with-two-years_of-college- ____ -----
and SOme experience will probably be an acceptable applicant for work in
level IV. Four- and five-year college graduates with.internships or work
experiences can generally make their point of entry into jobs on level III.

Career planning should not only aim at making a choice of an occupa-
tion which the individual will enter but also determine education and work
experiences necessary to take a job at a desired level of entry. In a
tight labor market and depressed economic conditions, competition for jobs
can be anticipated as nothing less than fierce. Above average performances
in college courses and recommendations from work experiences will give an
applicant a substantial edge over others in seeking a job.

Attitudes, Values, Beliefs and Behavioral Policies: These bases for
decision-making are rarely understood by a majority of people. They are
largely non-rational in that they represent acquired and non-rational feel-
ings_of_what_one_prefersr-how_one_should-or_ought-to-behave-what
sirable as to what is right or wrong; good or bad, or to be cherished or
rejected.

2 9
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A=it2des may simply be regarded as ways which a person ha8 a Len-
dency !topond either negatively or positively toward objects, situa-
tions carr)rther people. .They largely consist ofAVoiding what has proved
to be unpiQasant and favor what -jlt.rewariding, ifiegamat,tor satisfying.
They rellyrequire lit+Je thirikOmg but nuonethelf. %X,o=unt 'fora. great
many rwatrie "Yes" or "r.: rrns mad,in every W:rson's life.

Biew -.epresent the accAlOnce of_some statement.or prOpesition
which&71,27 be deducted as kaitiwafrom personal piNpsicai experiences. In
a IJIamiteC Ur: they are related7te assumptions. Tir;* later is-the apt of.
takizig To canted or without pcoof that a thingi*'-:rue or will occur.
It ir t\ts a problemacical statement or %orkilt-Yhypothesis,on the oc-
currenc :. a future event or situation. Beliefsanot be-==ived at
solely ky processes. A good example of bOvIefs MME4 "The idea

.

that tiomsula. went 'down' and tbat the sky was 'up' .Which.--was among the
greatestsitumbling blocks to :1:..-,,tronomical sciende ...c centuries."

Behav-zoral policies, on the other hand, are self-imposed but arbi-
trary limiLations or restrictions which one assumes to control one's free-
dom in his,routine or long-range deciSion-making processes. These are
rules and regulations of behavior as to how one can Most effectively apply
personal resources to achieve routine or specific longer-term goals.

Defining values is more difficult. A value is a combination of at-
titudes, one's goals, feelings and beliefs. However, not dIl attitudes
and preferences meet the definition of values. Anything that.is defined
as a value should meet seven criteria:

They must be chosen freely: How do you value our own or any other
form of government which you live under or accept? Was the accept-
ance of our form of government our own decision or was itaccepted
because it was inherited from an older or imposed on us by a peer
group? Possibly you value it as a.result of a comparative study of
governments you have made.

Values must be elected from alternatives: Has a value, you hold e-
volved from different choices you have had as to its being a better
elective for you to hold? Are you even aware of the alternatives to
.a value you have? Perhaps you had only the choice of acquiescence
of a source of knowledge for deciding on the course of action or po-
sition you have taken.

They must be prized and Cherished: Are what you call "values" only
feelings or attitudes? Are you happy in using your values as a baSis.
for decision-making? How vitally important are they to you? Are you
willing to fight for them as being important notonly in your own
but other people's lives?

Values should be determined after careful study and deliberation:
They provide a basis for rational decision-making although non-ra-
..tional_in_origin.--FeW-people-have-gone-through-theocess-of-ana-
lyzing and determining their values. Have you? Can you name your
important values?

23
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liza10-4_,Emabe publicIT affirmed when neFessary: How wilt Your
frr*,t an-0 others react to statement 17 your values Wien; you tea
(74:MIOrrvfnnt taley, are? Would you be aod or enbarrassed tcp public1N-

ti:.lues to your friends or St...rigers? Would you suffer
f 71-coes or even die for then :'ts did the martyrs it the early
Cajsj ,-,022=rch?

They .A)ouldi_ktifect your behavior and decisions: Can you live with
the lreftat§t,ZOT decisions which are made frail your valued": Da you in-
corwrate Tpur values into the routine behavior of your-dmly life?
Are A.1 V11-,Iasis for bath ordinary and extraordinary deeisions

Va1izA*,47trnanent and often expres--...ed in one's daily They
ai.-:fiequently used premise for decisions or choims which

you .1, - rtcont day-to-day. They are slow to change. How permanent is
the w i which you regard certain religious practices, principles
of. rribtstittt, vaarth of yourself and others, social responsibilities
and mamy other rules and regulations adopted by-yourself or
societ-v''

POLICIES SPECIFY HOW A PERSON USES HIS RESOURCES

TO ACHIEVE WHAT HE SHOULD OR MIGHT SECOME

TO CHANNEL HIS EFFORTS TOWARD MAJOR OBJECTIVES

TO OUALIFY'HIS STATEMENTS OF INTENT FOR LIFE/CAREER STRATEGIES

TO SET RESTRAINTS ON HIS DECISION MAKING CAPABILITY

RESTRICTING AREAS IN WHICH ACTIONS ARE TO BE TAKEN

OETERMININGAPOSITIVE USES OF RESOURCES

'AC:THOUGH.FOLICES-MAY*E"BROKEN;-THEY-ARE"USUALLY 'AMENDED

POLICIES ARE SELF-GOVERNING CONTROLS OF INTUIT...

RESTRAINTS ON DECISIONS FOR SEIS-MANAGEMENT

GUIDELINES TOWARD POSITIVE DIRECTIONS

,TYCLIINDARIES am ACTIONS NOT TO BE UNDERTAKEN

taLLOCATIONS FOR USE OF PERSONAL RESOURCES

DECISKYASSOR
OBJECTIVES

v'OS0111S/Ei. A CTI 0 N S

FOLICIES"GOVERNING ""STRATEGIES-Ta

USE OF' RESOURCES ACHIEVE OBJECTIVES
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MY ATTITUDES ANI /IVES FOR. ACHIEVEMENT

List five positive attitudes or motivational forces I have for doing better th i other negative force that reduces the positive results desired from my
average or excelling in various areas of my aptitudes, skills and intere z. attitudes and motives for echievement, What corrective actions can I take to
Oppote 'each attitude or mative indicate any limiting restraint, habit Ar maximize my motivationallorces?

POSITIVE ATTITUDES AND MOTIVES RESTRAINING F 1C1IORS OR INELUENCES CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN

-.1.........~.=.
a3



(Nw's values and frequently differ from what is proressed
i'mmuldtxt is practiced. lAe say that "EVery person has equal worth," yet

net someone frau g7rnip because of his speech, clothes or race. We
77ratess-that "Women are Nitta to men," yet many men don't like women who
Eureta>, smart for them or excel in business, sports or other activities.
lite all 141sist that "Hones4, is the best policy," yet it really won't hurt

k'rceat on just one'6zst or real estate or other deal. We say "It's
-rtc ;you win or lose,bu, how you play the game that counts." However,
wdamllammeone is down, isdumr usual practice to kick the hell out of him?

-B-

_Environmental Analyses Help Us.Cope With Process of Change

We all try to look J4enothe future. We are intensely interested in
what will batmen to us; misther some good event or unfortunate situation
will bilmufn11 us. Man's entire history has been related in various ways
with soothsayers, augurs, 772)_ etellers, astrologers or people credited
wd.th being gifted with a capability for prophecy.

It-isrhiEhly doubtful-that we can predict what will happen to any,of
us. Theznost7we can do is to anticipate certain situations within a...rm,
sonable:tuture span of tina-which will:result from:past and current treads
of even s! and situations. In recent years same,scientific techniques have
been developed far anticipstingwbat is likely to occur in the future.

ne-most important of the forecasting tools was3.developed:by Caaf
rof thesand Corporation and Theodore J. Gordon of the Douglas Air-ft Chrpormtion. This_forecasting method involved a group of worldwide

etxpert and tl:exchange of a series of questionnaires on questions where
-.Itey had either speciffm or general expertise. They have currently run
mut some ofeir-pinsaztions to the year 2200.

The farther ow attempts to forecast what -0 m ..ppen in the future,
the greatea-mtal_tettEatability to_error.Icxxxany-situations-and
eioests whichtcan ateise that will upset or even reverse the forecasts of
2rorearts. Nany of tbe,evants and developments forecasted by the Delphi

e could fbIY 'occur if the world remained_ at peace and there
o economic cr_:.socio=political reversals. This is in itself an un-

1--ci=Eptable assumatian

lalny of torecasas include: Wide practice in the transplanta-
-7-rwrofunost pin" nauralzirgans; sophistocated teaching techniques with
Ilmxchtme-s-tote..ant.acz.telerate learning processes; large-scale
ocema--_farmiinganctfabricatfioa-1 of synthetic proteins for food; regional

cocimual; gmtnetatimmiof artificial life .in the laboratory; life
.2ampectancy beyond IOOPyemns;;Inan-machine symbiosis to increase human in-
telligence; commercial trgarfic between the 'earth ancLmoon; and communic-
tiomzwith extra-terrestridl_intelligent beings.

_These_forecasts-are_pcimarily-of-interest-to-scientists-and-manDANt.-
turers of nuclear and other weaponry. These are only of academic inlerest
to young adults Who ane primarily concerned Nyth what the next three, 'ifive
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or ten ,years:will be economially, in quality of life and how their careers
may be affected through technological or cther changes whiah will occur.

Ability to forecast with amv degree of accuracy depends upon the per-
son's knovaedge of the particular-field in which he is making assumptions
as to what will happen. Unfortatately a great many external influences
can change the trend lines aw field in which one is a specialist. The
more comprehension a person has of an in-depth knowledM of many fields of
information, the more reliable wlfl te M forec.ots.

Iteparing assumptions:on the future begins-with tte selection of same
factmr of change which...affectour livesand careers. 'These-will include
chanmes-which are:occurring in our lifestyleand quality oflife as well
as developments in an occupattonal field-whichmay-require new or parti-
cular-types of training. Many-people holding *portant jobs in.govern-
mert industry and various organizations have become obsolescent because
of changes Which 'have occuri-RzAL

Following the speciticar±on of aparticular change which -is to be
studied, the next step is to..-zace back the historyand rate of Change
which:has ,occurred in a_parti=lar fieldmader studytor change. Good
examples for'study wouldbe.tL.velopments---which have occurred-In the field
of illuMination, communIcatiam storage and retrieval of information
through compaters, -sacal sctences and new. bankingand merchandising
techniques, After-obtaininga:trend lineca these-changes, ;a:person
should become aware Offresearthand :development vork currettly underway to
innovate.or bring abo mt. improvements lnITesentlaracticesor uses of equip-
ment .in a particular This information eLeit-ally include a
knowiedgeof what isInow on the drawing-boards amllOhemlthesechangesvill
likely-Tbe'trougbt ontc:th-market andadcipted by business-or becomeagen-
eral practice in .societ as:awhole. Thicichangesare,:not IiMited to
technical fields. They include alltactorsAin a. persoWs; religious. 'Po-
litical,. social and econdtio Ltoas.

Fran this shyly of a_Toztor crf. change, we can on tomake some
assumptionfas to MOM a panzicralar-event or situatlon:bitie process of
changemcal -91*.Tzv acorn . 7Peogle.wiil vary greatly in-Uleix-estimat.on
of the-times or-Hts far the occurence of change. -These variances will
largelythe due er--to--the uncertainty of the outcomes of:research pro-
grams in_aparticiliar field:or-I-unexpected situationamhich will accelerate
or slow:down the mate of anticipated development. Frequently new break-
throughsmay occur.which may-radically have an impact--on the rate of change
in a given pcilitical, organizational or technologicairarea.under stuitT.

From one-'s definition of an assumption as to what is likely to occur
and affect lite or career plans, decisimiscan be madteas, to the Atlitpt_.
tions one should take and what objectives are flo,... r4aildastically
able.

ftwe eps in.:making:assump Lions-.are:

... .

. ffe3EaIt a -factor of cha-ne-t---to ibe..studied which a1l a.ffect your 'TiFfe
or-career-plans.
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Study the historical rate for-theprocess of cbange on the factor and
develop trend lines which may teamojected as gmobablel.results togeth-
er with their time of occurrence

Prepare an assumption as to the likely occurrence of a situation or
event for the change factor, ttsmagnitude andlikely time when it
may be expected to:happen.

Examine the anticipated event= result of a trend _line and deter-
mine how it may affect you in eitheryour quality of life style or
career field whgedh you have .:: i.

Withthis information in band, respond in your own plans by modifying
or .adapting-your objectives as yrcm would want to live or workunder
conditions anticipated in thetumure.

Making assumotions are essential to effective personal planning. They
provide the basis or framework within which your objer,tives are to be set.'
Unrealistic and inaccurate assumptions may lead to false premises for your
life or career goals.

Included in various-assumptions which people makeahmut- the future
are sone of the following "preditions" on whidft ui a considerable
range of opinions both highly negative a.swvell_es-pwsitiveWhat are_your :
assumptions on same of these,forecasts1 or-estimates- lbr-what will happen
in the futore?

Increased leisure time will change traditionznl_-4cmk patterns by 1985.

AbelLs. government-will b.comEsocialistic., fdLlowing the pattern of
the Bcandinavian e'oamtries, bamweren 1980 and.I.Ve5.

Eleteriorated_lile-mpporting quallities cd-Tfre,rottvironment will be cor-
rected between 1.11r.-5.mnd 1990.

Government will prove ineffecd:ve jai coping-wilt social problems which
will become a responsibility of business by 19R).

Civil disordens, asa resuam of a..reversal dneconomic conditions,
will occur .betmon 1985 and 1431-which.'w±il result in oppression of

Full emplopmas :a nan:ionaloolicy-wfla nesitate increased
government-Tprosizrams-and -funding by 1980..

Government spending win decrease in defense-amd aerospace industries
by 1980 im.tcvnr of .solving natttnnal probleas'which will become major
social and political issues_

There will be nuclear wars amor ,..5. the developi=-countries by 1985
--because.--of-ouerpopulatton-md,-Ivrod,shortage-iprWlems.

Disillusionmemt of the Ameticamblic with
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occur by 1980 with a re-organization of election machinery and the
establisbment of controls over political leadership.

The quality of American life will seriously deteriorate by 1980 be-
eAnse of inflation, unemployment and the depreciation of the invest-
ment dollar.

EMployees' productivity will become a critical factor in the profita-
bility of private enterprise by 1980 because of rising wages, stronger
competition and an accelerated rate of obsolescence caused by techno-
logical change.

World population will more than double to 7-billion people by 2000.

By 2000 people may be sterilized before attaining sexual maturity if
they can be predicted as being a drain on society's resources.

Artificial insemination will be accepted by 2100 as a means for ge-
netically improving man's evolution.

Tbday's young adults must solve a great many problems brought about
byithe rapid technological progress achieved by the previous generation.
They will be faced with problems of urban congestion, boredom from ex-
cessive leisure time, a growing gap between the poor and the affluent and
an imperative urgency to improve their environment. These may be either
ttreats or new frontiers in a technological society. Properly resolved
these problems may be converted into occupational opportunities and chal-
lenges.
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Key Result Areas for Personal Success, Happiness and Satisfaction

Determining individual and important lire performances yary with each
of us. For-a nvjority it will be a contented, happy home and famdly lire.
-For others success in a career or income field will assume paramount im-
portance. One of the major obstacles to finding areas in which we wish
to achieve happiness and satisfactions begins with determining what these
areas should'be. -If-this difficulty Can be resolved, we oan-nibitrarily
describe them as essential or "key result" areas in which we wish to at-
tain the highest performances possible.

Life and career planning takes us beyond Maslow's hierarchical class-
ification of needs to be satisfied. The later represent a basis on which
we can begin to look for critical areas in our own lives which we can
specify as important to us in our overall life and career planning. Mas-
low's hierachy of needs proceeding from the basic (1) to the highest (8)
are:

1. Physiological needs
2. Safety needs
3. Need for belonging and love
4. Need-for importance, respect, self-esteem and independence
5. Need for information
6. Need for understanding
7. Need for beauty
8. Need for self-actualization

Someone new to the field of applied psychology and searching for

goals_in-life-in-deciding-upon-an-occupational-choice-may-accept-Maslow's7-------
scale as satisfactory for fulfillment of apparent needs. People will
place different priorities on what they feel is of critical importance in
their lives. These will also vary as to the number of critical areas in
which they feel it necessary to be successful and satisfied.

KEY RESULT AREAS FOR PERSONAL SUCCESS REPRESENT...

O IMPORTANT PERFORMANCES SOUGHT IN ONE'S LIFE

O MEASURABLE STANDARDS FOR YOUR SUCCESSES

O CATEGORIES Fon YOUR SETTING OBJECTIVES

O SUCCESSES OR FAILURES IN KEY RESULT AREAS WILL PROPORTIONATELY

CORRESPOND TO SATISFACTIONS OA HAPPINESS REALIZED IN YOUR

LIFE AND CAREER ACTIVITIES

4 2
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Determining what will be key result areas in one's life has several
purposes. The first is set a framework in which future objectives are to
be set. The second is decide what is presently important to u5 and look
back to see what.results or performances we have achieved in this particu-
lar field of efforts. This historical perspective from our past efforts
will give us some idea of what success we can anticipate .in the future in
a Specific "key result areas." Like all concepts to which we must give
labels, words or terms so that we can coMmunicate With others about our
concepts, they tend to be abstract. Accordingly it is desirable to de-
fine.what we mean by "key result areas."

Over the years and in the process of self-analysis, certain important
categories of purpose, performances of desirable achievements become pre-
dominant in each person's p;7.nning. These will vary both in number and
priority with every person. There are nine critical or so-called "key
result areas." In studying these key result areas, they provide a basis
for looking back and seeking what we have accomplished in them. In look-
ing forward, they provide us with a framework for our optimal efforts.
They are important to our happiness and satisfactions, as to what we should
.set as objectives for ourse,ves.

Proposed key result areas in which every person should set objectives
for his life and career related activities include:

Realization of a defined life purpose

Achievement of a self-support and income capability

Realization of potentiality for griowth

Accomplishment-of-specitic-social-responsibilities

Acquisition of abilities that are marketable or satisfy
personal needs.

Obtaining a demand for personal assets in the job market

Achievement of a self-management capability

Acquisition of positive attitudes and motivational force .

Development of an innovative capability

Each of the key result areas has implications for what we have done
well and what we feel we should continue to do. They imply where we wish
to achieve certain results, performances or accomplishments from a con-
centration of efforts. To a major extent failure of realizing results in
these areas will result in dissatisfactions, unhappiness and failures. In
turn success in any one of these areas will contribute to successes in
other areas.

The pervasive quality of these key result areas as 'categories into
which all our life and work activities may bp grouped indicate that they
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might also be used for classifying our values. Little has been done in
this field; efforts so far have"proved frustrating. It represents afer-
tile field for research. Key,result areas are also found in business and
organizational planning. In these planning fields, we try to find "yard-
sticks" or measurements with.which we can measure our progress towards the
achievement of objectives. In some instances, such as the definition and
realization of a life purpose and the acquisition of positive attitudes
and motivational forces, we find that results cannot be measured directly.

Results is another term for intangibles.which deserves considerable
thought on our part. How can intangibles be measured.quantitatively? If
a person has a talent for languages,-can we measure the'development of a
Skill in learning amew language, for example', ty the number of words that
one becomes'capable of using correctly, the rules of syntax and grammar,
the ease with which he can carry on a conversation in a foreign language?
How would you measure.the Skills you acquire in working on a lathe? In
accounting? In a geological science? In a history or any of the fine
arts?

A great many intangible results can only be measured indirectly. This .

is also true of many forces working in the'universe about us. Measurements
are only arbitrary standards which we establish for specifying differences
in gravitational pull, light, purity of the air' we breath, length, breadth
or volume of an object whether expressed in metriCor any other standard
of measurement.

Lmportant performances in our life should some how be made measurable.
We need to know how well we have.done in the past in acquiring a particu-
lar Skill or a form of learning which represents our potentiality for
growth. Does a mark received in a course or performance on a job neces--

----sarily-represent truly and actually a measurement of our accompli-§IiiTI6riEg9

How do we measure the fulfillment of social responsibilities which
we have assumed? We say that we have positive attitudes and motivational
forces working for us at the levels of achievements we set for our goals.
Can we measure these forces directly? Cr, can we only measure the results
of our efforts in terms of results obtained in the form of a job, salary
received, the frequency and quality of the meals we eat, the way we dress
freedom-from debt, attendance at service organization meetings, service
awards received, or any of a long list of returns received from our efforts?

Life and career planning is aimed at the achievement of results which
are important to us individually. Some store-up their benefits in heaven.
Crtherswant an immediate and tangible return in this life. They feel that
you go amind only once and they want the brass rings during their life-
times. Feeling thot there will probably be no hereafter they don't.want
to'speculate upon realizing results in a doubtful futtAre life.

Each individual sets for himself what might be called "key result
areas." Tb fully understand them they should be studied and a determina-
tion made as to what is important to the individual personally both in
life and in his form of work.

4 4
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Realization of a defined life purpose: This concept of one's being
boils down to the value one sets on his worth. Are you a mortal or an
immortal being with something in you surviving after death? )1re all your
goals and needs to be satisfied from successes you.achieve in either your
personal or work lives? People, and we must number philosophers and theo-
logicans among them, have not always been able to find satisfactory answers
to these questions.. However, they have not been Able to sometimes provide
Answers for other people. Each person, depending upon his beliefs and
values, must. define and set his own purpose in life. A life objective

most people,. represent"a fairly-permanent and-nnChanging goal.

REALIZATION OF A DEFINED LIFE PURPOSE

LIFE PURPOSE GRADUALLY CHANGES OVER THE YEARS ALTHOUGH

RETAINING MANY.BASIC CHARACTERISTICS

LIFE PURPOSE ill:ilia-ELY DERIVED FROM ONE'S VALUE SYSTEM

ITS DEFINITION IS HARDEST OF ALL OBJECTIVES TO DEFINE

PHILOSOPHY
OF VALUES

LNONRATIONAL

RATIONAL

PREMISES
FOR DECISIONS

RESULTS SOUGHT
OR DESInp

LEXPRESSED LIMIALL KEY
AS POLICIES IFiESULT AREAS

UFE PURPOSE IN LONG-TERM CONVICTION OF PERSONAL WORTH

----It will-be-supported-with-non=rational-beri6f§-defiVed from religious con-
victions or a philosophy of naturalism, materialism or idealism.

In either instance, no matter what one's defined life purpose may be,
.

it will shape and direct a'fal-erson's behavior both as to type and level of
performances he wishes to achieve in life. It will have a unifying effect
upon all of. a person's actions and the activitieS he engages in.

LIFE PURPOSE IS STARTING POINT FOR PLANNING

EACH PERSON SHOULD DETERMINE FOR HIMSELF A LIFE PURPOSE... DOES ONE

HAVE A PURPOSE OTHER THAN MAKING A LIVING OR DEING SUCCESSFUL.

IN A CAREER? A PERSON'S PURPOSE OR MISSION STATEMENT SHOULD...

IDENTIFY HIS ULTIMATE PURPOSE IN LIFE

O. EXPRESS HIS BELIEFS OR VALUE SYSTEM

PROVIDE DIRECTION FOR IMPORTANT OBJECTIVES

NARtIOW OR BROADEN MAJOR LIFE ACTIVITIES

ANTICIPATE NEW ACTIVITIES AND OPPORTUNITIES

FOCUS PLANNING ON RELEVANT INTERESTS AND RESOURCES
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In defining one's life purpose; or mission as it is sometimes called,
an individual should attempt to justify it with an explanation or "rationale.
This effort to put your reasons down in writing will assist you tremendous-
ly in crystallizing your thinking. Talking out an analysis of one's self
is good. Putting your thinking and reasons down in black and white will
help you make your concept of "self" subject to your own criticisms. These
may lead to amendments of your life purpose and the establishment of a
basic, unifying factor for other objectives which you set for yourself.

LIFE PURPOiE

VAL UE SYSTEM

I. IMI IF El i4E,ASON

LIFE
MISSION

'1RASIS FOR DECISIONS

-IU STY E

ACTEIRv IN CAREER CHOICE

wes()CIAL-411 til'ONSIBIL 11 II S

art 4)Nt; It TiM 00.11 CI lvi S

-TOR MOST PEOPLE BELIEFS ARE PCAVOR BirSE FOR DECISIONS

APPLIED VALUE SYSTEMS IS IMPORTANT AS LOOIC7OF REASON

Achievement of a self-support and income capability: This simply
means that you are able to earn a diving for yourself. For a majority of
people this will require that they find a job and work for a company who
will pay them a salary together with certain benefits which they will
award to those whom they wish to keep in their employment.

For all of us committed to career planning, or becoming qualified to
pursue a particular specialization of work, this key result area is a very
important aspect of their lives. Dor some people it is the most impor-
tant and only key result area in which they wish to excel.

An employer anticipates that applicants for a job will bring to his
business certain knowdedge, Skills and capabilities. These:are the appli-
cant's assets whidh he has for sale in terms of al?rice for the use of his
time and best efforts. An employer expects to make a profit from using
an employee's timeHand Skills. He will accordinay search:tor and hire
employees who can give him this'competitive edge in hiS bdtiness. If he
does not give, and pay for the services of, retain the best qualified
people available, he will be forced to go out of business. Poorly.quali-,
fied employees are as much of a liability to a company as inefficient:or
obsolescent equipment, poor building facilities or the high cost of capi- .

tal. An applicant's attitudes, qualifications and phySical appearance will
be thoroughly scrutinized by a recruiter, personnel manager-or the employer
himself before he is hired. Enumerated below are a list of fifty items
which will affect your employment. Review them carefully and turn nega-
tive factors into corrective or positive characteristics which you might
improve your assets in finding a job.
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FIFTY WAYS TO AVOID BEING HIRED

The Placement Office of New York University lists 50 reasons that are most frequently given by employers
for turning down job applicants. This information is based on reports from 153 companies. If you're out to
land a job, take inventory of yourself in relation to these facts. If you still have a stretch of schooling ahead
of yonrit will give you time to correct_any negative traits that may hinder you later in getting a job or being
promoted. As you read the reasons for rejection given below, ask yourself how you would rate yourself in
relation to each item.

1_ 'Poor personal appearance
Overbearing, overaggressive conceited,
superiority complex, "knowItall"

3. Inability to express himselL.clearly -- poor
voice, diction, grammar

-4,- lack of planning for careero purpose and
goals

5. 3.,..-ack of interest and enthusiasm -- passive,
indifferent

6. _Lack of confidence and poise, nervousness,
ill at ease

7. Failure to participate in activites
8. Overemphasis on money
9. Poor scholastic record,- just got by

10. Unwilling to start at the bottom - expects
too much too soon

11. Maker-ex-cusesr-evasiveness..--hedges on
unfavorable factors in record-

12. Lack of tact
13. Lack of maturity
14. Lick of courtesy ill mannered
15. Condemnation of past employers
16. Lack of social understanding
17. Marked.disfike for school work
.18. Lack of.vitality
19. Eiiilsiolook interviewer in the eye
20. Eimp;ifishy handshake
21. Indecision
22. Loafs during vacations lakeside pleasures
23. Unhappy married life
24. Friction with parents
25. Sloppy application blank

4 7
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26. Merely shopping around
27. Wants job only for short time
28. Little sense of humor
29. Lack of knowledge of field of specialization
30. Parents make decisions for him
31. No interest in company or in industry
32. Emphasis orrwhen he knows
33. Unwillingnessio go where we send him
34. Cynical
35. Low moral standards
36. Lazy
37. Intolerant, strong prejudices
3b. Narrow interests
39. Spends too much time at motion pictures
40. Poor handling of perional finances
41. No interest in community

-427-Inability-to-take-criticism
43. Lack of appreciation of the value of

experience
44. Radical ideas
45. Late to interview without good reason
46. Never heard,of company
47.: Failure to express appreciation for

interviewer's time
48. Asks no questions about the job
49. High-pressure type
50. Indefinite response to questions



CAREER GOALS

APT I 1 UDES
AND

INT E RESTS

IKNOW'. EDGE MOT IVA? ION IMPLEMENTATION

KNOWLEDGE OF ONE'S POTENTIALS IS DECISION BASE

MOTIVATION TO REALIZE CAPABILITIES IS COMMITMENT

IMPLEMENTING LIFE/CAREER PLANS IS SELF-MANAGEMENT

Untrained:workers entering the job market generally obtain employment
at minimum wage_levels. Special Skills can demand and obtain:higher Wage
scales. Salaries paid college graduates with a bachelor's degree will re-
ceive an average income Which will be $750 to $1000-1Ower than graduates
with a Master's degree. The cost of this additional education,mill.be be-
tween $3000 and $5000. This difference of $750 to $1000 May be described
as an expected return on the individual's investment to acquire additional
or specialized skills. Improvements in capabilities will represent costs
of time, Money outlays or efforts spent in learning processes or Skills .

acquiSitionS... The retiirn on this investment should be calrulated to de-
termine its justification and the advantages to be derived from advance-
ment in the job field.

A student graduating from high school takes a job paying him $3.50 an
hour. He is able to work 8 hours a day for five days a week and for
50 weeks a year. What will be his annual earnings?

A student completes four years of college and takes a management
trainee's position at $9600 for four months. .What is the difference
in salary for.this period from the high school graduate's? At the
end of the four months the management trainee's salary is increased
to $11,000. What will be the new difference in salary between the
earnings on an annual basis of the high school graduate and himself?
What will be the return on the four years of college costs during the
four months as a trainee and afterwards beginning at $11,000?

A student takes a fifth year of college and earns a Master's degree.
He earns within six months after being on the job $12,000 a year as
compared to a graduate with a bachelor's degree earning.$10,000.
What is the return on investment to the graduate earning $12,000 1f .

the additional year of college wOrk cost him $4000?
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FIVE CAREER FIELDSOF MAJOR INTEREST

PRIORITY OF
APTITUDES AND OUALIFCATIONS

INTEREST*



Realization of our otentialit for rowth: Growth is not merely to
be thought of as something physical. However, this aspect of one's devel-
opment must have flashed through many muscle-bound minds when they read
this head. One's potentials should also be thought of a mental and other
personality factors as well as merely physical growth and fitness.

One's potentials for growth will generally be moSt productive and
beneficial when they are linked up with one's interests. Om the other
hand, one's interests are not always enough to achieve potentials for
growth. A skilled pianist rarely achieves success and a demandifor re-
citals if he has ten thuMbs despite his interests and aspirations for be-
coming a recognized pianist. All forms of effective growth steM from po-
tentialities or aptitudes whether latent or recognized.

A major benefit from successful life/career planning is the discovery
by the individual of his real aptitudes. In these lie the areas of one's
potential strengths for success either in personal life or in the occupa-
tional specialization he chooses to enter,_

Major categories into which an individual's potentials for growth and
development may be classified are:

Physical
Intellectual
Religious and philosophic
Personality

Economic and career
Socio-political
Aesthetic

Growth and self-development should be conscious and directed efforts
to improve or actualize your potentialities and aptitudes. It has been
said that all people are born equal; it mdght be better Said that some are
born more ecitiallag-than others. People vary in their inherited potentiali-
ties and ultimatelY in a wide range of their capabilities or aptitudes.
There is an innate, latent or inherent, desire in every individual to de-
velop himself and his potentialities to equal or better the preformances
of others.

Growth is a process. It has limits depending upon the individual.
To a certain extent growth may be considered as irreversible. In the case
of aging, it is limited by heredity-and the aging process.

You should discover your potentials lor growth as early as possible
in life. You should also determine the degree to which your potentials
need to be developed to satisfy yourself or to equal or better those of
other people. If you do not have.the potentials for development you will
haVe inherent weaknesses which will ultimately become shortcomings in a
competitive job market or in various life activities. Developed aptitudes,
on the other hand, become strengths or personal assets which will be de-
sired and rewarded by employers or social groups..

A major emphasis in your life/career planning effort of self-analysis
is to collect, organize and interpret data and information about yourself
which will permit you to maximize your potentials in the form of strengths.
The realization of growth or development must stem from your potentials.
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Four major means should be tapped in building up your data bank on your-
self as to potentials. These include:

Aptitude, interests, competency,and other tests
History of personal past performances
Interviews, appraisals and critiques Inn others
Personal selfevaluations and analysis.

EVery person has a variety and range of aptitudes or potentials.
These represent directions for growth. When aptitudes become linked with
interests they represent directions Of greatest potential ,for an indivi7
dual's developmen-L Particularly will this be true of occupational fields
when supported by work experiences. An analysis of one's aptitudes and in-
terests should be followed by plans for the development of potentials ex-
pressed as achievable objectives.

APTITUDES REPRESENTING GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL

APTITUDE INTEREST FACTOR RECOMMENDED DEVELOPMENT

Accomplishment of specific social responsibilities: All of us by
nature are gregarious or socially related beings. In order for us to as-
sociate with other human beings We must give up a certain independence or
freedom of action. In turn we also must be willing to assume responsibil-
ities and contribute time, efforts and support to groups to which we are
affiliated. Many of our services are voluntary. They are not compensated
for as are individuals who professionally are engaged in social service
organizations. Responsibilities which we assume in our societal relation-
ships will involve a purposeful change for some situation or the controlled
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direction or activities which will result in the improved behavior or
others or our environment.

Three general categories are:useful in helping us determine what ax,o:
social responsibilities are or may be. These include:

Those which we must fulfill be law or social norms.
Those we ought to become involved in out of love or duty.
Those we can assume either individually or through a group
in which we-become involved in voluntary services to others.

PERSONAL SOCIAL RESPONSIBILthES AND THEIR pRIORITIES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY RATIONALE PRIORITY

Wit et I Mat dol

Msat I should do

Whys I am do

;Rate os MIN modiu"." km'

Some activities we feel obligated to perform. These represent the
"oughts" of our social responsibilities. For most people, however,their,
interests and commitments will consist of parttime, avbcational services
and the dedicated contribution of time without reiMbursement. For many
these voluntary activities will rate high in their'priority of life ob-
jectives.

Some members of service clute have on occasion been questioned on
their use of the very reputable service organization to obtain busi-
ness contacts. These service relationships may be used to obtain an
advantage over competitors. Membership becomes only a means for
meeting people and establishing relationships to be used for business
purposes. Such use of membership in voluntary service organizations
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is discouraged since it may destroy the effectiveness of the group's
efforts.

Many social responsibilities may become identified with life purpOses.
For same people they can become major objectives far achievement. Cue's
personal values.will also strongly influence the selection and preformance
of particular social responsibilities and determine an occupation in which
social values represent an opportunity for entering a career field.

Aquisition of abilities that are marketable or satisfy personal needs:
TWo broad purposes classify the general uses for which a person will seek
education or knowledge and develop its acquisition into skillful applica-
tions. It makes the individual a specialist or someone above the average.
Purposes of learning and skills are to:

Satisfy or meet the particular non-career wants or needs of
a person.

Improve qualifications for entry or advancement in a compe-
titive job market.

The capability for becoming self-supporting has been described as a
very important key result area in every person's life. However, not all
knowledge or Skills needed. or sought by an individual are necessarily job
related. Without question qualifications for a career choice rank high on
almost everyone's list.

'Every individual acquires interests at a very early age. Some of these
survive and remain with him for a long time. As a person matures some in-
terests fade away and disappear. They are generally replaced with more
enduring non-vocational fields of enjoyment. Full satisfaction from these
areas of personal activities can generally be achieved only by obtaining
more knowledge about them or from skills developed in their practice or
use. Years in college or continuing education should not be exclusively
devoted to entering or advancement in a particular occupational field.
Education should also_be_aimed_at_developing-yourselt-as-a-complete or-.
whole person in terms of satisfying your non-career needs.

After the young adult completes his first cycle or go-around of life
and career planning he should have detailed educational action plans for'
his carrer as well as non--career objectives. Career objectives should be
concerned with the recognition of the person's aptitudes which are capa-
ble of being developed into knowledge and Skills having a-value in the
marketplace. Non-career objectives should be aimed at finding out and
cultivating important interests which will become a source of enjoyment
and relaxation. Like all analyses in life and career planning it is ad-
yantageous to write out and describe those abilities and gkills which you
have and which are to be acquired.

Obtaining a demand for your assets in the job market: Upon finishing
"your education and starting to look for work, you are very much in a posi-
tion of a marketing manager who has to sell a product. You must bring this
new prodUct, yourself, to the attention of prospective buyers. Having a'
post-secondary education, it is assumed that you have acquired certain
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CAREER AND NON-CAREER INVENTORY OF ABILITIES AND SKILLS

ABILITIES AND SKILLS ALREADY ACQUIRED
Which meet personal needs

Which have an income or earning capability

ABILITIES AND SKILLS TO BE ACQUIRED
Which will satisfy future personal and non-career needs

Which are required for my incorr ability
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knowledge, abilities and skint--; which will be of interest Lu mployers and
have a market demand.

CAREER GOALS

APTITUDES
AND

IN7 E REST S

LKNOWL EDGE

POTENTIALS FOR CAREER
CAREER SUCCESS PLAN

MOTIVATION [IMPLEMENTATION

KNOWLEDGE OF ONE'S POTENTIALS IS DECISION BASE

MOTIVATION TO REALIZE CAPABILITIES IS COMMITMENT

IMPLEMENTING LIFE/CAREER PLAN3 IS SELF-MANAGEMENT

In any oversupplied job market or a field glutted with an excessive
number of new and old products, competition may be expected to be fierce.
It is therefore important that you will have developed aptitudes or ac-
quired an educational background which will make your performances above
average in certain skill areas. These represent your assets. They will
be hired by employers who weigh the skills and competencies of employees
in a category or audit as he will his financial resources, plant equip-
ment, proprietary processes and physical facilitiFr7t. People and their
skills are audited by an employer as a valuable form of company's assets.

In a tight labor Market, a graduate is inclined to take whatever job
offer he receives. He considers himself lucky in being able to obtain
almost any kind of work sO long as it is in the general field of his oc-

_Cupational_choice._There-is-nothing-wrong-with-this-so-long-as-he-has-an_
oppor tunity for working himself up a career ladder and advancement is open
to him.

It is much more desirable, however, to have searched out employers
for whom you would like to work and intensively market yourself to them.
You should be in a position of choosing whom you want to work for rather
than simply be chosen by an employer whom you may probably leave after
acquiring some experience.

Any good Tha'tch between an employer and a job applicant will also in-
clude an evaluation by the applicant of the company offering him a job.
Will he find the conditions of employment, opportunities for training and
advancement, and the type of work which he will be assigned as meeting his
expectations? A year's planning ahead and the carrying out of a strategic
action plan for entry into a job field is recommended. It will usUally
lead to a choice of options before final acceptance of a job.

It is presumed that upon your entry into the job market and after
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having made a substantial investment in your "product development" through
education and work experiences, that you will have acquired certain per-
sonal assets which an employer will want. There will probably be as many
as a .hundred or mpre applicants'for the better jobs you apply for. It ac-
cordingly becomes necessary for you to present yourself and your assets
for the position in the most favorable light possible.

OBTAIN A DEMAND FOR PERSONAL ASSETS IN THE JOB MARKET

EMPLOYERS ONLY INTERESTED IN YOUR STRENGTHS

YOU WILL NOT BE EMPLOYED FOR YOUR WEAKNESSES

YOUR CAPABILTIES MUST EARN PROFITS FOR EMPLOYER

YOUR PRIMARY OBJECTIVE SHOULD BE QUALIFYING FOR A CAREER

MEANS FOR ENTRY INTO JOB MARKET ARE STRATEGIES

CREATING A DEMAND FOR YOURSELF RESULTS FROM...

A PLANNED DEVELOPMENT OF YOUR POTENTIALS

PURSUING A STRATEGIC PLAN TO MARKIT YOUR ASSETS

Many excellent products have failed in sales because they have not
,been marketed effectively. This may be equally, true of unsuccessful ap-
plicants in the job market. Unless a person presents or sells himself to
an employer for whom he would like to work in a way that makes him appear
as a potential asset to the company, it is not likely that he will get the
job he applies for.

The planning span for your self-marketing effort will generally run
from six months to a year. Major features of this plan should include:

Knowledge of the specific type of work for which application will be
made

Propsective employers in the area for whom you would like to work
Lists prepared; contacts made and interviews held where possible
Information collected and studied about each employer
Employers rate&by priority for whom you would like to work

Preparation of a carefully-prepared resume
Mailed or personally presented to prospective employers
Foilow-up as may appropriately be advisable

In interviews rettember or keep in perspective that...
You will be employed for assets or qualities you bring to the job
Your skills can be improved and that you seek this improvement
With the right employer your association will be long-term
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OBTAINING A DEMAND FOR PERSONAL ASSETS IN THE JOB MARKET

CONTINUING
OBJECTIVE

SPECIFIC
OBJECTIVE

PRIORaY

RATIONALE

TO CU ATE A MOM, IONAL CAMPAIGN ron we ENTRY INTO THE Joa
MARKET $A41ICH WILL INTEREST POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS IN MY
OUALIFICA1 IONS AND RESULT IN MY OBTAINING A JOB IN
FURNITURES SALES BASED UPON MY EDUCATION IN HOME
ECONOMICS, OFFICE AND HOME FURNISHINGS.

TO PREPARE A LIST OF FIVE POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS WHO OFFER A
SALES TRAINING PROGRAM BY TO WHOM I WILL MAIL A
RESUME ON. , INTERVIEWS WITH THESE COMPANIES WILL BE
COMPLETED FROM to I WOULD ANTICIPATE BEING
EMPLOYED BY

I AM INTERESTED IN BECOMING A SALESWOMAN FOR A FURNITURE
MANUFACTURING COMPANY. I HAVE WORKED FOR TWO SUMMERS IN
THEIR ADVERTISING DEPARTMENTS. I AM ALSO INTERESTED IN
RELOCATING TO ANOTHER PART OF THE COUNTRY. AS A WOMAN I
FEEL THAT THIS EMPLOYMENT FIELD OFFERS Pa CONSIDERABLE
OPPORTUNITIES. I BELIEVE THAT I SHOULD SELECT MY EMPLOYER
RATHER THAN HAVE HIM SIMPLY SELECT ME IF I PSOMOTE MY

'QUALIFICATIONS EFFECTIVELY.

Achievement of a self-management capability: This ability can help
you shape your future.... Very little,- however, has been written on the art
of self-management. Management, both as a science and art, has been stud-
ied intensively by executives and administrators in every form of organiza-
tion. The concept of applying the functions of managenentas practiced by
a company _p_res:ident.,_.,.officer_ j.n_the_armed._forces_or..the_coach_of_a_pro,.__

footb-all team to one's life and pursuit of a career may be new
to some people:

Management is generally thought of as controlling the behavior of
.others. It is not generally considered as being a coMbination of art and-
science to improve one's own behavior. Controlled personal behavior,
aimed at achieving desired results from objectives in key result or per-
formance areas important to you, differs very little from management
practices in business, government and non-prOfit organizations.'

Effective management is primarily concerned with the accomplishment
of Objectives.. Objectives represent the achievement of results which are
necessary or desirable for the well being of a group of people (company
or non-profit organization) or one's self. Management must be purposeful.
An individual without goals is unable to manage himself except by on-the-
spot decisions to solve immediate problem situations. Achieving results
over any longer-term, however, is only accomplished through effective
:self-management. Every individual is deeply concerned vdth achieving
.certain.successes in life. These-must satisfy his needs-and realize the
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image of what he wunts to become.

Selt,management does not mean laying out life and career plans with
objectives worked out in detail for many years into the future. No one
can do that. The world changes much too fast. A person must remain ca-
pable of Changing his directions as the world changes about him. Planning

DEFINITION OF SELF-MANAGEMENT

SI LF MATJAOEMENT IS THE DIRECTION OF A PERSON'S TOTAL. RESOURCES INT()

A DYNAMIC AND ORGANIZED PATTERN WHICH ATTAINS HIS ODJECTLVES AND

nESOLTS IN HIS SATISFACTIGNS AND HAPPINESS

SELF-MANAGEMENT IS ACCOMPLISHED BY...

PLANNING OBJECTIVES FOR ACHIEVING SPECIFIC RESULTS

UTILIZING RESOURCES TO ACHIEVE OBJECTIVES

CREATING STRATEGIC ACTION PLANS FOR OBJECTIVES

CONTROLLING ACTION. PLANS TO ACCOMPLISH RESULTS.

should result in premises for deciding how to use your time, aptitudes,
money, interests, abilities and allocating them for most effectively ac-
hieving goals you set for yourself. It represents a constant process of
making new action plans.

Unless a person succeeds in the self-management of forces within him,-
self and those forces in his environment which he can control, it will not
be possible for him to take purposeful directions in a rational manner.
The ability to organize one's resources and to put them to work for ac-
complishing results from one's plans is the primary taAc of self-manage-
ment. Objectives are of little value unless their achievements are ac-.
campanied by happiness and satisfactions. People with a capability of
self.Hmanagement are always happy and satisfied.

SelfHmanagement may be broken down into four primary functions:

Plannirq: The selection of realistic means to achieve desirable
objectives in the light of anticipated events and influences.
OrganizinE: Developing, structuring and distributing one's per-
sonal resources into effective purposeful strategic action plans
So as to coordinate and control the achievement Of life and career
purposes.
Implementhv cnrrying out, through motivation, of optimal action
plans, programs and projects which dynamically translate life/career
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plans into required behavior for achieving-results from a person's
objectives.
Controlling: Monitoring techniques and procedures which generally
specify policies, costs, time schedules and performance standards
which (1) measure implementing progress toward achievement of
.specific objectives, (2) determine that anticipated resulto
follow from carrying out plans, and (3) signal an individual
when deviations from strategic action plans require correction..

WAYS AND MEANS TO IMPROVE MY SELF-MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES

PLANNING MY LIFE ANO CAREER

ORGANIZING MY RESOURCES

ACTUATING ANO IMPLEMENTING MY PLANS

.
CONTROLLING BEHAVIOR NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE PLANS

Self-management may also be described as a means for making things
happen. This capability represents a person's control over the process
of change. It recognizes, however, that many situations are entirely out-
side of a person's capability for their control. Self-management for some
people, unfortunately, may simply be an attitude of simply reacting to
changes occurring about them. It is passive and has been described as
"self-management by crisis:2

Self-management is primarily concerned with the optimal use of a per-
son's resources.' Its development represents a certain capability acquired
for controlling performances in various aspects of one's life. Capabili-
ties required for self-management in one's life or career may be classified
in three general categories:

ConceptUal capabilities: These consist of the rational abilities
of a person to perceive and have insight into the complexities of

:

"self," set uPobjectives and maxiMize the utilization and develop,-
:ment of hisAapersonal strengths



orlcbilitiesj These may be internal self-controls or re-
lated to the individual's actions with other people. They -are gen-
erally considered as abilities for participatively working with and
through people, utilizing motivation and one's capacity for leader-
ship to achieve specific objectives through social or occupational
relationships.

Technical capabilities: These are personal abilities to apply spe-
cialized Skills for carrying out specific action plans essential to
realizing life and_career successes.in key result areas essential to
a person's happiness and satisfactions.

Self-Hmanagement is a rational'art. It is based upon knowledge and
controls which are organized into cause and effect relationships. It may
not be thoroughly understood as representing laws of behavior in terms of
action and reaction. It nonetheless provides an explanation for the ac-
countability of a person stemming from his self-management capability.

Aguisition of,.positive attitudes and motivational forces: "1 can't
do it,"I didn't really put my best efforts into it," "I could have done
better if I had wanted to," "It wasn't important anyway, so why should I
have done any better." YOu have heard these excuses many times from many
people. We are all guilty of them in one way or another in things we do.

Many people have a real problem in getting off their dead-centers and
moving purposefully towards desired results from activities for which they
are responsible.

This drive, feeling, can-do attitude Of people for Moving purposeful-
ly towar& desired levels of performance and accomplishments represents a
very critical key result area. Many individuals pursue a day-to7day rou-
tine of activities in which just get them by.. They are regarded by others
as simply average or ordinary people. There is little in'their behavior
which sets them apart as being_exceptional in some way from others'. They._

are simply average people. However, there are some particUlar ways in
which every person is capable of doing some things better than others.

ACQUISITION OF POSITIVE ATTITUDES AND MOTIVATIONAL FORCES

HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU HEARD?

"I CAN'T CHANGE BECAUSE I HAVE NO WILL POWER!"

EVERYONE WANTS TO DO WHAT HE FEELS HE CAN DO BEST...

ACHIEVE SUPERIOR PERFORMANCES IN CERTAIN SKILLS

MOTIVATION AND DRIVE ARE FORCES DERIVED FROM SUCCESS

SATISFACTIONS FROM ACCOMPLISHMENTS RESULT IN POSITIVE ATTITUDES

POSITIVE ATTITUDES AND MOTIVATION ARE CAUSES FOR CHANGE

o UNDESIRABLE ATTITUDES AND HABITR RESULT FROM FAILURES
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The attitude of simply getting by easily becomes a habit. The urge
in a person to do something better than others may be lost. They can lose
the desire to excel in some field of Icnawledge, mental ability or manual
skill. Tbo many students.expend just enough effort to get through either
high school or college. If,they fall short in their efforts for achieve-
ment, teachers will generally push them through just to get rid of them --
an&good riddance it is. Peter Drucker,''a well-known management consul-
tant, hasSaid that only about ten percent of any group is responsible for
ninety percent of the results. This is also probably true in our educa-
tional institutions where only about ten percent of the students are mo- .

-tivated to excel, acquire Skills and enter managerial levels where they
will represent about ten percent of the labor force.

Rising within a person, and not from outside him, are certain compel-
ling forces to take actions and make accomplishments which meet his needs
or wants. Both motivations and positive attitudes are abstract, intangible
and very difficult to understand forces within ourselves. Yet they are the
major causes for-the greatest accomplishments in the world's literatures,
scientific discoveries, business, art, sculpture and music. Many-young
adult's either in their studies or work outperform others because of their
motivations even though they may be rated as only average in intelligence
or learning ability.

Applicants for jobs, particularly those leading to responsible and
authoritative positions, are always being looked for by redruiters in terms
of their motivational forces and positive, can-do attitudes. Leadership
itself has its roots deeply sunk in the personality factor of motivation.
Persons with this attribute must keep accomplishing new records. As-they
achieve one goal', their level Of-ambitidn'and aSpiration rises to higher
goals. One success becomes a Challenge for greater successes. Motivation-
al forces may become so overpowering that leaders find themselves working
harder to satisfy their inner drives than for external benefits, recogni-
tion or rewards.

-----TtieFe-ii-e-Varroui-qUalities which characterize the motivated person.
First of all he must excel, be above average, recognized and be success7
ful. However, there are other factors which should complete the picture
of the motivated individual. These include:

A realistic knowledge and understanding of himself
o A positive feeling of being able to win, confident and self-trusting

Happiness becomes the ultimatepeasure of his successes
Compassion for one's self and others

'Positive strong attitudes should be encouraged in all of us for,doing
'those things well which stem frpm our aptitudes and may be developed into
specialized skills. Motivations, to a certain extent,..are the 'result of

-doing these things well. We wish to repeat the experience of being excep-
..tionaL....A wide range of motivations may be developed oUt of successful,
repetitive situations and'the impacts they have on our satisfactions, in-
creasing of our interestsand.fulfillment of needs'.

Development of an innovative capability:- Tb strive for the development



of a creative capability as an achievable objective may be futile for most
of us. However, all of us can and should be expected to develop.an innova-
tive ability for doing things differently or better than they have been
done in the past or by others.

Innovation is pervasively concerned with any new or improved form or
means by which a person may increase the quality or quantity of his per-
formances. It is eagerly looked for by employers and is amply rewarded. .

It is.the means which he uses in his business to outperform his competitors,
develop a better product, obtain a larger share of a market and realize in-
cteaSed-earning§

As individual§ concerned with our own growth it may-frequently be
garded as including the develOpment of new skills or aptitudes. It is a
form of self-actualization. More broadly considered, innovation may be
applied to any improvements which are made to happen within a person him- ,

self or factors in the environment over which a person may exercise control.
Generally speaking innovation is an attitudinal quality of self-management

The quality of innovation in a person recognizes that one'S resources
must be committed in new ways and as advantageously or beneficially as'pos-
sible to risk taking situations. Tomorrow.will be different from today's
situations. The-future is uncertain. Effective strategic action plans we
adopt to achieve future objectives must be new and different. Commitments
of our current personal resources must be made to expectations. Innovations
represent risk-taking action plans to cope with the process of change in .
utilizing our resources to their greatest advantage.

Strong self-management is needed bY a person to guide himself between
a route which tries to be 100 percent free from mistakes and a course of
calculated risks where liabilities of Change are equated with risk of op-
portunities.

Lmagination can be either an asset or liability to any person. If

Controlled ahd-uSed in'problem solvidg processe§ ft-bd6aiieg-Cfedri5-61.-z--
sonal strength. If uncontrolled and occupied with mere wishful self-glori-
fication it can easily degenerate irito fantasies..., ome people, if they
permit this later indulgence to dominate their iMakinative capability, will
begin to live in a world of unrealities. However,_ imagination + intelli-
gence = creativity or a least innovation.

People tend to feel.and act in the way they imagine or believe them-:
selves to be or able to become. Imagination provides the capability for
a person to.set goals for himself and to envision various roles for himi
self in life and the career he wants for himself. Imagination:has been de-,
scribed as the capability of creating mental future pictures of YOUrself,
others and_the relationships between things. The innovative factor in
planning must frequently draw upon the powers of the imagination. The en-
tire human physical organism is a complex servo-mechanism. It automatical
ly adjusts itself to seeking goals or objectives by the application of feed-
back data and information which is acquired about one's self. Imagination
fits this information together in new and different patterns,



HOW CAN I DO THINGS BETTER. DIFFERENTLY AND MOPE BENEFICIALLY THAN IN THE PAST

CRITICAL LIFE/CAREER PERFORMANCES INNOVATIVE MEANS FOR IMPROVEMENTS

One's imagination must be coupled with rationality. The purpose of
innovation is the creation of new ideas or rational concepts. EVery per-
son is concerned with his improvement. Many of these improveMents will be
aimed at strengthening existing skills, developing latent aptitudes or
.changing what are "bad" to "good" habits or patterns of behavior. Everyone
should single out particular ways of how he acts orbehaves and analyze

'them to determine how he may improve or change them.

In doing things better, an individual is frequently 8timu1ated to do
them in ways that they were not done before. He bedames creative in the
means used to cause events to happen at savings in labor, time, costs, and
with a maximum of results from-his performances.

The innovative capability of a person is a direct reflection of his
rational and imaginative qualities. It provides the drive to do things
.differently. It should'have beneficial and positive results. It is a very
precious quality which a person can use to make life intensely interesting.
It is an asset which every emPloyer seeks in a job applicant.
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Evaluatin one's stren ths and weaknesses: Ybu need some sort of bal-
ance sheet on your particular assets and liabilities, strengths and weak-
nesses, if you are to manage both your life and career effectively. You
must put your.assets to work for you to maximize the benefits You can earn
from the proper application of your strengths.

PLANNING DECISIONS SHOULD BE MADE FROM BASIS OF STRENGTHS NOT WEAKNESSES

DECISION TO
MAKE SPECIFIC

CHANGES

INFORMATION RASE

PERSONALITY FACTORS

APTITUDES

INTERESTS

tfre Cislon making fur the achievement of the most
advantageous and beneficial of resuits from actions
taken must be premised upon an informational
bAse of various consequences 01 cvenu or
situations a person causes to happen. Effects ix
coosequences to decisions hays a higher

BEHAVIOR
REQUIRED TO

ACHIEVE RESULT

probability of occurenee when they stein from a
person% strengths. A person.% maim I .11jcu fives in
life should he wpported hy Combinations 01
various sinngths In his persrinality. developed or
potential aptitudes and dominant interests.

A self-management capability begins with building up a balance sheet
on your strengths and weaknesses on your resources. These will be applied
in planning and accomplishing objectives in your various life activities.
Goals will not be reached, except through chance, unless a person knows
what his strengths are and applies them to work towards his objectives.

' '

Information and evaluations of one'S personal resources should be
organized, classified and made applicable in a form that makes them usable
for planning purposes. These may be put in tabular forms or even be de-
scribed in charts and graphs. As such they'will begin to assume a quan-
titative value or be described as strengths or resources which are average,
Above or below average for others in your peer or career group. They be7
come valuable to you as measurements of partiCular strengths required in
action plans required for objectives you set.

The entire process of self-analysis may be described as being aimed
at determining your various strengths. Some sort.of comparative measure
should then be used to defineor quantify, if this is possible, your per-
sonality attributes, aptitudes and interests. Obtaining a self-concept as
to the kind and degree of your,personal resources makes it possible for you
to compare them to the same qualities in other people, particularly in an
occupational group which you are thinking of entering.

Steps in making an audit of your personal resourCes include:
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Determine and understand what you are specifically trying to analyxe
about yourself whether it be a test, the test questions themselves,
subject matter of an evaluation interview or an introspective study
you aro making or yourself.

Think over, analyze and interpret the answers you've given on your-
self or appraisals others have made of you. Do they truly supply
the facts about yourself as you see them? How average or what
variations from the average do you see in your personality and
other qualities?

DiscusS questions on yourself with respected advisors and amend
answers on your personal strengths and weaknesses as you have
seen them.

Summarize conclusions on your various personal resources in major
categories or classifications with some sort of quantitative.eval-
uation. This rating should provide you with an initial picture of
your strengths and weaknesses. It should also provide you with di-
rections to be taken for yout-resources development.

It will generally be agreed that resources consist of certain quali-
ties or characteristics of the personality which might be classified as
internal or particular to a person as a unique human being. Other re-
sources which he possesses may result from the external environment from
which he has or may sometime in the future acquire advantages. Each oC
these major categories will have many minor subdivisions. EXternal re-
sources in terms of money, available time, friends, potential job markets
or-eduCational facilitieS for acquiring new knOWledge or additional skills
are more familiar to most people than their internal qualities.

Anyone engaged in life/career planning should acquire a knowledge of
his behavioral characteristics as they are and their potential for be-

____coming_in terms of .(a), being able to_define.and_describe_these_qusiities,----
(b)- significance of these characteristics or qualities in their own.be-
havior and the need for Change, (c) limitationsor potentiality for change
of these internal qualities or personal attributes, and (d) acquiring some
comparative measurement of these characteristics for purpose of Change,
improvement or meeting competitive situations in any of life's activities.

6 6
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MY ATTITUDES AND MOTIVES FOR ACHIEVEMENT

List five positive attitudes or motivational forces I have far doing better than other negative force that reduces the positive results desired from my

average or excelling in various areas of my aptitudes, skills and interests, attitudes and motives for achievement, What corrective actions can I take to

Opposite each attitude or motive indicate any limiting restraint, habit or maximize my motivational forces?

POSITIVE ATTITUDES AND MOTIVES' RESTRAINING FACTORS OR INFLUENCES CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN



69

EVALUATION AND APPRAISAL OF YOUR PERSONAL STRENGTHS AIN

INDICATE AFTER EACH INDIVIDUAL FACTOR A PLUS (+) OR () as an

estimation of your particular strength and weaRness. Ifan individual factor is

particularly signiikant to your life/career plans or development indicate the

magnitude of importance by more than one + or Include additional factors

which your feel are or may in the future be impOrtant to you and rate them

accordingly, Recommend how your stngths may beutilized for advantages

and benefits in your planning and improved upon. Also recommend how your

shortcomings or weaknesses may be minimized, corrected, overcome or

reduce&

FACTOR .1.,
RiOPOSED MAXIMIZATION OR ,

MINIMIZATION OF FACTOR



CAREER AND NON-CAREER INVENTORY Or ABILITIES AND SKILLS

ABILITIES AND SKILLS ALREADY ACQUIRED
Which meet personal needs

Which have an income or earning capability

ABILITIES AND SKILLS TO BE ACQUIRED
Which will satisfy future personal and non-career needs

Which are required for my income capability
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TRIAL BALANCE ON MY STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

(ASSETS AND LIABILITIES)

mo.
WHAT I AN OR WHAT I H A VE

ARRENT PtxsoKAL Alan)
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OBJECTIVE SETTING FOR SELF-MANAGEMENT

We commonly use the term objective or goal. It represents a needed
or future state of our being or certain accomplishments important to us.
An objective is set for achievement within a specific period of time, to-
morrow, in several months or in two, five or more years, Setting meaning-
ful objectives may at first be confusing to a person. In the initial phase
of planning over 60 percent of a group in life/career planning will describe
the primary objectives of their lives and careers as being: (a) living
the life they want, (b) being able to earn a living (in most cases defined
in uncertain terms), (c) obtaining and holding a position in the job mar-
ket, and (d) furthering their education.

PLANNING CONE OF L1FE/CAREER OBJECTIVES

LIFE OBJECTIVE

-SHORTTERM
OBJECTIVES

These descriptions of objectives do not go beyond the general al.d unr
iversal use of the term to define accomplishments in terms of concrete
and specific results. They are-largely expressions of ongoingier general
intent. This is not enough. It is desirable to define and:use the..term
"objective" so that it will have a common meaning for anyone using it:

Cbntinuing ob'ective: This term expresses the qualitative or quan-
titative specifications of ongoing standards of a person's:total
performance which eMbody underlying and undeviating intents.

Sianzob'ectives:elf-neme The measurement of one's perfor-
mances by the scheduled and effective achievement .of specifically
stated and quantified objectives.

PTiority or objectives: lbe ranking or hierarchy.of objectives
in a sequence of importance for particular aspects of personal
planning.

7 4
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Specific objectives: These are quantitatively, or numerically ex-
pressed values of explicitly defined personal purposes for accomp-
lishment by a definite time with limited expenditures of time and
money.

DEVELOPING STATEMENTS OF PERSONAL OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES INITIALLY ARE QUALITATIVE STATEMENTS OF INTENT

GENERAL STATEMENTS OF PURPOSE - INDEFINITE. HAZY

LACK QUANTIFICATION FOR MEASUREMENT

BECOME BASES FOR CREATING SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

o SPECIFIC OBJECTS REPRESENT CONCRETE RESULTS TO SE ACHIEVED

REQUIRE STRENGTHS FROM YOUR RESOURCES

MEASURABLE SY OUTPUTS FOR DESIRED CHANGE

.TO BE REALIZED BY SCHEDULED DATE. COSTS AND EFFORTS

SUPPORTED BY STRATEGIC ACTION PLANS AND CONTROLS

We should be primarily concerned with,accomplishing specific objec-
tives. General objectives are generally so vague that they are meaning-
less. They have sometimes been described as feelings on "motherhOod and
sin." Since each of us differs fromHeveryone else in the world, we should
look at:

-What-a-person-can-agtually.do?--Raising-this-question-involved-an 7

evaluation of one's particular strengthsand weaknesses, .:A!uture
threats.and opportunities in the job market, a clarification of
individual needs or special problems.. It also examines and asks
for a description of a person's particular resources, -. special,
skills.or technologies, and provides an analysis of the charac-
teristics which make a person unique and different froM other
people: An estimation of his capacity to handle neCessary risks
to enter into and take advantage ofopportunities in a particular
job market must also be appraised.

What a person might do? AnsWers to this question Calls.for a per-
son becoming acquainted with a reasonable nuMber of occupational
fields which he might qualify to enter; becoming aware of the
changes which will occur.in these occupations; vulnerabilities
within the environment of the job fields; threats or dangers vs.
opportunities or challenges; and an indepth understanding to the
particular carper field he proposes to enter.

What the persdn as a unique being wants to become? Answers to
this question represent the thrust of direction which is dictated
by a person's value system, aspirations, aMbitions and ideals of
self-aanagement. It represents the resPonse to what a person. would
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like to become in terms of his life mission, income, savings to be
accumulated in his lifetime, skills, the education whiCh he wishes
_to obtain, satisfactions he wili realie In a particular job field,
becoming a leader.vs. a follower, and the achievement oC various
qualities or activity goals at different stages-of his lire,

What a person should or must do? Every person is limited to some
degree by constraints set.by society,2-the job market or-Self-im-
posed policies which will inflUence his choice oireCtionS and'
the decisions he-will make-in folloWing.a: particular, roUtp:,"of de-
velopment; Oftentimes the formulation of an,objectiVe May-involVe
social or ethical conSiderations as :well: a8Satisfyingaperson's::
particular aspirations, capabilities or desires.

What a persOn finally decides to do?: ThiS decision point orAeter-._ -
mination ct direction is arrivekat in the life/careerplanning
proces 4,-,. as an objective. ItsaCcomplishmentshoUl&rePreSentthe::
.,greatest posSible benefit tothe individualltSaChieveMent.:8hould
receive his entire.attentiohand: effOrts in:strategic'LACtiOnplanS,L,:
if the specific objective is critical:to:the realizationOf a iife/':
career plan. ObjectiVes fOr One:persOn May:.be-Uheditable.,..:Unfea
sible or completely undesirableJor anotherperson..' :EACh person
must create his own body of objectives:whiehJit his partibular
capabilities and life purposes.

.

General c'Aectives must)oe reducedto specific goalS and "'YardSticks"
determined for measuring a person's progress in,achieving them. Controls
will be required for their accomplishment in term8 of When?'Where?:Aow
MUch? and How? Broad, general objective statements suffer from the.short-
coming of,notbeing expressbd in terms of, predeterminabledesirekresUlts-.
They-may-also lack-implementing-controis-overaction-prOgram8tO-reall-
definite results in terms of satisfactions and,rewards fOr:work well' done.
Standards must be built into objectives so that a person.can measure to
what extent awl bow well he accomplishes the magnitude of PerformanceS
built into an objective.

CREATING SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES MEASURABLE FOR ACCOMPLISHMENT

CONTINUING OR
OUALITATIVE

OBJECTIVE

GENERAL STATEMENT
'OF ONGOING INTENT

INDEFINITE AS TO
REQUIRED RESULTS

SUPPORTED ONLY BY
GENERAL STRATEGY

NOT MEASURABLE AS TO
SPECIFIC RESULTS
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SPECIFIC OR
QUANTIATIVE

OBJECTIVE

°REALIZED THROUGH
ALLOCATED RESOURCES

O HAVE DUE DATES FOR
ACCOMPLISHMENT

GIVEN PRIORITY FOR
ACCOUNTABILITY

RESULTS DEFINED IN
MEASURABLE UNITS



Objectives generally should be few in nuMber. However, they should

also represent the hard core of fundamental purposes which a person has

finally agreed within himself are essential to success in his definition of
life mission and directions to be taken for career purposes and personal
growth. Fanning out from a person's definition of his life mission-and
the first level oflong-range objectives are multiple layers of means or
strategic action plans. These represent the ways an individual,proPOsed
to achieve major life and career purposes.- These represent key result
areas required for success in the many facts of actiVities, occupations
and use of leisure time.

All people have objectives. Generally they are unwritten and often-
times only informal expressions of continuing goals which they would like
to achieve. These purposes underlie practices of self-management as people
would like to see themselves achieve or become. An objective accordingly
becomes a planned, needed result which an individual expressly wishes to
achieve. When it is reduced to a ;,le, cost and self-management responsi-
bility it becomes a spedjfic objective. It becomes a person's standard
for performance and achievecile-t.

Specific objectives should_be formulated to meet key results required
for those successes which a person feels he should achieve in life. Ini-

tially they may tend to be condentrated in the area Of gettinga job and
earning a salary. A statement, definition or understanding of life mis-
sion is generally bypassed.

The creation of a body of personal and selfHmanagement objectiVes
does not result from a one-time effort in life/career planning. It will

involve years of planning efforts by a person before a realizable", working
body of objectives is evolved. They eventually should become adhievement
goals for all aspects of a person's life -- occupational; leisure time,
Marriage familY relationships-or any activities he enters.
_

,

CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONAL STRATEGIES

DESIRABLE UNDESIRABLE

WITHIN AVAILABLE RESOURCES HIGH RISK TO MISUSE OF RESOURCES

REASONABLE RISK-TAKING LACK OF ALTERNATIVES FOR CHOICE

FULL UTILIZATION OF RESOURCE POOR MOTIVATION TO CARRY
OUT ACTION PLANS

CONSISTENT WITH OTHER
STRATEGIES DO NOT MAXIMIZE RESULTS SOUGHT

POSSESS SYNERGISTIC EFFECT LACK STANDARDS FOR PERFORMANCE
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Objectives may be classified according to the categories of the key
result areas. These may be reordered or modified to meet the particuiar
requirements of the individual's-fulfilling his life mission and the range
of purposes and their priorities which he wishes to follow in his practice
of selfHmanagement, These include:

Objective(s) representing a clearly thoughtout and defined life
mission

Objective(s) to achieve a capability for self-support, income
and profit

Objective(s)-for the development of the total (body, mind, per-
sonality) potentiality for growth

Objective(s) for the performance of recognized and specific
.social responsibilities

Objective(s) to acquire more knowledge or improved Skills that
are marketable or satisfy personal needs

Objective(s) to result in a demand for a person's assets in the
job market

Objective(s) to achieve an ability for self-Hmanagement.,._

Objective(s) to acquire positive attitudes and motivational forces

Cbjective(s) to improve one's capacity for creativity and innova-
tive skills

_Objectives formulated forTerSonal achievement and improved self-
management represent directions in which a person wishes to go. Once a
persoWs objectives have been thoroughly.analyzed and decided upon they
should; (a) instill unity of purpose into all his activities and life as
a. whole, (b) increase his motivation for selfHmanagement, (c) place em-
phasis in activities upon results and standards of performance., (d) pro-
vide premises for problem solving, decision-making and implementing actions
required throughout one's life time, (e) *prove coordination and balance
between various parts or facets of a person's total life activities, (f)
improve a person's capability for communicating reasons for his behavior
to others as may be required, (g) demand a categorical or imperative ef-
fort for results through selfHmanagement, and (i) establish a basis for a
person's measuring the results of his performances in self-management.

It is desirable to distinguish certain criteri'a that are essential
from those that are desiraole attributes of objectives: ESsential criteria --
(a) Are.they feasible (can they be accomplished)? (b) Are they suitable
(will they take you in the direction you want to go)? (c) Are they. valu-
able (are they worth the price you are going to have to pay for their re-

.sults)? (d) Are they achievable (is the objective practical and within
your ability to achieve it)? Desirable criteria -- (a) Are the objectives
adaptable (may they be amended, changed and sufficiently flexible to handle
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Changes of direction in a person's life or in coping with a rapidly chang-
ing environment)? (b) Are the results of achieving objectives measurable
(can progress towards the accomplishment or an objective be measured and
evaluated)?

All objectives should contain values that are capable of inspiring a-
persbn's commitment to realizing them:

The test-by-fire of a person's ability for self-management is to es.7
tablish muscle-stretching but achievable objectives. It represents a sig-
nificant mark of an individual's purposeful living and the sense of di-
rection which it provides to his entire life and all his activites. -011b-
jectives set in the process of self-management uill establish the level
and tone for the efforts, direction and results of a person's entire.life
and career plans. Should a person flounder confusedly, prove indecisive
or formulate erroneous or inadequate objectives, his mistakes and poor
self-management will be compounded down through the levels of his strategic
action plans, programs and projects.

STRATEGIES SHOULD BALANCE RESOURCES WITH
ACHIEVABLE OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVE
TOO AMBITIOUS

STRATEGY WITH
INADEQUATE RESOURCES

STRONG AND
ADEQUATE RESOURCES

NON-CHALLENGING
OBJECTIVE

TRADE-OFFS REQUIRED TO BALANCE OBJECTIVES WITH STRATEGIES
.

Once objectives have been accepted aS 'directional principleS for self-
management, they become regulatory aids for decision-making and.the reso-
lution of problem issues affecting all activities in a persons life. De-
sirable qualities of a body of personal objectives include:

o Continuing objectives should express the long7range strategic pur-
poses of an individual. They should not require frequent and major
revisions. Specific objectives, on the other hand, are shorter term
and "tactical" in nature. They'may be modified and accomodated to
external and internal changes:,They represent short- and interme-
diate-term goals for the directions which a person wishes to take.
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Specificity of precise and exact result in long-range v.ad continuing
objectives is not always nor absolutely necessary, meaningful of
critical. For shorter-term objectives, however, they are essentiaL
Continuing objectives should be broken down into specific objectives
with working details distributed doWn through action plans.aS,stand-
ards and guides to:performance for results in selfmanagement.:

A complete body of balanced and dnclusive objectiVes in alliwy re-
sult areas for self-inanagement performances is essential to life/
career successes..

The organization, priorities, clarity of statement and understand-
ing of objectives should be perfected to the degree that they pro-
vide a practical basis for decision-making points.and practices in
all areas of a person's activities.

o SelfHmanagement for reSults shoulcigradUallyacquiregT*Orid
portance and application aS a Consequence_toHthedevelopment:Of:
a,realistic and baiancedbody of objectiveS:: Theywill:proVide_ ,

indispensible guidelines for di7ect1ons,and decisiOnSrequired.,
farstiCCeSSful Seif4anagb664t;-AlefiiiitiOnS7CfrOOnaljpOrpOseS77
and a hierarchy of objectiveS, both continuing and SpeCifici.dip7H
tinguishes one individual from all others. They are essential.;0
his quvIlity of uniqueness.

The purpose of life/career planning is to obtain spetific results
from improved performances in self-management. All individUals, once theY
have acquired knowledge and skills in the practice of life/career planning;
will agree that they can achieve reasonable goals once they haVe been care-r:
fully worked out and defined for achievement.

8 0
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STEPS IN SETTING LIFE/CAREER OBJECTIVES

After having established an information base about yourself and your future environment, the

second step in life/career planning is to set realistic objectives for yourself in all key result areas

representative of your desired future performances. The results of these objectives will be

essential to the happiness and satisfactions Nhich you expect to realize from your life, career

and,IMportant activities.

Develop a stateront tor eaCh key result area of your ongoing and qualitative intent for'
performance, 'accomplishment or your being as a desired standard for achievement and as

a critically important life goal. This becomes your CONTINUING OBJECTIVE. Progress

towards its accomplishment is generally not measurable. It provides the frame of
reference within which you will write a more specific objective,

The continuing objective is then analyzethand rewritten to describe a performance or
accomplishment to be achieved within a limited period of time and the use of particular

resources in terms of costs, time and skilled efforts. This definition of purpose embodies a
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE to be achieved in quantitative terms. Progress towards its
accomplishment also should be measurable. Its accomplishment is scheduled within a

limited planning period.

An explanation of your reasons for writing the specifications of the specific objective
constitute the RATIONALE. It contains the priority to be assigned to the specific
Qbjective. More importantly it should analyze and state the consequences to you if the

specific objective is or is not accomplished.

An analysis of the specific objective as to its feasibility, suitability, achievability and its
being expressed in quantitative terms and measurable for achieverp4nt ..epresents the

CRITIQUE. It provides a critickm of how you initially expressed the specific objective so

that it may be amended and rewritten in more concrete and measurable terms to fit your

needs and t.;esires.

The final step in preparing a specific objective for each of the key result arczs is to write
and rewrite the specific objective so that it becomes a challensing but achievable goal

with results which you can measure. It should maximize the results from your resources.

The results of specific objectives _are critically important to you for the realization of
your life/career plans. To the degree that the desired results are not achieved from your
objectives, you will experience corresponding deg,- :es of unhappiness or dissatisfaction.
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EXAMPLES OF OBJECTIVES AND THEIR CRITIQUES'

A. Objectives for Realization of a Defined Life Purpose

Example No. 1

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To realize my maximum sellfullfilment through developing my

intellectual, physical and social capabilities as a human being.

SPECIFIC OBJ,ECTIVE: To adopt a system of self-management practices in all my life activities by

Time schedules and action plans for each key result objective and their

(date)
strategic action plans are described in my total life/career plan.

RATIONALE: In preparing these statements of objectives I feel that it will require the sum total of

all my performances to realize my full life purpose or mission. If each of my objectives are consistent

with others, challenging and optimally utilizing my above average resources, I do not believe there is a

need for my creating a specific objective for a life purpose. This effectively requires measuring my

progress upon achieving objectives in each of my key result areas. It is my belief that specific

objectives for various life and career purposes represent in their totality of accomplishment my life

nOssiun. I accordingly am dfstributing over the various key result areas my various goals for use of

leisure time. avocational and hobby pumuits, plans for retirement and the goals which will satisfy my

various marriage, religious, social and occupational needs.

CRITIQUE: The achievement of a qttalitative goal such as life purpose must necessarily be difficult to

measure except in terms of happiness and satisfactions which a person demands from his particular

life style and value system. Progress in achievement of all other objectives may be measured directly

or indirectly from results of their accomplishments. This does not hold for an objective of life mission

or purpose except for one's personaLassessment of the degree of satisfactions he feels on the progress

or the way he is conducting his total life's behavior.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN): To intensively study aod adopt self-management practices

by in all key result areas of my life which will make me satisfied with
(dare)

standards I have set for myself and happy with the results of my performances.

8 2
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Example No. 2

CONTINUING OBJEl-TIVE: To manage my entire life in such a way as to develop my unique

potentialities and resources and to achieve a direction for all my total life activities.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE; (a) To discover my aptitudes and interests by
(date)

(b) To learn the art of planning my life and the principles of self-management by

and (c) To investigate a career in nursing and the future.that this field
(date)

might hold for me..

RATIONALE: I have discovered that it is difficult to make any personal progress without setting

directions For myself in the form of dearly stated objectives. In order to achieve any fulfillment of

my many desires I must first define results I want to accomplish and impose controls over activities

which win help me achieve a large number of -purposes I want to accomplish in life. My greatest

diffictilty is in.finding a meaning to man's life itself so that I can then set a purposeful meaning to my

own life. I question very mueh whether or not the specific objective I have written above is a

statement of the basic purpose I want in life. It would appear tube an objective of learning to know

myself better and an expression of my need to acquire policies to govern my behavior.

CRITIQUE: The threepart objective statement represents several results of self-analysis and do not

necessarily define critical performances in key result areas. Two parts might more appropriately be

placed respectively under my developing income and self-management capabilities. As specific

objectives, periods of time and strategic means enight be developed for determining aptitudes and

interests, the selection of a cart.7r in health services, acquiri I skills in planning and the practice of

self-management controls. The real need of this person is to obtain an rnderstanding of her life. This

will provide her with a purposeful meaning for her rational activities and possibly a non-rational belief

that will have an overall influence over her behavior. Without arriving at some personal and

meaningful purpose in her life, it will be difficult for her to write any specific objective for a fife

mission as illustrated in the following attempt to redraft thc life mission statement.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN): To undertake a search, which may be lifelong, for the

meaning of my being and life so that r. can discover a purpose for myself for the standards of behavior

according to which I want Co hve.
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To study within the next two years myself and others as worthwhile human beings and apply

self-management principles and practices which will result in a better quality of life for me.

To adopt self-management policies which will improve my personal behavior and conduct and

the daily relationships I have with other people. (Details of specific objectives, results and

schedules omitted)

Example No. 3

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: My life purpose is to participate in the divine order of God's creation

and to live in the way I was educated by my parents and according to the precepts of the bible.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To obtain a better understanding of myself and fellowmen, the writings of

the great philosophers and to practice t: ten commandments throughout my life.

RATIONALE: I am still in process of determining my career goals. However, I know that the

selection process will be strongly influenced by my beliefs and religious values. I strongly need a

better understanding of myself and the world I live in. I also recognize that I should more actively

participate in social programs and activities of my church. I would like to make my needs for

self-improvement and bettering conditions of others a purpose of my everyday life. These feelings

should express themselves in a daily practice of charitable deeds and hopefully in a career which I am

in process of choosing. This career may vely probably be in one of the fields of social service.

CRITIQUE: Both the continuing and specific objectives represent strong idealistic or religious

attitudes towards life. The specific objective begins to approach the form of a statement of desired

performances which might be measured. HOwever it does nol specify any personal accomplishments

to be achieved within given time periods although it may be recognized as an overall goal of lifelong

activities. To make the specific objective more measurable, it inight be detailed out with a schedule of

readings to be completed within a given time period (one or two ydrs) and special studies to be made

which will give the individual a better understanding of human behavior. A list of practices for

self-improvement, which would be few in number at the beginning but could increx.!, person

becomes practised in charity and other acts. In pexformances of his improved pructfrc' f behavior,
_

readings and studies he should be able to measure progress towards his specific objective. The critique



might include, moreover, that the specific performances described in the specific life mission

objective might be better placed under the key result areas of self-management and improvement,

innovative behavior or social responsibilities. As various statements of personal life mission are

examined it becomes clear that they are closely related to one's beliefs, philosophy of lifeor value

systems.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN): To complete the reading of three (3) booi6 by

recommended tvl.tor which will give me a better understanding of
(date)

myself and the behavior of other human being,i, to read two (2) books in philosophy recommended

by my minister or a teacher by ; and to practise the following activities
(date)

for self-improvement or help to others as listed below until they become a part of my behavior and

way of life.

Example No. 4

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To beneficially influence as many people as possible in an

underdeveloped country so as to improve their conditions of health, education and social ways.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To prepare myself in the next two years (I) to gain entrance into a nursing.

program by (2) to complete a nursing program at St. Josept Hospital
(date)

two years afterwards; and (3) to become affiliated with a medical missionary group.

RATIONALE: The main 'purpose of my existence and the strong compassion I have for people who

are deprived of most advantages in life will be my contribution to the betterment of mankind. This

attitude has been formed in part by my having lived in a Central American country as a child,

Furthermore I became bilingual and have continued my Spanish after returning to the U. S. My

aptitudes and interests indicate that I would probably be successful in the health field. Nurses are

greatly in demand in all the undeveloped areas of Africa, Latin America and Asia.

CRITIQUE: The. specific objective does not follow from nor out of the continuing objective. It may

be more identified with a career objective than a life mission. However, it is an identification of a life

purpose which the person wishes to adopt and is most comfortable with. It cannot be faulted.

Selecting the nursing field, however, represents pe..foa,:ce in the key result area of achieving a



capability for income, the selection of a career field and a means of entry into it. It should be

recognized that social, religious or other strong dedications of many people influence both their life

purpose as well as their selection of an occupation. The following draft of the rewritten specific

objective represents a career or income creating capability (first two parts) and the last a means of

realizing an aspect of her life mission.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN): (1) To complete at the Rutherford Technical Institute by

its two-year prenursing program with a grade average of B or better at a
(date)

cost not to exceed $3600; (2) To enroll in the nursing program of Webb Memorial Hospital and its

affiliated college to complete three years or college and receive my R.N. by

; and (3) To apply for membership in the G:erseas Nursing Corps of the
(date)

Evangelical Missionaries for a three-year contract as a registered nurse in Central America during my

final year before receiving my R. N.

B. Objectives for Achievement a Self-Support and Income Cap.

Example No. 1

CON11NUING OBJECTIVE: To acquire the necessary skills and educational background to become a

medical technician with the intention of returning to the university for a degree in one of the health

sciences after having obtained experience and accumulated some savings from working.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To complete the two-year curriculum for an A. A. degree as offered at the

neighboring technical institute near my home after graduation from high school.

RATIONALE: I do not have the financial 'resources to complete four years of college without

working. I must find some way to earn my 'Hng while completing a desired 4-year university cotirse

for a degree. With two years of college in the health management sciences, specializing in X-Ray

Technology, I feel that I can support myself while completing an educational program for becoming a

hospital administrator. I am still not completely certain whether I wish to go into the health field or

some form of social work. This program and experience while working should clarify my career goals.

Right now my major goal is to find an occupation that I like and which will support me while

finishing my education. 86
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CRITIQUE: This deciskm as to making :1 final career choice is not unusual. From tests she has taken,

school records and her interest profiles she appears to have the qualifications for entering either social

service or health care occupations. The specific objective might be rewritten to include

accomplishment according to certain time schedules, cost limitations and a level of academic

performances meisured by grades she proposes to receive. The planning span for the specific objective

is rather long. It will require a minimum of 4 to 5 years for accomplishment. It might be desirable for

her to create another specilic objectivE for herself after her oaining a job in two and a half years

which will provide her with an income while finishing college,

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN): To complete by , at a minimum
(date)

cost of $800 a year while living at home, with a B or better average in my grades in a curriculum at

Hamilton Technical Institute which will qualify me as an X-Ray technician at the Fisher Childrens

Clinic.

To obtain a B.S. degree in nursing while going to school parttime within four years after

completing the two-year institute program.

To take several courses in the social sciences before my B. S. degree which will qualify rne for

entry into a R. N. career if my interests are in this.direction,

Example No, 2

CONTINUING OBJECTIVES: To study a minimum of three occupational fields related to mechanics

and to select one for which I have the greatest aptitudes, interests and possibilities of a career.

SPECIFW OBJECTIVE: To complete a study by
(date)

aircraft and heavy equipment mechanical repairs which must suitably fit my aptitudes, profile of

of occupations in auto,

interest and schedule a program of studies and experiences to qualify me for entry into the job

market.

RATIONALE: I enjoy working with machinery and repairing equipment. I have earned high grades in

physics and machine shop courses in school. I have also had two years of drafting. If I go into any

occupation involving mechanics I want to obtain the best training that I can get. I want something

more than just a job. The occupation I'm looking for must offer more than a pay check and a time to
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begin and quit work. I want a certain account of independence. I would like to be able to work on

the mechanics of a piece of equipment so that I can Improve its operations.

: CRITIQUE: Should the writer of the above objectives and rationale rema;z7 in college? I le is presently

finishing his freshman year. He has indicated a strong desire to transfer into a vocational school

studying auto mechanics. Family pressures induced him to enroll in college. A good student and

serious as to the most beneficial use of his talents, he has reached a decision point of transferring to a

'trade school. Following graduation from a two-year program, he would like-to enroll in an advanced

school of auto mechanics conducted by one of the large automobile manufacturers. Following

discussions with his guidance councellor, the student rewrote two specific objectives as follows:

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN):

Following a study and selection of an occupation in mechanics to be completed by

, I will enroll in classes at Technical

(date) name

Institute' and graduate . My tuition, living
(date) (date)

and other costs for two years will be budgeted for not more than $
(amount)

My graduate average for all courses will be 3.5 or better.

To enroll in an advanced school of auto mechanics at Institute in

Michigan following my completion of the two year program at

Technical Institute and graduate in the upper lO% of the c ass at a

cost not to exceed $3000.

Example No. 3

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To determine the best occupational field for my particular aptitudes

and interests and undertake a course of studies and work experiences to obtain a job within this

chosen occupation.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To meet with my counselors for an ink, pretation of test data on my

aptitudes and interests and match these assets with the occupational requirements.in three job fields

in which I am interested (electrical and plumbing contracting and rock masonry).

8 8
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aa RATIONALE: I have only a few years left for either college or trade school to qualify myself for a

job which will enable me to earn a living for myself. Some rollege work .may be desirable but I feel

that two years of vocational training after high school will meet my needs for the training I need for

successful entr) into the job market. I am primarily interested in a service type of trade which

requires state licensing or certification such as a contractor in plumbing, electrical or a similar form of

work. Eventually I would also like to form my own independent business. I have the aggressiveness

needed to contact people and sell my services. I would also like to include in the education I shall

need several courses for small business, expecially accounting, marketing and general management.

My counselor, friends and parents have advised me that I will probably beaefit more from this career

plan for an occupational field than spending four years in college since I have no interest nor desire

for entering a "white collar- profession. I want a job where I can work with my hands and in a field

where I can someday build my own business.

CMTIQUE: The specific objective does not tie down the time by which the meeting with the

counselor will be held nor the periods of courses for obtaining occupational skills. The person should

also set a due date for matching of his skills against various job requirements. The rationale strongly

indicates his selecting a skilled trade. This was later confirmed from interviews and test records. The

objective was accordingly rewritten incorporating several strategic means for its accomplishment.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN: To complete my study and choice of an occupational by

and two years of vocational training qualifying me for entry into one of
(date)

my present occupational interests by according to the following schedule.
(date)

8 9
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Example No. 4

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: Within a planning span of my next two years in school and by

, I shall earn an initiai income commensurate with my education and
(date)

acquired skills so that I can enjoy the pleasures and benefits of life related to my family, friends and

interests.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: I will enter the work force in the field of mar',..aing management in one of

the Southeastern States as a trainee. The purpose of my first job will be to obtain experience

necessary to advance into more responsible alid.higher paying positions.

RATIONAL.E: The position obtained upon my entry into the job market will probably not fully

permit me to satisfy all my immediate wants. My leisure time will be limited. Furthermore many of

the goals which I presently have set for myself in other key result areas must become secondary to

my becoming established in my career field.

CRITIQUE: The continuing objective contains some of the rationale which would jusiify the

selection of a career rather than represent an objective of 'entry into the job market. The specific

objective might also be described as a continuing objective. It should be rewritten to include a tine

schedule, budget of costs and due dates for desired performances.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN): To obtain a marketing management position in the

southeast as a trainee by at a maximum of S
(date)

according to the following schedule of desired results. (From my life/career strategic plans to achieve

objectives)

9 0
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C. Objectives for Realization of Potentiality for Growth

Example No. 1

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE; To grow as a person and mature in every way possible according to my

particular aptitudes and interests which will realize my potentialities not only for a career but in all

my life activities.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To concentrate upon increasing my knowledge of language and life sciences;

to improve my communication and understanding of other people; and, t:' .;uaintain the good health

and capability in sports which I now possess.

RATIONALE: From experience I have gained in working on school publications I would like to

become an editor on a professional magazine, preferably in a biological science. This is first of several

alternatives in which I am presently very interested. However, I recognize that if I continue to grow in

knowledge, mature emotionally, develop my ability to communicate and work with others and

become genuinely concerned with the welfare of others, I shall realize my full potantiality in life.

Further growth and development of my potential capabilities, which have been indicated as above

average, will make it possible for me to make greater contributions to my fellowmen and to advance

in a number of career fields for which I feel I am able to enter.

CMTIQUE: Emphajs upon realizing one's potentiality for growth rates high in everyone's key result

areas. Performances are related person's aptitudes fortified by interests. A statement of a

specific objective in this area, however, is endangered by its .becoming simply an expression or

Ongoing, general intent. It becomes a qualitative continuing objective. It may be desirable to break

down the parts of the specific objective into a number of specific objectives and assign to each part

schedules for accomplishment, standards by which performances are to be measured, priorities I'm

achievement, and costs in time and money. This results in the specific objective becoming concrete,

realizable goals to be achieved according to a timetable. Other more advanced goals can later be set

for accomplishment in carrying out the life/career planning process.
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Example No. 2

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To concentrate upon (I) my development through educational courses

of greatest interest to me: (2) achieving a maturity of emotional relationships with others: and (3)

acquiring skills which will provide ine with entry into my chosen occupatirmal field and advancement

in it.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

.10 To complete two courses in the psychology of human behavior which will improve my

1(.nowledge of people and will be Of major benefit to me personally,

o stabilize my relationships with the opposite sex so as to acquire a more serious attitude

towards a longer-term relationship with a particular boy friend.

RATIONALE: The acquisition of skills for a career represents part of my growth potential. Increasing

my understanding of human behavior and relations may well be part of my career goals: My personal

development has become recognizable to me in the past year as something that I can measure by the

collection of bodies of information and improved understandings which I pm acquiring. One of my

greatev needs in tile future will be control over my eniotions, my relationships with others and =

becoming a fully balanced person in terms of satisfying my physiological as well as psychological

needs. My basic lite mission is one of fullfilling certain ambitions I have as a person with an aptitude

for working with others. I am strongly convinced of the importance of the individual's worth and I'm

concerned with finding some particular person with whom I may become permanently attached who

sharts the same value system as myself.

CRITIQUE: The person preparing the above objectives recognizes the need for the specific objective

PH- growth being reduced to a singleness of purpose. One of the frequent characteristics of all

objectives is their inclusion of several goals. These should be broken daWn into specific objecth'es;

each with its own strategic action plans and projects. The first of the ;,?.. spu:fic objectives above

might include more definite performance requirementt as ... culat ...'.urses of studies to be taken,

costs, grades to be achieved and their completion dates. The second specific objective represents

qualitative changes in the individual. It may be very difficult for a person to determine the form of
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changes desired, set norms for a more serious attitude towards and a long-term relationship with a

person of the opposite sex. She also refined her potentiality for growth to one of achievhig stable

emotional maturity through a hetet identification or her val,le system and lindiug someone wlii

compatible with these values.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN): To develop both a creed (value system for niylife) by,

and creating a body of policies for self-management of my behavior by

which will serve as standards for identifying a boy friend who has similar norms of behavior.

D. Objectives for Accomplishment of Specific Social Responsibilities.

Example No. 1

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To become active in a political action group to improve our system of

government as soon as possible and to work for social and political changes needed for better

leadership and honesty in government.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To apply for membership in several groups working for political reform

which are 'active in seeking changes in government that will strengthen our form of representative

government and reduce corruption among our political leaders.

RATIONALE: Improvement in government could represent both my greatest contribution as well as

my responsibility as a citizen. I am convinced that all citizens must become inVolved in upgrading the

quality of our leadership in government. Recent events in politics has clarified my belief that too

many of our elected officers arc solely self-serving individuals and arc not dedicated to the serviee of

the public both in our state and federal governments. Too many of our overstaffed civil service as well

as elected officials are using their jobs primarily to tzip the public till and achieve security for

retirement. Many inight he appraised as incompetent in the performance of their jobs. It is essential

to our country's future that our elected officials-and the civil servants he upgraded in their Inninty

and capabilities. Unless this is accomplished. the United States will deteriorate in its management.

Too many major crises now face the nation. Greater threats to its prosperity and the preservation of

principles on which the country was founded may be anticipated..

CRJTIQL stodent rationale for undertaking the specific objective is boih well founded and
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desirable. This goal, however, should be made more concrete in terms of time, costs, due dates for

performances and the tangible results to he accomplished from the achievement of his objective.

Objectives sbming accomplishahle results become measurable and represent crmcrele performances

towards whim a person may work as measurable targets.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN): To join the Young Bi-Partison Committee for Reform in

Government by and contribute of my time without cost

to its programs and $ per month for political changes needed in our state of

and in the-Federal Government.

Example No. 2

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To meet the needs of social groups in which I am active and the society

in general on which I depend required of me as a good citizen and in return for the privileges which

the societies give me as a member.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To select and join social service groups which will not necessarily be related

to my career field and to which I can voluntarily contribute a part of my time.

RATIONALE: There are many personal characteristics which I would like to d welop in improving

myself as a person in my social relationships to others. These are related to my plans for

self-improvement. As a social being I have responsibilities to the groups to which I belong and on

which I depend for a great many of my rights and privileges. I feel that I should make some sort of

contribution to these different groups. I also feel that I should undertake activities unreated to my

career field, I believe that I should become active politically, culturally and in areas which will

improve the welfare of others. One field in which I Can immediately becom.-.: active is a local gr tp

which is concerned with environmental improvement and the conservaticn of our natural resources.

CRITIQUE: This person is concerned with the development of his capability for sol:ability or

effective relationships with offiCii Vs. the performance of various degrees of responsibilities he has to

society. Like many other people he speaks vaguely of being concerned about tlie cielfare of others._

However, he doesn't finally tie down a specific objective for himself socially until he writes a specific,

objective aimed at ecological huprovernent through membership in a.group active in his.area.



SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN): To join the County

Environinental and Conservation League by and contribute

of hours of work per week to its projects at a cost not to exceed

Results from this objectiive will be the realization of the purpose of the

CECL.

E. Objectives for Acquisition of Abilities That are Marketable or Satisfy Personal needs

Example No. I

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To develop skills and knowledge in those recreational fields which will

increase my capabilities for social relatiOnships related to my career objective in physiotherapy.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To develop an expertise in a large number of recreational activities which

will improve my making and improving contacts with patients but which will also prove relaxing and

enjoyable to myself.

RATIONALE: This objective is designed either to develop and acquire abilities which are career

,related or which will satisfy personal needs and not necessarily have an economic return. They can do

both. It is not necessary that all abilities be job related. For many people, however, they will have an

economic value. It inay be desirable as a part of your self-analysis and career objectives to separate the

two.. Marketable abilities will become part of one's skills which are job related. Abilities or interests

which satisfy .personal needs are generally leisure time or avocational activities.

CRITIQUE: Various recreational activities will be developed throughout various stages of a person's

life. Many of the skills planned for acquisition hy the person preparing this specific objective included

a number of handicrafts that she would enjoy personally as well as teaching to the handicapped with

whom she would be working. It would be advantageous to her to schedule out over a period or a two

year planning span two or three recreational skills which she would acquire that would be satisfying

to` her personally as well as applicable in her work. The specific objective should include a date by

which the skills are achieved. They should not be too many nor involve a higher percent of one's time

and efforts which might be allocated to other objectives.
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN): To achieve skills in and
(ability)

by at a cost imt to exceed $ _ _ .. _ _..
(ability) (date) (amount)

My skills in these recrealional activities will be measured by tlw following performances.

Example No. 2

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To develop several of my interests which will permit rno to broaden my

social contacts and provide me with activities which I can enjoy by myself in my leisure time.

SPECIFIC OP3ECTIVE: To participate in programs which will develop improved capabilities which

will have long-term satisfactions for me in:

Playing bridge and permit my joining several bridge clubs in my area

Acquiring skills in painting (or crochetting).

RATIONALE: I presently enjoy playing brLge, painting, and crochetting. My efforts, however, are

those of an .I.m4teur although I enjoy the activities very inuch. Bridge brings me into contact with a

number of people whom I like and provides me with many enjoyable evenings and afternoons. I have

some talent for art and would like to take up painting either' in water colors or oils. Crochetting and

sewing are other activities which I enjoy very much and could take up much of my leisure time.

Several ways or strategic means for developing these skills are available to me. Neither of these

interests are related to my career objectives and would be undertaken solely for my personal

enjoyment.

CRITIQUE: The continuing objective often includes multiple goals for accomplishment. These should

be reduced to single purposes in specific objectives. Unless this is done one's use of his time, money

and efforts may come into conflict with each other in the strategic means choosen to achieve the

objectives within a single key result area. When a continuing objective contains two or many specific

objectives, it should be broken down into separate objectives, priority given to each, and separate

strategies selected for their individual accomplishment. Frequently many key result areas will have

several or more specific objectives. Each should be specifically defined and supported by the

appropriate strategies For its particular accomplishment. Unless -this breakdown is made For

distinguishing every specific objective, it will be difficult to'distribute one's personal resources over a
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number of strategies to realize concrete results sought as measurable accomplishments.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES (REWRITTEN): To undertake two programs for personal development

which will primarily be satisfying to my personal life as follows:

To complete by at a cost of $ bridge lessons at
.(date )

the flighbridge Women's Club which will qualify rne to enter their tournament games in 19

To join the painting classes at Rockford Art Museum on and enroll in
(date)

their oil painting classes offered from to at a

(date) (date)

cost of $ and complete two portraits in oil which will be shown at the

exhibition of the Museum on
(date)

F. Objective For Obtaining A Demand for Personal Assets on the Job Market

Example No. 1

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To create a promotional campaign for my entry into the job market

which will interest potential employers irrmy qualifications for employment and result in my

obtaining a job I would like in furniture sales based upon my education in home economics, office

and.home furnishing.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To develop a list of employers whom I might contact for employment as a

sales trainee beginning viith opportunities for advancement and some travel to various parts of the U.

S.

RATIONALE: I shall be completing all education which presently I feel will be needed to enter and

advance in a sales/marketing job in the furniture industry over the next 7 to 10 years. I would like to

begin as a salesman in one of the furniture.manufacturing companies. I have worked several summers

in the advertising departments of two companies in the industry. I have been asked by one of the

companies to come back after graduation and join their sales departments. There are quite a number

of manufacturers within a radius of about 100 miles whom I can contact. Although I know I must

prove myself with my future employer I want to rind a sales job which offers me not only

advancement but the possiblity of relocation to another part of the country.

CRITIQUE: Since there are a substantial number of employers in the area, it is probable (hat a
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number of them will have national sales organizations and offer better opportunities for a woman in

sales than others. These should be sought out and applications made to these particular companies.

The strategies for the specific object should spell our various action plans and projects which, when

carried out within time limits and costs allocated by the specific objective, result in the specific type

of employment by a company which will offer her the advantages from the job she seeks.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (R.EWRITTEN): To prepare a list of five potential employers who offer a

sales training program by to whom I will mail a resume on

. Interviews with these companies should be completed fro m

to with all costs for resumes, mailing and

travel not to exceed $

Example No. 2

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To develop specialized capabilities and personal qualities which will

make we a desirable applicant to a prospective employer and restilt in his hiring me as of

and advancing me in my particular career field.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To complete necessary educational courses and acquire specific skills which

are above average or the minimal qualifications for entry into the occupation of

which I will be prepared to enter.

RATIONALE: Part of my strategies will require me to obtain information on specific qualifications

and requirements employers demand from applicants in my career field. It will also require that I

determine a limited number of employers for whom I would like to work. I should then present my

application_and qualifications to them in such an advantageous manner that I will be selected over

other applicants competing for a position with them It also means that I must acquire certain

qualifying assets from education, experience and on-the-job training. An employer should evaluate

these skills and personal qualities as making me preferable over other applicants.

CRITIQUE: Determining several years in advance of entry into the job market what particular assets

an employer will seek from job applicants in an occupational field is a very desirable strategy to

create a demand for your assets in the job market. This requires a person to spend time in researching
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out the specific qualifications for his entry into the several career fields in which he is interested.

Secondly he should seek to meet these requirements by courses he will take in school, parttime jobs.

on-thejob training and applicabk eNperiences he may acqt:ire in career-related fieltls. Thirdly, lie

should be able to present these acquired skills, knowledge and experiences in a resume and interviews

in such a way that a prospective employer can only appraise his application for a job opening

preferentially. Creating this liemand for employment may also involve one's making a favorable

impression on a prospective employer through an internship served.in the company, personal contacts

and influential references. This specific objective like all others should be detailed out with scheduled

means and costs for their accomplishment. Due dates when the specific objective will be achieved

should always be assigned. The strategic means and control over their being carried out are .major

indicators of good self-management.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN): To complete by (three months after
(date)

graduation from college) the following qualifications as unique personal assets which will make me an

exceptional applicant for a position as with the following five employers:
(job title)

(list-Of employers

G. Objectives for Achievement of a Self-Management Capability

Example No./

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To develop a body personal policies and a system of values which I can

practice in the conduct of all my life activities which will improve my behavior and help tile

distinguish right from wrong.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To undertake a study and prepare a list of behavioral policies and a

philosophy of ethics which I can use as a base in my decision making. Furthermore, these decisions

should channel my efforts towards important goals. Too many of my activities are not aimed towards

performances critical to the success and happiness expected from my objectives in life. The absence

of a rational body of governing policies and an expression of my nonrational values and beliefs is

substantially subtracting from my capability for managing my efforts to achieve results from almost

all objectives I have created for myself.
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CRITIQUE: Policies, behavioral rules and a code of ethics may be used as a basis for decision making.

They are the strategic means to govern one's personal activities. They act as controls over action

plans, programs or projects to achieve objectives. The development of a personal value system and

policies affecting all key performances of an individual are essential parts Of an individual's life/career

planning and decision-making process. This self-management objective reflects an individual's

conscious need for improving his life through planning. This person evidently recognizes from his

self-analysis the importance of policies and a value system as a stragegic means to accomplish

velormances critical to his successes. Both the adoption of policies and application of a value system

as a self-management tool will result in the strategic means and controls for the accomphshment of all

objectives.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN):

To prepare by P. list of the most important objectives for my career in
(date)

and to create a body of policies by which will govern the choice of
(date)

my decisions over activities necessary for the achievement of my career objectives.

To review my life plans every six months fro m
(date)

and to amend my philosophy of values and beliefs as to their

to

(date)

application as a base for relevant decisions which I shall make.

Example No. 2

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To improve the management of my resources, including time and

money, to achieve their maximum utilization for the accomplishment of my life, career and other

plans.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To undertake a program of controls over the use of my time and nmney

during the next six months which will result in (1) my spending four hours of concentrated and

undisturbed study a day, and (2) my developing and following a budget over all my expenditures.

RATIONALE: There are a great many practices which I may adopt to improve my, capability of

self-management. These include habits of hygiene, an attitude of openmindedness, thinking ahead as

to the ;; :quences Jf my acts and decisions and behaving in a manner which will cause everyone to
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accept me. I can't do all these things at once. Each of these strategic means or controls for my

personal improvement must be concentrated on one-by-one or only a few at a time. Right now two or

the most important means for my self-management consist of a better use of the time which I have

quite a bit of money and which it. seems I'm always short of. My whole difficulty, it seems, in

developing a capability for elf-management is my lack of control over how I,handle,money and the

better use of my time. After studying the specific objective for this key result arca, which I feel

should have top priority for development in my life and career planning, I feel that I should begin

with time schedules and budgets as a first step in self-management.

CRITIQUE: Self-management is largely concerned with the carrying out of controls over strategic

means selected to achieve one's objectives. Major areas in which controls will need to be exercised are

for a person's intellecthal, emotional, physical activities and specific life activities. Towards their

objectives he must mobilize all his resources. Self-management accordingly becomes a broad,

comprehensive coverage of all of a person's development of habits, ways of betivior and the use of

.
his time, money, friends and other assets he may have to improve his life or follow a particular life

style. It is desirable, after a person has completed his setting of objectives in all key result areas and

determining the strategic means he will use to achieve these objectives, to set controls on the optimal

use of his resources as a sell-mamigement guide.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN): To ui:dertake a program of controls over the use of my time

and money by which will result in (I) spending four (4) hours of
(date)

concentrated and undisturbed study a day: (2) developing and Following a budget over all my

expenditures and income; and (3) collecting and systematically organizing in written form controls

over the strategies I have selected tr achieving objectives in all key result areas of my life and cateer

plans.

Example No. 3

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To acquire motivation and skills to maniige.rnyself so that I can in turn

become capable of managing other people more effectively in jobs which I may hold hi my career

field of marketing and sales.
1 0 1.
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To study the behavioral causes for otheipeople's failure or success on their

jobs and apply this understanding to improve my own control-Over people's actions anti reactions iii

marketing and Sales.

RATIONALE: I perceive how thc management of other people must begin .with n better

understanding of the ways and means I can use to cause and control changes in my own behavior.

Particularly will this be true in my career field of marketing where 111 be held to meetingsales quotas

by people who will be accountable to me. To effect changes in other people must begin with the

capability of understanding how 1 cah improve and set standards for purposeful behavior in my own

activities. I do not feel that I can acquire much of this learning from books but must seek this

knowledge from observing and interpreting people's behavior either at work or socially.

CRITIQUE: A basic knowledge of human relations and behavior can be obtained from books.

Howeve r, the capability of interpreting this knowledge and consciously applying it for

self-management and the management of others is only obtained out of understanding everyday

dealings with others and one's specific program of improvement through self-controls. The above

specific objective does not program out a schedule for the acquisition of this capability.

co. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE' (REWRIll'EN): To study the behavior of two individuals over the next two

months, to and prepare a written analysis on their
(date) (date)

behavior which results in their success or failure on the job. Beginning to
(date)

conclusions from this analysis to my own behavior so that my performances by
apply

may be gauged according to the following measurements for improvement.

(date)
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H. Objectives for Acquisition of Positive Attitudes and Motivational forces

Example No. I

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To develop and acquire positive attitudes toward major life activities

which will make them important lo me and cause Inc to take strategic actions to accomplish their

objectives.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To take a very positive and aggressive attitude towards realizing my career

and self-management plans by determining motivational causes for carrying out the various strategies

which I have selected for their achievement.

RATIONALE: In analyzing this specific objective, I discovered that my attitudes towards many

important things in life were indifferent or not positive enough for mc to do the best work I am

capable of doing. This is true of my work in school and several jobs I have held..lf I had adopted a

more positive attitude towards all forms of my work and been motivated to achieve higher results. I

would have had a much better record of performance than I have so far earned. My record of grades

in school, sports I've engaged in and suggestions I received from several employers indicate that I

could have done much better if I had only adopted a positive attitude of putting forth my very best

efforts to do better work which I know I was capable of doing. To motivate myself to higher

accomplishments I must determine how I will be benefited from the rewards to doing above average

work. Money is important to me as well as advancement in my career plans. So also is being liked by

people and recognized for my accomplishments. These can become important factors in acquiring

positive attitudes towards important performances in rny life.

CRITIQUE: Moving from the inertial, dead center of one's life towards one's objectives in all key

result areas is a difficult task for all people in transfering their plans into realities. This ability

separates the doers from the dreamers. It represents a person's.capability to make things happen as he

wants them to occur. A positive attitude represents peoples' beliefs or confidence that they are

capable of managing change in themselves or managing their environments ao. it changes. Motivation is

the driving force in one's life. For any one or several of many causes, it provides a continuing and

persevering effort and sustaining action to accomplish desired changes. The specific objective should
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indicate the forms of positive attitude artd motivations wIlich are to be developed for particular

objectives. They will be closely related to interest fields and as one's interests change or increase,

attitudes may be positively oriented towards a great many people, important life activities and career

related interests. Attitudes and motivations do not exist in a vacuum. They must be related to a key

result area.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN): To analyze by the importance of

various studies I am taking or shall take in school by determining their benefits to my career or

personal plans and to follow a schedule of study hours which assure my earning a

average in these courses

Example No. 2

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To reach an understanding of my purposes which will compel me to

pursue actions to get things done which are important to me through positive attitudes and

motivations essential to success in all key result areas of my life/career plans,

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To select three activities in which it is essential that I achieve desirable

performance for success and specify motivations necessary to undertake and carry out the strategic

action plans, programs and projects to achieve the objectives I have set for myself in these three

RATIONALE: One of the grea'..est difficulties I experience in getting things done is putting myself in

motion or motivating myself to do the things which are needed to accomplish a desired level of

performances which I am capable of achieving. Too ()hen I put off action plans for getting things

done. Par of this procrastination has been due to my not clearly defining specific objectives for

myself. I feel that if I can set clear goals for myself I might better work out and pursue action plaiis

for their achievement. I aM also overwhelmed by the number of objectives which I iced to set for

myself in what.are called the key result areas for life/career success. The best way for me to take a

positive attitude towards getting things done and finding motivations for becoming successful is to

undertake only a few programs at a time. Having become successful in a fewer number of endeavors I

can then proceed to other objectives and their strategic action plans.
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CRITIQUE:. Adopting a positive, confident attitude towards being able to achieve realistic objectives

represents a most desirable mental set for their accomplishment. Confidences are generated from

successes. This is the first step towards purposeful accomplishments. The second important internal

cause within a person for taking action is motivation. This stems from many rational or non-rational

forces. It may be fear, need for recognition or security, ambition, interest linked with aptitudes, love,

dislikes, ambition or many, many other factors making up a person's total personality.They will be

hard to distinguish and define. They should be sought out-in an individual's process of self-analysis

and, when applicable, made forces to drive himself towards the realization of his life/career goals. The

best start, as recommended by the writer of this specific objective will be the creation of positive

attitudes and motivations for only a few objectives. Actually, the development of positive attitudes

and motivations will become controls and strategic means for achieving all objectives.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN)

1. Objective For Development Of An Innovative Capability

Example No. 1

CONTINUING OBJECTIVES: To seek out opportunities in the development ci my abilities or

changes occurring in my environment which will be ways to improve myself or do things better or

differently than other people which arc related to my various purposes in life.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To find new and better ways of handing my studies to earn higher grades

and to improve skills required on my part-thne job at Casual Mix Department Store which will result

in reducing the time to do my work while simultaneously having higher outputs from my work.

RATIONALE: I tend to do my wotk much the same as everyone else. On several occasions I have

done things differently and in a way better than others. This was rewarded by my boss giving me a

bonus. Efforts to do things differently and better than others is easier in my parttime job than in

school. In school my teachers expect me to do my work in a certain way and like everyone else. This

may be because they only consider me an average student. However, I feel there are certain subjects'

in which I'm better than others and would like to work on some projects in journalism where I might

have an opportunity to prove my capability for expressing myself better than others on our school
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publications. Writing and journalism are two of the career fiekls I'm considering. It would seem to me

that an innovative capability is critical to success in these fields. It also seems to me that the quality

of innovation is important to achieving success in anyone's occupation if he wants to advance himself

and make more money.

CRITIQUE: The above continuing and specific objectives represent expressions of ongoing personal

intent. The specific objectives requires further definition of particular areas of effort (journalism and

writing) in which the capability for innovation could very well be expressed. Further analysis should

be made of the part-time job and particular areas for innovative improvement be spelled out. Changes

in all aspects of life are gradual; they affect all' aspncts of one's life. Since the job market is very

competitive, it is essential to promotion and careilr progress, that one becomes capable of doing

things better in improved and different ways than others if he is to realize success. This attitude and

capability begins with school performances and should be encouraged by teachers.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE (REWRITTEN):

e To discuss with my teachers two articles to be written for by
(school publication)

which will demonstrate my capability for innovative writing if
(date)

published.

To work out with the sales manager in my parttime job at two new and
(store)

different ways for merchandizing clothing which will increase sales by
(%)

by
(date)

Example No. 2

CONTINUING OBJECTIVE: To determine how certain of my strengths and aptitudes requi-ed for

my career in teaching may be developed in ways that are beneficially different or better than those of

other people in the educational field.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To develop a program of personal and career objectives which will enable me

to do things better and more IxInefically in my career field than others.

RATIONALE: The job market in education has become increasingly competitive for entry into

teaching and slow in advancements. I like working with young people but feel that I also need some
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e:

sort or specialization in eth . nal techniques such as working with the handicapped. During two

summers in high school I have worked as a counselor in campus for handicapped children. Fven

though I specialized in ed uca ional courses. I should be able to work with particular groups of the

handicapped in some ways that are exceptional, better or more effective than other teachers in the

same field. I like music and have developed some sko' iirro and guitar which have

proved enjoyable to the youngsters I have wor; an enjoyable recreational

activity when I am alone or with others for a social evening. I do some simple composing of both

songs and melodies. Many of the little compositions I have composed for the mentally handicapped

have been enjoyed by them. They have learned the words and melodies and have a wonderful time

singing them.

CRITIQUE: To develop a list of an individual's strengths and interests and relate these to ways which

will be beneficial to his career field is a great breakthrough to effective planning advancement in one's

career. With a person's being able to capitalize on his strengths combined with a career field or

genuine interest to a person, he or she should be able to.find means to do certain things in a better or

different way than others, This will distinguish the person from others in the Same occupational field.

If it is a skill with ongoing outputs, it will assure him of special consideration and preference in

promotions. Employers seek people wi(h this innovative capacity,

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE REWRITTEN): Following a discussion with my counselor by

(date)
I will develop the following special skills:
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OBJECTIVE

STRATEGIZED

BROAD STATEMENT

OF STRATEG

ACTION PLAN TO

ACHIEVE SPECIFIC

OBJECTIVE

Describe Action Plan in detail; Estimate costs and time required for its completion; the intentions of the Life/career Objective; Amend work program of Action Plan as may

Prepare Gantt or other schedule chart showing due dates for fminshing various phases of be requked; Amend or add additiOnal controls for maintaining progress on ActiOn Plan

Action Plan; Set check points for reviewing progress on Action Plan with yourself or for completion on due date, Use additional sheets as may be required for other action
I

counsellor; Review Action Plan as really accomplishing l skategic means for meeting plans to achieve objective, ,
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What Life/Career Planning is All About

SUccessful planning involves a wide exposure to many forms of infor-
mation Which are required for.an effective decisionmaking process. The
world is rapidly changing politically, economically, and technologically.
Values themselves have thanged radically and worldwide because of facili-
ties in communications. Educational systems have come under attack for
net. orienting students:to the World of work which is found disappointing
to a majority of grhduates. FOr most young adults,, life and career plan-
hing.haVe'been made separate fields for goal setting. Almost universally
no intensive effort is made to clarify and assist students during their
years of post-secondnr- edti ,Lon in setting specific clOjectives for them-
selves. Leaving wi. they have concentrated in limitedyoca7
tional areas of few students know where or how to seek Work either
in a particular occupational field or with specific employers. Few rer!og-
nize moreover that their life_planning_is_closely.Aied..inwith_Career_plan-.
ning. Only a few graduates are able to choose their employers. Others
"wing it" and find suitable positions only by chance. Increasingly in-
dustry and business are assuming responsibilities for career development;
and planning which should have been initiated during the college years.

1. American Friends ServiceCommittee. Working Loose. San Francisco,
California: Random Hbuse, 1971. 145 pp.

A paperback with considerable appeal for most rung adults
identifying both life and career aspects of personal living:. It
represents inany of the aspirations, life,styles, and the seardi
for self-awareness experienced.by many young adults Underlying
theme of tlibook iS vocational orientation of yoWk adults faced
with the -copplexities of modern living.

2. Anderson, Stethan D. "Planning for career growth," Pew-, nel Journal.,
52:357-363. May, 1973.

Questions the relevance of career.planning witl the conllu-
sion that the responsibility must be assumed by the individual.
Five points for career planning are presented. Recommended rr.ad-
ing.

3. Buhler, Charlotte. "Human life goals in the humanistic perspective,"
Journal otHumanistic Psychology, 7:36-52, Spring4 1967-

Discusses twelve developmental points affecting one's goal
setting processwhich are raated-to one's life fulfillment or
self-Actualization. Outlines: analytical base needed for-career
asweal as life planning:. .

4. Churchman, C,10est. "Management-Education: Preparation for uncer-
tainty," hftanizational Dynamics, 1:12-20, Summer, 1972.

The ilescapable aspects of life, career, and business plan-
ning -- r*mertainly, ambiguity and morality -- are discussed in a
positive rammer if the knowledge base for self-management is in-
creased. Recommended.
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5. Crystal, John C., and Richard N. Bolles. Where do I go from here with

my life? New York: Seabury Press, 1974. 253 pp.

A comprehensive manual designed to improve one's self-awareness

and lead to skills identifications for various life and career goals.

Educators and industry counselors are divided as to its merits.

Some of this difficulty may be attributed to its design for in-

cluding mid-career change and planning.

6. Eisneberg, Leon. "The human natc....: of human nature,Y Science, 176:

123-128, April 14, 1972.
An essay of analysis on human behavior as being something more

.
than "ape-like" or solely instinctual. Idealistic philosophy Of

_Iuman_nature_Author,professes that_many.behavioristic theories_
violate the findings of biopsychology.

7. Epstein, Jack H. "Career management programs," Personnel Journal,

53:191-195, March, 1974.
Suggests that th,ny career programs in education and industry

need reevaluation to determine the validity of current concepts

for self-development. Eight techniques.are_included_to.maximize_

use of human resources.

8. "Guides to career planning," Nation's Business, 47:72-75, August, 1959.'

Four factors -- interests, abilities, personal traits and

everyday fpranticalities 7-- plus balancing between idealistic and

realisticomonrSes action.aTe the secrets of mapping areWar&
ing career-901 for one's self.

9. Harding, H.F. Albeit are your ultimate objectives," Vital Speeches.

of the DaF,29%.11i7-760, Ottober 1, 1963.
Reconnensdsting long-range objectives, for attaining achiev-

able exceliemnr,andbecoming or realizing one's best in life. Old

speech but easiity read and applicable to one's life goals today

and.tomorrow.

10. Herrick, Robert 7, "tareer guidsnre," College Management, 9:4-5,

February, lig74.
Charg, 4tat colleges know more about sports activities than .

employabil.i.ty of their graduating students. pp% les from nine

campuses 401101.4strate that a long-needed career counseling and

placement TuInction is finally being recognized as a shortcoming

in higher,,,ion.

11. Johnson, Michme- L. "Plan your career--or wing-it?" Industry Week.,

182:32-37: September 30, 1974.
"SuccOsfEl managers are very much divided on the merits of

career plannTur5.' There are middlegrounders, but most character-

istics thernsebt as oither planners or 'wingers'. Case examples

of successful business leaders describe the two viewpoints.

12. Kaufman, Walter. ''iLt you brave life without choice?" Psychology To-

day, 6:79-K.:., April, 1973.
A philosr) tuical and sometimes nonsensical e-_:say on the nature



13-19

of life without freedom of choice. Author recommends avoiding de-

cisions in religion, questions the nature of truth and raises is-

sue of autonomy in morality -- whatever that is?

13. Kilpatriek, James J. "The age of 'no'," Nation's Business, 60:38-42,

September, 1972.
The negativisns (war on..., anti-..., and No!) evident in cur-

rent American life leads the authbr to inquire aboutthe vanish-
ing attitudes and strengths on which the nation was built. Article

deplores the absence of the "can do" spirit.

14. Lewis, William C. Why people change' the psychology of influence.

...New_York:_Holt,_Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1972. 240 pp.

A challenging book on the nature of change and Ifg-'procege------.

which can be accomplished in human beings. The techniques and

methods of psychotherapeutic practices are presented in a manner

understandable by mature young adults and of practical use to

counselors.

-McClearni-Gerald-E,--1Tehavioral-genetics:__ an_overvieMerrill
Palmer Quarterly, 14:9-24, January, 1968.

A summary of evidence on the extent to which heredity may de-

termine behavior and how-acquired characteiiStics may affeet ge-

netic changes. Although historical in its treatment, it brings

the reader up-to-date on developments.in genetic science.

16. May, Rolo. Man's search for himself. New York: Dell Publishing

Cbmpany, 1973. 281 pp.
An enduring book, available as paperbaCk, which focuses on

developing one's self-concept or self-awareness in an age of anx-

ieties and upheavals in standards and values. EMphasis is di-

rected toward the importance of values as a means of achieving a

meaning to life.

17. Medlin, John. "Individual responsibility vs. group decision: an

.

analysis," Administrative Management, 28:24-30, January, 1967.

Reports opinions on the decisionmaking responsibilities of

groups and individuals. Group thinking is increasing, although

it will not and can not replace the individual responsibility

for decision-making. Recommended reading.

18. Miller, Herman P. "Profiles of the future: population, pollution

and affluence," Business Horizons, 14:5-16, April, 1971.

Dmpacts of technology on values and their formation and con-

versely the significance of values on making technological deci,

sions for improving environmental factor's representing the quali-,

ties of life.

Parsegian, V.L. This cybernetic world: of men, maChines and earth

systems. Garden City, New Ybrk: Doubleday and Cbmpany,1972.

254 pp.
Recommended. It is comprehensive in its coverage of controls,

systems and communications by machines and animals. Concrete
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examples of how cybernetics works in livinv. and inanimate systems
are provided throughout the book. Book pr,ivides understanding of
change occurring in the environment and its effects upon the in-
dividual and the world of work. .

20. Ryan, T. Antoinette. ".A conceptual model of career development," Edu-
cational Technology, 13:28-38, June,- 1973.

An elaborate model developed-to analyze existingsystems, slim-

ulation to solve-the problems inherent in these Systems and inno-
vation or creation of, new-systems of careerdevelOpment... Will be
of interest to counselors planning career development programs.

SilversteinT Harry-.- The-sociology-of--youth-:

New Ybrk: Macmillan Cbmpany, 1973. 472 pp.

An anthology of essays on problems with which youth:must ul-
timately cope in six major cultural areaS.- Well indexed for
to a wide range of subjects of interest to young:adults.':

22. Skinner, B.F. "All the world's a box," Psychology Tbday, 533-80,
-AtigaSt-, -1971.

Skinner's lengthy presentation of his psychological theories
treats n,an as "a unique bundle of behaviors determined by en-
vironmerrt Fbrms of behavior are acquired and transmitted through
behavior-:and survive in man's genes. Introduction to comprehensive
behavioristic eight-part article on man'by T. George Harris.

23. anith, Leonard J. Career planning. New York: Harper &Brothers, 1959.
263 pp.

Designed for use as both:a text and reference, the author ef-
fectively covers the many areas of self-analysis which lead to a
capability for selecting and setting work objectives of one's
self.

24. Splaver, Sarah. Ybu and:today's troubled world. New York: Julian
Messner, 1970. 191

A serious attempt to communicate withJnodernturban youth by a
psychologist familiar-with problems:of adjustment: in metropolitan

areas, Narrative style makes for easy reading fbr yoUnger adults.

25. Walker, James W. "Individual career'planningmanagerial :help fOr
subordinates," Business Hbrizons,'A.6:65772; February-, 1973.

Numerous guidelineS are suggested for CareerdeVelopment from
Toint of recruitment to retirement.- -M4nageinentjs increasingly-.
,expeoted.to assist employees:in planning their career development:
five recommended management practices Outlinewhat:an organization
can do for its people-for theirroareerplanning anthdevelopMent.::
Recommended for the college gradbate.
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Self-Knowledge As Planning Base For Objectives

Decisions are arrived at either rationally or non-rationally. The
collection of evaluative data on one's self is essential for choosing ap-
propriate directions which you elect to pursue. This information, when
properly put together, represents awareness or concept of yourself. This
realistic image of one's potentials is most difficult to achieve. It in-

cludes interests, innate or developed,abilities, attitudes and values
which may take the form Of aspirations or ambitions. With the totality
or-sum-of -all-these-characteristics-as-well-as-any montal, uilloacrt , or-spir-
itual qualities, one arrives at a descriptive boncept o/ one's total self
to establish a planning base for optimally fitting into your future work
and life environments_ The study on one's self stems from the study of
man as a unique individual together-with the deviations from what may be
described as normal behavior. Familiarity with writings, particularly in
the field of lasychology and sociology, will be of major assistance in self-
-andlY§i§-or-the-stdaY -This-seifaunderstanding-Ieads-to-be---
coming aware of one's strengths andlweaknesses in terms of aptitudes, in-
terests and very importantly the values which you will put on the way you
live and what you want to become.

26. Anderson, Camilla M. "The self:Amage a theory of the dynamics of
behavior,. updated," MentaldIygiene, 55:365-368, July, 1971.

Article lists 41 psychodynamic factors whichare considered
significant in self-analysisand human developmefftwith emphasis
upon-their identification_in-seligious literature. Behavior is
examined_in stress situations7which may distort one's concept of
self.

27. Aronson, Elliot. "The rationalizing animal," Psychology Today, 6:46-
52, May, 1973.

An indepth review of.the theory of cognitive dissonance
(what occurs when a person hads two or more inconsistent ideas
or values simultaneously) andAlow it effects the decisionmaking
or choicelprocess.

28. Baruch, Grace X. "Feminine self-esteem, self-ratings of competence,
and maternal career commitment," Journal of Cbunseling Psychology,
20487-488, September, 1973.

A short study on the relationship between self-esteem and the
seTf-ratings on competence and attitudes of college women towards
careers.

Berdie, Ralph F.
103:300-302,

Personal
but also the
on various i
occupational

-"Interest, occupations and personality," Intellect,
February, 1975.
preferences suggests not only what a person will do
:-ktizrid of person he is. Article surveys observations
nzerest inventories and their significance in making
dLoices.
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30-37

30. Brown, Bert R. "Saving face," Psychology Today, 4:55-60,- May, 1971.
,

A description of the ways, based on experiments, which People
will adopt to avoid embarassments or save face. Sex differences
may affect responses in particular situations but indicate no
substantive differences between sexes as to the need to avoid em-
barrassment and protect self-esteem.

31. Colligan, Douglas. "The biology of loneliness: isolf4.7lion vs. ckc

brains,"'Science Edgest, 74:37-g, December, 1973.
Biological and psychological probes into loneliness indicate

that isolation can produce drastic personality changes, decrease
in hormone secretion and changes in one'sTnervous system.

32. Enker, Myrna S. "The process of identity-twm, views," Mental Hygiene,
55:369-374, July, 1971.

Article analyzes differing theories ,2t identity as proposed
by Erik H. Erikson and Carl Frankensteim.in an_attempt.to clarify
the identity concept and-its impacts durtEng young adulthood.

Glassberg,-B-Ar. "Sexual-behavior-patterns-thi-contemporary-youth-cul,---
ture implications for later ma. ,._age," Journal Of Marriage and
the:Family.; 27:190-192, May, 1965.

A study of values in prodess-of transformation and emergence
in terms of-socual problems among adults. Five results of pre-
marital.relations are offered as conclusions to stUdy.

34. Harris, Elizabeth and Dale. "Roots of alienation," PTA Mhgazine,
62:22-24, May, 1968.

Provides a brief insight into alienation, its causes, conse-
quences and preventive measures. Recommended reading.

35. Houston, B. Kent.. "Anxiety, defensiveness and differential predic-
tions of performance in stress and nonstress conditions," Journal
of Personality and Social Psychology, 17:66-68, January, 1971.

Defensiveness is discussed as either verbal denial of anxiety
or as anxiety-reducing behavior. Article also describes the im-
pact of anxiety on one's total behavior.

36. Isaacs, Ann F. "Giftedness and careers," Gifted ,Child, 17:57-59.
Spring, 1973.

Author calls for recognition of gifted irlividnois and their
potential Contributions to society. EtnphasizeS career opportu-
nities for gifted individuals.

37. McKinney, William T., Jr., Stephen J. Suomi, and Harry F. Harlow.
"The sad ones: studies in depression," Psychology Tbday, 4:60-
63, May, 1971.

Studies on depression based on the social isolation.of rhesuA
monkeys. Mother-infant bonds brokem by separatim parallelled
the,effects of separationof peers frun one anotater. Experimental
badkground provided backgrommd for understanding-of depression
found in humans.
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38-45

38. Mansfield, Roger. "Self-esteem, self-perceivedabilities, and voca-
tional choice," Journal of Vocational Behavior, 3:433-441, Octo-
ber, 1973.

Study showing or high/low self ( (-eim in relIion to

perceived capaLili (,,id vocational choice ,mrch conducted

with students at ox _rd

39. O'Reilly, A.P. "Perception of abilities as a determinant of perfor-
mance," Journal of Applied Psychology,, 58:281-282, October, 1973.

Among the findings from the study was the conclusion that
high performers possess a higher self-Concept in terms of their
capabilities than do low performers.

4 . Fi6ese, Sam. "DiscOveringthe nonintellectual self," MuSic EduCators
Journal, 60:46-47, May, 1974.

A humanistic psyChology of personal being is presented as an
alternative to behaviorism and Freudian philosophy.. Humanism is

furth'ermore regarded as more appropriate for understanding and
.appreciating the individual in current times.

_

41. Rosenthal, Robert, et.al. "Body talk and tone of voice: the language
without words," Psychology Today, 8:64-68, September, 1974.

Tests for measuring sensitivity to Inonverbal messages or com-
munication is presented- People who score both well and poorly
on tests are cOmpared and contrasted. Recommended reading.

42. Rubin, Theodore I. Compassion and self-hate: an alternatiVe to

despair. New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1975.,306,pp.
Written in simple language, the)(flook is aimed at those-who

have problems in accepting themselVes. An extensive range of
problem situations ate described, together with recommended so-
lutions, for those who suffer from inferiorities and take wrong
routes for their correction. Self-hate and compassion are con-
sidered as two opposing forces of enormous power which affect
all human behavior.

43. Seligman, Martin E.P. "Fall into helplessness," Psychology Today,
7:43-48, June, 1973.

The theory that depression is caused by feeling of.helpless-
ness is reviewed. Ways to avoid or minimize the effects of de-
pression are suggested.

44. Shostrom, Everett L. Man, the manipulator. New York: Bantam:Books,

1972. 189 pp.
.
A primer in the psychology of human behavior which has gone

through twelve printings- Self-actualization, stemming from
understanding of one's seIf, is well described in the text and
supported by bibliography. Text is illustrated with numerous
case studies and examples of adjusted and maladjusted personali-
ties.

45. Smith, Garry. "The sport hero: an endangered species," Quest, 19:
59-70, January, 1973.

A hiStory of and current status of the Thero" as a carrier
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of society's values. The role of the hero in a technological age
is studied with an emphasis on the demise of the sPorts hero

46. Warner, Richard W, Jr.,.and John D. Swisher. "Alienation and drug
abuse: synonymous," National Association of SecondartSchool
PrinciRals, 55:55-62, October, 1971.

Youthful alienation from social groups is presented as a
major cause for,drug abuse, together with strong peer influences
as leading to the use of drugs.

47. Waterbor, Robert. .-riential bases of the sense of self," Journal
of Personality, 40:162-179, June, 1972. .

B.Ddy-awarenessTmental-image
'establishes continuities in one's Self-awareness. 'Ambiguities
to question of "who are you?" silll remain after author discusses
frequently raised problem facing individuals of all ages'.

48. Wilkins, Paul L. and Joel B. Haynes. "Understanding frustration-in7
stigated behavior," Personal Journal,. 53:7707774, (ktober, 1974.

CdritristS goal-directed behavior arid-frustratiOn7lt-gifed--
behaviOr in which,sex types are described, _PrPlogses_mPans to
overcome psychological barriers to self7understapding and in-,
prbvements in behavior.

49. aller, Robert C. The social self. New York: Pergamon Press, Inc.
1973. 205 pp.

Self-concept as made within the social struCturejocuses: on
the olciquestion of "Whoam I?" Reviews various analyses aimed
from arriving at answer to means used for selfidentification.
Its theoretical and abstract treatment of the nature of man may
be of interest to counselors.
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3

Interests, Values and Beliefs as Guidelines for Decision Making

A great many if not a majority of our decisions are made from the non-
rational basis of our interests, attitudes, values or beliefs. These are
acquired or learned as positive or negative responses to things, people
and situations. Their origin frequently goes back to our early childhood.
They represent a continuum of intensity in responses to what we simply like
or dislike to what we cherish or esteem as critically Important to us in
life. Until we become aware of the influenCe:which these factors.,play in
93.4.4eQlsionkingprocess,...they.may..bP...thought.PLas_non-Tatipnal_ba.sep,...
for the decisions we make. After self-analysis and becoming aware of how
various interests, attitudes, Values and beliefs influence our lives, we
tan then utilize this insight rationally as. motivational drives. As in-
dividual,forces in determining our behavior, they aredifficult to dis-
tinguish and classify. A major step in understanding our behavior is to
discover how these forces drive us towards our needs or leveI-of aspira-

-tions. These-non-rational-factors will change-with maturations-of-our. ---

life cycle. Their analysis represents a-Jife-longstudy of one's self.
We will-not be tomorrow-what we are today. -The take-off, point in the-life-
-long discovery of our non-rational selves should be the study td the na,-7
ture of our attitudes, intereSts, values and beliefs which we have already

-knowingly_or unknowingly acquired,

50. Anderson, Charles W. 'Developing values in a value-less society,"
Vital Speeches, 38:600-602, July 1, 1972.

Commencement speech urging the development of values through
three steps -- self knowledge, expresSion of emotions, and know-
ledge of society.

51. Baier, Kurt, and Nicholas'Rescher. Values and the future. New York:
Free Press, 1969. 527 pp.

A penetrating analysis of values by seventeen contributors,
largely economists and philosophers, who present their interpre-
tations of the impacts which modern technology has had on society
currently and will have to the year 2000.

52. Bengtson, Vern L.; and Mary C. Lovejoy. "Values, personality, and
social structure," American Behavioral Scientist, 16:880-912,
July-August, 1973.

Paper explores relationships between value orientation and
socio-economic factors, age, sex, andqiersonality; and to what
extent values can,be predicted from these relationships.

53. Betof, Edward H., and Howard Kirchenbaum. "A valuing approach,"
School Health Review, 5:13-14, January-February, 1974.

Emphasis is not on teaching values but a process of,yalue
clarification centered around learning life skills (feeling,
thinking, communicating, choosing, and acting). The three level
approach of values is presented as facts, concepts, and value
levels.
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54. -DeSalvia, Donald N., and Gary R. Gritutill. "An exploratory, study or

the personal value systems of co:tlege students and managers,"
Academy of Management Journal, 14:227-238, June, 1971.

Study reveals students values to be oriented toward personal
goals with A misconception of managerial values. Values of man-,

agers are usually oriented to organizational goals. ImPlications

are discusses.

55. FriesenDavid. "Value orient-ion of modern youth: a comparative
study," Adolescence, 7:265-275, Summer, 1972.

. A study on the values of three diverse groups of high school
students. Theories are advanced on source of values.

56. Getzels, J.W. "On the transformation of valUes: a decade after Port
Huron," School Review, 80:505-519, August, 1972.

Living happily and working successfully involves selecting
and acquiring a set of values. The article is recommended for
its definitions and classification of values as traditional, in
process of transition and emergence.

57. Inlow, Gail M. Values in transition: a handbook. New York: John
Wiley and Sons, 1972. 205

Thesis of book is that values are determiners of life's
choices and man's behavior. "Tbday's format in the society con-
stitutes a mandate for intensive value assessment and resulting
social change." Recommended for all young adults.

58. Karvel, Judy McClenaghan, and. Richard. D. Grosy. "Counterculture
businessmen: a study of values," Journal ofnCounseling Psychol-
ogy,'21:81-83, January, 1974.

"Cbunterculture" buSinessmen are contrasted to traditional
business "types." Interesting conclusions on aesthetic and eco-
nomic values are deduced from the personalities of the blue-jeans
vs. traditional busineSs types.

59. Konopka, Gisela. "FormatiOn of values in th developing person,"
.American Journal or Orthopsychiatry, 43:86-96, January, 1973.

A conference paper describing values as develOpmental and
being shaped by one's culture and society; a process of doubting,
searching, and rethinking. Reviews values Of American youth. .

60. Larson, Richard C. "Behavior and values: creating a synthesis,"
Music Educator's Journal, 60:40 44, October, 1973.

Reviews theories of teaching values andeducational methods
based on desired forms of. behavior. -Points out the need for a
synthesis of theories to arrive at a practical basis for teaching.-

61. Lepley, Ray. The language of value. New York: ColuMbia University
Press, 1957. 428 pp.

Author attacks the problem of semantics to arrive at a better
understanding of the functions and use of value terms. He feels
that "or issues basic for human survival and cooperation, perhaps
none are more important today than those concerning the nature of
value in a world of scientific fact and force."
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62. McClellan, Grant S., ed. American youth in a changing culture. New
York: H.W. Wilson Company, 1972. 266 pp.

A collection of articles concerningthe cultural, educational,
politicql and economic aspects of youth in our changing society. Em-
.phasis is directed toward& new emerging values which are expressive
of a revolution in the new generation. .

63. McSweeney, R.V. "Occupational choice and student values," Educational
Research, 15:106-108, February, 1973.

Article contrasts traditional values with individual's emerg-,.
ing value system. Occupational aspirations implies acceptance of
work-success ethic and indicates higher academic and subsequent

______Pecupational_performances.

64. Mankoff, Albert W, "Values--,not attitudes--are the real key to mo-
tivation," Management Review, 63:23-29, December, 1974..

DeEines values and attitudes discussing how management may
use information from a knowledge of personal values to bring
about change in individuals.

------------
65. Matson, Hollis N. "Values: how and from where," School Health Re-

view, 5:36-38, January-February, 1974.
Article reviews traditional survival systeM, Greek Rationa17-

ism, Hedonism, and Judo-Christian sources of values syStems. The
decision-making process drawn from each system to fOrm self iden-
tity is emphasized.

66. Maze, Clarence, Jr.-- "A definition of ethics," Business Education
Forum, 25:30-31, May, 1971.

Defined as, the study of standards for judging what is right
or good in human conduct. Elementary analysis of same of the
standards used to determine what is right or wrong.

67. Nettler, Gwynn. "Wanting and knowing," American Behavioral Scientist:,
17:5-25, September-October,,1973.

.
Study on relationship of-realities and values based on dis-

tinctions between wants or preferences and values derived from
subsequent knowledge offacts. EMphasis placed on social sci-
ences for causal connections. -Good bibliography.

68. Perry, Ralph Barton-. :Realms of value: a critique'of human civiliza-
tion. Cambridge, MasS.:: :Harvard Universityloress, 1954. 497 ppo

Still the classic in-Jts field. A comprehensive approach to
the nature of values in terms of interests and related to issues
in morality, social organizations, economics, science, art, edu-
cation, history and philosophy. Approach is strictly philosophi-
cal and might be updated by data:from behavioral sciences of re:-!
cent years.

69. Rockeach, Milton. The nature of human values. New York: Macmillan,
1973. 438 pp.

Designed both as a textbook and reference, the author stresses
the concept oE data from the'behavioral sciences in a scholarly
but readable treatise on values and value'system.
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70. Schlaadt, Richard G. "Implementing the values clarification process,"
School Health Review,,5:10-12, January-February, 1974.

Steps in the process of valuing through choosing, prizing and
acting upon answers to satisfy student needs. Four exercises are
used to demonstrate the value clarification process.

71. Sikula, ndrew F. "Value and value systems: relationship to personal
goals," Personnel Journal, 50:310-312, April, 1971.

Studies the relationship of values to goals to behavior which
may be helpful in analyzing group and individual behavior.

72. Simon, Sidney B. "Values clarification--a tool for counselors," Per-
sonnel and Guidance Journal, 51:614-618, May, 1973.

Six strategies for counselors and students.to be used in self-
analysis for value clarifiCation and definition-

73. Vickers, Sir Geoffrey. Value systems and social process. New York:
Basic Books, Inc., 1968. 217 pp.

A highly personalized interpretation of the philosophy of
values which will have limited appeal to the majority of readers.
Book's theme professes that values change with developments of
man and society. Academic in quality and meaningful applications
for life.

74. Winthrop, Henry. "Can we educate for a sense of value?" Journal of
Humanistic Psychology, 1:35-47, 1961.

An essay on ways to develop a personal sense of conceived and
operative values. Inconsistencies between one's asserted values
and behavior as judged by others are discussed.
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4

Your Environment: Present and Future

Few analysts or writers will commit themselves to forecasting or pre-

dicting the future. Efforts to project trends into an unknown, future is

difficult and hazardous. Making assumptions Or working hypotheses On the
probable occurrence of future events or situations became necessary as a
basis for setting objective§ to be achieved some years:in the future.

Life and career goals must be set Within a framework of probabilities as
tO what may be exOected to happen.

Literature on the environment and its Anticipated changes is general-
.

ly limited to descriptions of present situations. EXamination Of the

causes and probable directions of changes is limited as to the magnitude

and schedule of their Occurrence. In some instances we are able.to e§tab-

lish trend lines with their causes leading to present conditions badk some

ten to twenty years if adequate records are aVailable. This,is the case-

with demographic studies on population, water pollution, and:shifts in

occupational employment. In other instances, however, the emergence of
values and their impacts on dultural'and social changes are-not Only dif-

ficult to define much less measure.

75. Bahr, Fred R. "The manmachine confrontation," Business Horizons,
15:81-86, October, 1972.

.
TO cancel the long standing and'persistent fear Of automation,

articlelpleas for recognition of technOlOgical advanCements as
simply products of human creativity to extend man's-capabilities.
Computers-as thinking-machines are contrasted withzan.-.

76. Bell, Oliver. AMerica's changing populatien. New York: H.W. Wilson

Company, 1974. 186 pp.
The 46th voltme in a series of readings focusing on current

interpretations of the processes of social change. Text and
other books in this series provide excellent background informa-
tion for self-improvement.

77. Bronowski, Jacob. "Technology and culture in evolution," American
Scholar, 41:197-211, Spring, 1972.

Thesis or article is that humanistic technology is equivalent
to "a new protestant Reformation." Provides scholarly perspec-
tives on the nature or man's evolution and his current evaluation
of himself. Although we have no blueprint for the future, sci-
ence-represents the only meanS "for turning human knowledge into
rational action."

78. Callahan, Daniel. "Ethics and population limitations," Science, 175:
487-494, February 4, 1972.

_Ethical questions_involved_in the thMatening population ex-
plosion are examinech Freedom.of choice in curbing growth is
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.
examined in its relationship to human dignity and persoaal

values.

79. COmmoner, Barry. "The dual criSis in science and society," Today's
Education, 57:10-13, October, 1968.

Presents the need for a technology serving both the lire or
man and society. The importance or ethical ecological judgements
is stressed "for our students represent the first generation or
human beings who have grown to adulthood under the.constant threat
of instant annihilation."

80. Deevey, Edward S., Jr. "The human population," Scientific American,
203:195-204, SepteMber, 1960.

Man has now reached a point where he consumes more food than
all other land animals put together. The question raised as to

how many men the earth's agricultural resources can support. Il-

lustrated with impressive graphics. Recommended reading.

81. Epstein, William. "The proliferation of nuclear weapons," Scientific
American, 232:18-33, April, 1975.

Article stresses that the major nuclear powers must live up
to their obligations. Consequences of a large nuMber of near-
nuclear countries emulating India and joining the "nuclear club"
may have disastrous consequences for the human rate.

82. Florman, Samuel. ."In praise of technology," Harper's, 251:53-72,
November, 1975.

Hostility to the advances of technology, which society cannot
cope with, has led to many criticismS or scientific progress..
Simple solutions no longer suffice. Author attempts to answer
six major criticisms of antitechnologists who are frightened by
the complexities of our technological age._

83. Ginzberg, Eli, ed. The future of the metropolis: peoples-jobs, in

come. Salt Lake City, Utah: Olympus Publishing Company, 1974.
168 pp.

ities

can control their futures. Of particular interest to those en-
tering pUblic service or confronted with problems facing large
urban concentrations.

84. Hardin, Garrett. "Biologist," Congressional Digest, 54:205-211,

August, 1975.
A very worthwhile article on problems of the future with very:

limited expectations from efforts of the United Nations. -Author
believes that man's future is dim in view of his selfishness and :
_improvidence. (Reprinted from Psycholegy Today, SepteMber,,1974).

85. Lawrence, Paul R. "Hbw to deal with resistance to change," Harvard
Business Review, 47:4-11, January-February,. 1969. I

This classic article on resistance to change proposes several
recommendations for social and individual adaptations to cope with
-future chatigTSwhThh-Will-affeTer-Y-61fels life 8t-yle
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86. Johnson, Stanley. The population problem. New York: John Wiley &
Sons, Wi73. 231 pp.

A aAmpiLation or facts and figures on populaTion pxplosion
and the prz-thleins of rural to urban migration. Author foresees
positiv.e 0L59strols emerging for coping with the lmigh fertility
problem. ingimistic outlook on ferture.

87, McClellan, Cr:twit ed. Prizttoz-ur enviTonment. Wov Ibrk:
lzon -thr titz7, 1970. ----arb

Iss[Lt Jur environmentlx treatea as planetary sponsi-
Jection of essay4 agun credible andarecognized

autkr in out the problems-taned by a new generrettio n. forits
survillal Jot for maintaining-the quality of lit

88. McHale, Join- %Uobal ecology: toward the planetarytiety,"AL
merican fiA4Tvioral Scientist, 11:29-33,.Ju1y-Augu4G, 1968.

ArtfeW4defines the-prespn-t as a most critical leriod in hu-
man history as there are no g=delines for moving -) theJuture.
Author hoppAs fOr scientific breakthroughs on a world-wide scale
to solve p=blems caused by pqpulation ,growth. Article regards
world as an integrated ecosystem.

89, Marquis, Stewart. "Ecosystems, societies, and cities," American Be-
havioral Scientist, 11:11-15, JulY-August, 1968.

Essay looks at ecological systems which are fast altering
land and water forms. Approach is philosophical but descriptive
of serious world problems. Author reviews critical world situa-
tions abstractly as if they have no direct relationship to reali-
ties of the near future.

90. Peccei, Aurelio. "World problems in the coming.decade," American Be-
havioral Scientist, 11:20-23, July-August, 1968.

Focuses on the need for an innovative approach to.solving
world disorders by those in the responsible positions. Cbndenses
key ideas for integrating man with his environment according to
four basic principles.

91. Perry, Harry. "Developing alternative energy sources," Current His-
tory, 69:32-53, June-August, 1975.

Article reviews Means for substituting the nonrenewable and
limited resources thatmay be brought into commercial_uSe.: Pro-
vides background reading on assumptions which may affect future
jobs and quality of life.

92. Pfaltzgraft, Robert L., Jr. "Ecology and the political systeM," A-
merican Behavioral Scientist, 11:3-6, ,July..-August, 1968.

Relationships between technology and international-political
institutions are reviewed emphasizing the need,for developing

. more advanced systems to Cope with'technologicaladvanCement,
Political responsibilities must be:assumed;

-93. Possony, Stefan T. "Technology and the human condition," American
___Behavioral_Scientisti_11:43-48 Julv-August,"J968,

Essay contends the world crisis is a result of bad government.
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whiCh alit weakens technology and social forces for se:lf-
prove Ca2.11.s for the rediscovery of hurran excellence and

.lifmce low -,;Angei planning of both individtials and society.

94. Potter', Fr.ko

knows cI.51.1'

April,
PrOblmr4.

ments lie
suffers frJq
sion that p
tionable.

one wants to save the ,.-'a-onment but no me-
aat. Op," The Center Magazin 3:35-40, March-

A:If:actively coping with envionmental improve-
bartnn=racy. It lacks policies competence, and
biaa,4'..,ind legislative indecision, Author's conclu-
t110.0a' .-;-hould be placed in public's hands is ques--

95. Quinn, James BP' 1. ext big industry; environmental improvement,'"

Harvard BS Wrziew, 2:120-131, SepteMbr-October, 1971.
. Public for environmental improvenent is seen as re-

presentin[:. - ,mwUal and unexploited new rarket for business
and partne ojgovernment and business. Thesis of article

is that thi:z2 :014!7,s7 movement should not be a drain on the economy.

96. Rienow, Robert. 'llataifesto for the sea," American Behavioral Sci-
entist, Ally-August, 1968.

An urg t t:Oa_is made, for international stewardship of the
ocean and z'.11911:Wn of controls to curb pollutants flawing into
it from eve_770.guntry's rivers and estuaries. Points out damages
being done water resources by countries worldwide. Well docu-
mented. Recuarriended reading.

97. Roelofs, Robert-E., Joseph N. Crowley, and Donald.L. Hardesty. En-
vironment and. F-40,,ciety. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice4lall,
Inc., 1974. J74 pp.

A general book of readings on environmental change, public
attitudes and values. ..Emphasis on social sciences and humanities...
with only'mtnor tmatment on technology. Articles fram.various
authors represerma broad spectrum of interdisciplinary perspec-
tives and P.1,gihies.

98. Rowan, Carl T., amnf2t7vid M. Mamie. "To grow or not: the new urban
dilemma," ReadeT-''s; Digest, 207:31-36, August, 1975.

The "growtb7va. "no-growth" urban controversy has far-reach-
ing social, economic, and environmental consequences which re-
quire careful planning to resolve. Condensed from Nation's

Cities.

99. Sihler, William W., gnd Charles CY. Meiburg. "The war on pollution--
economic and financial impacts," Business Horizons, 14:19-30,
August, 1971.

Financitig alltPrnatives on the federal, local, and industrial
levels:are discussed-as a means of coml4ating pollution. Pro-
jections oT $7-84billion annually over next 10 years are .present-
ed as to *04ctsWialich various environmental programs mould have
on the monc--.' mmrket.
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100. 'Daffier, Alvin. "Beyond depression," Esquire, 83:53-57, .Thruary,

1975.
Another essay on filtnre shock in light of currer- Tarld's

economy, over population, and anticipated natural reatnce
shortages.
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5

Exploring the Wor.73 of Work For a Career

Durimg early childhood the qusstion:is. first raised, "Whaci,i you

want to:,:hecome?" This persistent: inquiry onitinues during addince.
It final.147r-.00:,es a major decision faced by-all young adults_ Tti.th in-
creasingft. larger numbers of-high school grudhates taking addttiamal two
or four .years post-secondary eduration4 bow they will use thiB-..ine for
the process- of-lbecoming" is .critical to_tiLem4 For same it may,represent
a period.1.)f general growth and becomingbetter,educated individuaIswdth-
out. emphasis.onwocational orientation. Torazmajority.of.s how-

ever, :post-secondary education is a learming period tor qualifying-them-
selves fox-eatry into a particuMs-r occupztional field. Unfortunately most

students_arenot familiar with the nature-of different work fields. 'They

are not able accordingly to match their-persomalities against the "per-

sonalities" of difterent occupations, the jobs .in them and the rewire-
ments of.zelated work fields. A study of different occupations is a..nec--
essary part of one's establishing a planningbase for decisions-which must
be made. This choice can only be intelligently made after a study-of a
Inumber of:work fields. .Furthermore, insofar as possible, onesibmid also
obtain first-hand experienceby working in several Occupations.- lbomdedge
plus working experience becomes a soUndlasis for decision-making- im se-
lecting.a....work mile_ Independence and self-support representsakey or
critical area foz-objective.setting.

101. Andrews, Lewis M. "Communes and the work crisis," The Nation, 211.:
460-463, November 9, 1970.

The identity crisis linked with occupational goals, a major
problem of many young adults, has resulted in rebellion against
the work ethic. The "work commune" is'analymNi as one of.several
solutions to the depreciation of work.

102. "As you were saying Elements of meaningful work," Personnel Jour-
-nal, 51:::208F-Marazh,-1972.

Brief article on the increa-ng dissatisfaction with the
absence-of meanimg and purpose isc daily work as opposed to self -
actuaIiation in "unpaid" work asradded to regular working hours.

103. Braunstein, Daniel F,, and George H.. Haines, Jr- "Student:stereo-
types of busimPF,," Business Horizons, 14:73-80, February, 1971.

The attimacL-, obtattned fromm_national smmple of;students
-towards big hms±messare analyzaff. The findings.arel:oresented

with. bar graphs. Anti-business attitudes are generally formed
in-Iate adolescence

104. Burzyns, Helen G. "The-iuiii. sed linnd of paraproEessiccal careers,r

American Vocational Jomrnal, 4aTEr.23, December;,
Article treats tedhnical education, motivation, :and jobs for

women available from training in two-year insLautions of higher

education. Emphasizes-programs_for technicians.and_paraprofes-

sionals.
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105. d1, Ii,-)341 W. "The cluster -colict:2pt in career education," Educationo-

...,...eadership, 30:218-221, ....lromber, 1972.

3imp1istic view of clasSY yinv 2:3,000 job t tiles i nto

eli-cters,-vwith inip I ions on the I im tatims/advari tages f.

usiiing,--suc-±t.an appr(ni01 in er fimt i ye career educaL ion.

106. "..3oodwin, A.'()Ward. "Occupational roals and satisfactions or the A-

merican aiczk force," Personne. Psychology, 22:313-325, . Autumn,

thiriV, Investigates work terms of goals expected to be ful-

fiThel.. :f,TAttors influencing.:::::ob satisfactions and..dissatisfac-

tiona, 7=±-ances. by educattantal levels, :and their -implication
for anding the pro gm-44m vity of the American work force.

107. Taxman, IbitEtert L "Students wl:m lack vocational identity," Voca-
tional_ Tee-e. ce Quarterly, 72a"169-173, Mar-di, 1973.

-Study:attempts to defildifferences'existing between voca-
tionally 'decided and undeoitted students on the .basis of person-
ality, interest, and ability=easurements. ImPlications for

vocational deciions aredismnssed.

108. Hollander, Melvyn L., and Harry,I. Parker. "Occupational stereo-

types and needs: their relationship to vocational choice," Vo-

catie Gividance Quarterly, 18:91-98, December, 1969.
flased_am Holland's model of vocational choice, study attempts

to determine how Holland's categories are related to personal
needs and personality stereotypes. Results indicate that stereo-
types actnally exist and renresent a basis for vocational choice.

109. Lee.,. 'ffizug.- M.. "Job zelection by-college. graduates," Personnel Jour-
nr4 49:: 3D2-3 .May , 1970..

Study---repos job-selection factors considered most important
graduatingxvilege ,sltadents on their-entry into the job mar-
and making-r.a cbm-1-#...-rnetween two or-roare job options.

110. Long, 4Ohn D. "Th..11=Totks,I=t7ethic reexamined, Business Horizons,

11575-82,- Tee IT, 3972-

e Protestant ttc zaiue systen is reviewed and several
=Rides= alternatives, to fr.re presented in the form of attitudes

tes for Ll==.1a-ted religious beliefs.

11T_ Mcir, EirEqyn. "Vocationay and specification of-a...preference
Yoz7mnal e cegootr.ter-ay", 18:45-47, September, 1269.wrioe...No

'-o_llores the ttmc.). Of vomtional decisions according to the .
maturit5Y, inrumences of the occupation-itself, op-

portunities to.learm aboutzcications, and stabilization of value's
nnti..4ft_irsona1fttF traits.

112. Dkoskyalarles E.. "Career planning-or how to succeed in_business
.by all tryirg when the'otTzer-way doesn't work," Personnel
Journal, 52:955.-961, November, 1973.

Amusing but thought provoking reading to focus in on the
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importance and proess,of. career planning. Also author of Gen-

era/ Electrics "Career 21.2tion Planning," (1973).

113. Ondrack, D.A. "Emerging occupational values: a review and some

findings," Acadeny or nlvagement Journal, 16:123-423, SepteMber,

1973
Values of college students are compared with some of the

values of society at larnm ,Ind business in particular. Values

of many- college graduates iudicate importance of imdividual

achievement and neaz--entrepeurial job: independence.

114. Richardson, 'Mary Sue. -11-1(- dimensions off P;areer and wmrk orienta-

tion in college women,- Journal of Vocational Behauior,
1:72, August, 1974_

Comparative study to clarify the nature of career edUcation.

guals of college women.; Ane group gave priority to a career role

in adult life; the second, to both a career role and marriage/

fIrmily responsibilities.

115. Ristau, Robert A. "Camer euploration: iy., when and how, Part

The Balance Sheet, 54:19K498, February-, 1973_
A. two-part artirIeoring. the failure of the nation's

educational systemtnmattng career edtcation_aielevant experi-

ence. Part II, (542412246, March, 1973), implementation, is

directed toward:businessand distributive education teachers_

A rehaSh of criticisms without any constructive-recommendations.

116. Robinson, Katherine. "Promising career areas for women," Beadem
Digest, 105:132-=5, Nove*er, 1974.

Brief1Y surveTs nine:career areas which offer-major oppor-
triorkties far women in. the-19701s.. "Never before have women had

suCh diverse and :A1ATIenging work. opportunities." (Condensed

from.Saturday EVe0JtgPcst,.NoveMber, 1974.)

117. Rosenthal, Neal H. '"T110 ALS_ economy in 191ea:. projected chnnves

occupations," MonayLaboreview, 96:26,1114ec.:"Ina 1973.

.assumptiic,nsbasied- on lomg,term trendsdnimmad.occupational

areasi,ame
uames anCL2divanced degrees=.

118. Schiller, Ronal__ "News from the job front: tough times For the

college gra&," Leaders Digest, 105:128-131, November, 1974.

Although a college diploma does not guarantee a job, college

graduates have a lower rate of unemployment, higher job satis-

faction and salaries. A guide to where job opportunities are

and are_:not.

119. Sheard, James L. "College student preference for t:.qae.s of lammr.k or-
ganizatlion," 'Personnel Journal, 49:299-304, April,a970_

:.91:011.7 un selectielaprocess" of junitor.and:semior
.colltvludenzs indicatethat lappet. corporatians.aure only-

oreferred over-ther orgnni7ationapes.
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120. Simpson, Elizabeth J. "Move over, gents," American Education, 6:
3-6, December, 1970.

Reviews discrimination against women tn their work roles and
predicts where advancements will be made for women in the- neNt
ten years.

121. Stead, Bette Ann. "Real equal opportunity for women executives,"
Business Horizons, 17:87-92, August, 1974_

Several means are sugaested which coulid make "equaI-oppor-
tunity for women" a realiry. Significa= study on the advantages
of equal employment.

122. "Tomorrow's jobs," Today's EdiUcation, 61.:44-44,,;._ January, 1972.
Projections from the Occupational Outaook liandbcx* for.1070-

80 omphasizes priorities to be placed on (,iikaining as much edu-
cation and training-as o nmitted by one's abilities and. circum-
stances.

123. Venn, Grant. "Eye on tomorrow's jobs," American Education, 5::12-15,
March, 1969.

A live challenging issue for education, business, an& in-
dustry for developing pnctrivoleopIe whose intellectual capplibiIi-
ties and work prOdUetivity are immobiilzed by the structures or
education, teChnologicaLchange, and absence of fed-ral-maingxwaier
policies.

124. Weaver, Charles N. "Sex diffeveme% in J-)1) sv,1i-Stactiam,"13zsiness
Horizons, 17:43-49, June, lgrAL.

Article threats of job-q-atIsfaction 1417J1 snecial 7itt=nition

to. attitUde of iTlegro fenaale, Points out significant cumnari-
sons between black/white, rivellettema3 jith-satisfactiiioniquire-
ments.

125. "Who doesn't need:a college .dier..ri Monny, 11=-25, Septembr-, 1975.
It is not generally appmciatedby:arexage fourar kiy)liege

student that in.a job martgautten-wizthaduates that two-
-- -year-training-Ltn-special-s.kiI4S-will-Owe-muny-students :better

propsects than a liberal education.
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6

Self-Concept and Life Purpose

In the process of self-discovery it becomes apparent to every person

just how difficult it is to obtain an evaluation or one's strengths'and

weaknesses. These have their origins in the individual's abilitieS, in-

terests, and values. Going still rurther and trying to formulate a state-

ment on-one's life purpose, or mission as it is frequently referred to,

becomesextremely difficult because of one's unique nature. Self-aware-

ness and_its expression in a description of self-concept is an essential

planning:base for setting one's directions in life. For a great many per-

sons, Iife purposes are focused upon an occupational choice and success in.

a work field. For others, however, life purposes are related to self-actu-

ali7ation which has its roots in strong religious beliefs or commitments

for service to others.

The basis for effective decision-making by an individual must be pre-

mised upon conclusions arrived at from self-analysis. Understanding of

one's self enables a person to determine directions which are feasible and

suitable to the fulfillment of his needs and wants.

Every young adult should seek to acquire a broad knowledge base for .

their perSonal planning. Out of this information base they can become

'aware of their potentials and internal needs for self-expression. Their

:aspirations wilt also shape the process of self-actuali7ation during their

life cycles. Both self-concepts and life purposes may be expected to

change during the course of one's life. As human needs change so do life

purposes and shorter-term objectives.

Making explicit statements as to both the characteristics of one's

total personality, as contained-in one's selfconcept and the nature of

one's life purpose, may be the most difficult step in a person's total

planning efforts. Without this information base, however, objective set-r

ting will become a useless exercise for a majority of people.

126. Anderson, W. Thomas, Jr., and Louis K. Sharpe. "The new market

place: life style in revolution," Business Horizons, 14:43-50,

August, 1971: ,

Five reactions, from different view-points, on the accelerat-

ing and swift changes arousing society are reviewed. Major view-

points of change examined are: traditionalist) anarchist, lib7

erated, reformer, and the counterculture movements;

127. Barron, Frank. "Towards an ecology of consciousness," Inquiry, 15::.

95-113, Summer, 1972.
"Article proposes that the relationship between human con-

sciousness and its complete environment should be the subject

matter of an emerging discipline, the ecology of consciousness."
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128. Blai, Boris, "Some basics of sound human relations," Personnel Jour-
nal, 52:710-713, August, 1973.

Ten points to affect a satisfying and productive working en-
vironment with people and successfully achieving one's career

_or occupational goals are recommended for both one's self-manage-

ment and the management of other'people.

129. Casler; Lawrence. Is marriage necessary? New York: Human Sciences
Press, 1974. 248 pp.

EMphasis directed towards marriage as a part Of one's total
life planning process. The book frankly discusses modern alter-
natives to traditional marital arrangement8: EMphasis is placed
on relationships which most effectively COntribute to the growth
and happiness of individuals and-their marital partners. Text

is documented with a bibliographyAuthor and subject indexes.

130. Dimarco, Nicholas, and Steven Norton. "Life style organization
structure, congruity and job satisfactiOn,"'Personnel PSycholOgy,
27:581-591, Winter, 1974.

Three major life styles are presented and several waySin
which values and behavior of each can influence job satisfaction
and life happiness are discussed.

131. Downs, Hugh. Potential: the way to emotional maturit7. Garden
City, N.Y.: Doubleday and Company, 1973. :131 pp.

Informal discussions on a variety of subjectS of importance
to a person in the formative period of young adulthood.- Author
explores links between maturity and happiness and hoWthese may
be achieved by motivation, attitudes and other means through'
self-help techniques. Of particular value are the chapters
(VI and VII) on Attitudes and the Development Of Attitudes. The
book deserves careful reading.

132. Eisenstadt, S.N. Tradition, change and modernity. New York: John

Wiley and Sons, 1973. 365 pp.
Of limited use and interest to a majority of young readers,

this collection of essays will have some appeal: however, to
those int-7-6--1 3arthe philosophy of chages occurring in the
modern world.

133. Fellows, Erwin W. "Happiness: a survey of research," Journal of
Humanistic Psychology, 6:17-30, Spring; 1966.

A review of various studies which have dealt-with the nature
of happiness "in the hope that the article may stimulate further
clarification and investigations on happiness as a key to life
and occupational success."

134. FiSke, Donald W. "The limits for the conventional science of per-
sonality," Journal of Personality; 42:1-11, March, 1974.

A review of several problems encountered in the convention-
al field ofpersonality: analysis and proposals for alternative
theoretical approaches to arrive at an understanding of One's
self. For more mature adults.



135-140

135. Fletcher, Alfred B.W. Understanding your emotional problems. New
York: Hart Publishing Company, 1966. 214 pp.

Author covers wide variety of psychological problems which'
are encountered by a majority of people in adjusting to lire and
work situations. Easy reading text recommends the book to younger
adults.

136. Gergen, Kenneth J. "Multiple identity: the healthy, happy human
being wears many masks," Psychology Today, 5:31-35, May, 1972.

Describes the shifting masks of multiple identities as in-
fluenced by other people, situations, or personal motives. Ar-
ticle is based on William James statement that, "a man has as
many different social selves as there are distinct groups or
people about whose opinion he Cares."

137. Grebstein, Lawrence C. Toward self-understanding: studies in per-
sonality and adjustment. Glenview, Ill.:_Scott, Foresman and
Company, 1969. 343 pp.

A book of general readings on personal development. Thi8
selection of readable essays provides a background of informa-
tion-for better understanding of human behavior as presented in
psychology and sociology studies. Recommended.

138. Grossman, Jack H. The business of living. New York: Stein and Day,
1975. 207 pp.

Life is comparable to running a business whose success and
results are planned from an understanding of human behavior.
Principal divisions of the book are related to life as being a
profitable business) getting others to work with you, managing
your emotions, partnership through marriage, and looking ahead.
Style, examples and-avoidance of psychological jargon make the
book interesting reading for all young adults. The book is o-
riented to the development of a life style rather than occupa-
tional cheice.

139. Lee, James L., and William J. Doran. "Vocational persistence: an

exploration of self-concept_and dissonance theories 1, 2,"
Journal of Vocational Behavior, 3:129-136, April, 1973.

Research study involving_a group of religious students to
measure "cognitive areas in which disSonance is most likely to
effect persistence toward a vocational goal." Significance of
motivation as a force for achievement particUlarly in choice of
a non-rational life-purpose.

140. M6rris, Charles, and Linwood Small. "Changes in conceptions of the
good life by American college students from 1950-to 1970,"
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 20;264-260, 1971.

A study in the values of college students froth 1950-1970.
Data shows that concepts of young adults have not changed as
much over the years as their approach to realize, the "good lire.
Students are currently less traditionally oriented.
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141-147

141. Nordberg, Robert B. "Meditation: future vehicle for career explora-
tion," Vocational Guidance Quarterly,22:267-271, June, 1974.

A review of the wave of mysticism currently popular among
some young adults. Im0Acations of the article are that medita-
tion could-lead to improved self-awareness and help both one's
career and life development.

142. Sch;!.chtel;--Ernest G. "On alienated concepts of identity," Journal
3fHumanistic. Psychology, 1:110-121, 1961.

A concise, but- brief description of alienation concepts as
to relating one's identity from both its negative and positive

Recommended.reading for counselors.

143. Sherman, Harold. Klami yaurown mind. Greenwich, Cbnn,: Fawcett
Gold Metal, 1951. 160 pp.

Perennial azncE7popui1ar paperback based upon sound psychologi-
cal principles hnt with:strong religious and spiritual overtones.
Ehphasis .is p1-a4-hi upon .personal development by the aUthor who
has written numerous other books on GodHman relationships.

144. Swerdloff, Peter M_ qlopes..:and fears of blue-collar youth,' For-
tune, 79:148-152, January, 1969.

A summary of blue-collar youth attitudes obtained froMin-
terviews andLeguestioning of young.skilled and semi-Skilled ern,-
ployees oa sdtuations, racial problemS, college:attend-7-
ance, world and national problems, social 'values and morals.

145. Tanner, J.M. "EarTiif=rmaturation in man," Scientific American, 218:
21-27, January, 1968_,

FarlierAmaturation in man has been studied in recent. years.
This analysis reviews causes for the dramatic decline in the age
of puberty although the article points out that the trend re-
quires further investigation.

146. Wessman, Alden.E._ and David.F. Ricks. Mood and personality. New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston:, Inc., 1966. 317 pp.

The bobk:Is constructed about case studies of happy and un-
happy steady amE moody-men. Mirth of.the text represents analyses
of situations pdaich cause various moods and personality changes
and characteristics. It will best be appreciated by those with
a baCkground in psychology. Bibliography will be of value to
counselors tut of little practical use to the average reader.

147. Williams, Robert L., and James D. Long. Toward a self-managed life
style. Bos'mn, Mass.: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1975. 235 pp.

A psychdlogical approach to the concept.of self4nanagement
based upon self-modification and a model for self-control. Chap
ter on career planning may, have been addedas an after thought.
EValuated as one of better references for study. Includes a'

glossary of terms which assists in reading of text.
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148. Wintor, Gerald D., and lUmno M. Nuss. Ilue young adult: identity

and awareness. Glenview, Ill.: Scott, ForeKrtui and Compprw,
1969. 343 pp.

. A book or essays gathered from period.ical literature on
changes occurring in the values of young adolescents. Absence
of an index in the book forces readers to thumb through and fre-
qaently overlook observations by leading writers on the problems
and values of adolescents moving into adulthood.

149. Wylie, Ruth C. The self concept. Lincoln, Neb.: University of
Nebraska Press, 1974. 433 pp.

A comprehensive pedagogical study indicated by the book's
title. It will have limited use by counselors.and is not re-
commended except for graduate students working towards advanced
degrees in counselor education or psychology. Text summarized
major research studies in the field of "self7concept." 67 pages
of bibliography with subject matter and author indexes makes up
approximately one third of the book.
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Objective Setting and Strategic Action Plans

These two areas of self-management and planning represent the very
core of personal accountability for the results of one's behavior. Ob-
jectives must be set according to one's potentials for their achievements.
Strategic action plans are created out of the various ways and means a-
vailable from one's resources for accomplishing objectives.

BUsiness and organizational planning results from the cooperative
effort of a group of key executives or admihistrators. Personal planning,
although it can benefit from the advice of others, depends solely upon the
effective decision-making capabilities of the individual.

There are various key or critical areas in every person!s life in
which objectives are to be set. These.have certain priorities depending
upon the person's wants or needs. These generally begin with:seeking to
achieve security from a self-support or income capability through a career
choice. Other areas for objectives may include one's potentiality for
growth, fulfilling social responsibilities, ,successfully selling one's
self in the market place, ability for self-management, and developing po-
sitive attitudes and motivational forces.

Each of these and other objectiVe-setting:areas for one's self7actu-
alization becomes.an areafor analysis 'and decisions_ Careerchoices and
objectives are only one part; although.a majOr.one, of the:vobjective set-
ting and Strategizing process.. Each of these areas should be:acted upon
in the personal planning according,to the Planning model whicha. person
adoPts,for himself. References in this unit, aS for others.in this bib-
liography, will serve as only introductions to thethinking processes
which-the-young-aduit-is-recommended-to-develop-for improving7his-plan-
ning and self-management capability.

150. Bannon, Joseph J. "Methods of problem solving," Parks and Recrea-
tion, 1:917-918, November, 1966.

Summary of major ideas presented at "Creative Problem Solv-
ing" Conference. Seven steps for resolving real-life situations
concisely summarized goals and proposed for iimplmenting action
plans.

151. Bennett, Graham. "Seven steps to better problem solving," Supervi-
sory Management, 16:39-42, August, 1971.

Condensation of longer article. Short but pinpointed de-
scription of problem identification and solutions involving key
factor in origin of problem, attitudes of people viewing the
problem and solutions possible for the problem.

152. Buhler, Charlotte. "The human course of life in its goal aspects,"
Journal of Humanistic Psychology, 10:3-17, Spring, 1974.

Human life and its aspects of purposes and goals are seen as
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153-159

being controlled by five phases of self-determination and four
tendencies toward total life self-actualization.

153. Buhler, Charlotte. "The life cycle: structural determinants of
goal setting," Journal of Humanistic Psychology, 6:37-52, Spring,
1966

Every ihdividual is regarded as having a basic structure for
running his particular life course. From this structure arises
the need forgoal setting, development of individual value pat-
terns, and the.optimal use of one's resourdes.

154. Buhler, Charlotte. "QueStionnaire on goals and fulfillments," Jour-
nal of Humanistic Psychology, 3:28-34, Spring, 1963.

Report on experimental study to determine goal structures in.
people which author recognizes as being closely related to their
personality self-evaluations. Several cases illustrate need for
fulfilling four basic tendencies of life.

155. Hackney, Harold. "Goal setting: maximizing the reinforcing effects
of progress," The School Counselor, 20:176-181, January, 1973.

A goal-oriented approach relating counseling objectives to
client problem solving and goal setting. ;Recommended for coun-
selors despite its limitations as an adequate treatment of a
subject deserving a more penetrating treatment.

156. Barren, Vincent A. "The vocational decision-making process among
college males," Journal of Cbunseling Psychology, 13:271-277,
1966.

Author stresses steps of exploring' or acquiring information,
crystallization of problems, choice of options, and clarifica-:
tion of consequences to decisions of occupational choices. Re-
commended for counselors.

157. Hopkins; Charles 0. "Implementing management by objectives," Ameri-
can Vocational Journal, 49:36-39, February, 1974.

Delinates strategies and controls for management by objec-
tives. Rationale for this system of management is shown as ap-
plicable to one's life as its use in business.

158. JackSon, Donald F. "Goal setting leads to business achievement,"
Business Education Forum, 28:23-24, May, 1974. :

Rationale for a goal directed life by means of an objective
setting method is described.in three steps. Importance'of ob-
jectives are the results obtained from their achievement, not
the goal setting process itself.

159. Jones, Edward E., and C. Anderson Johnson. "Delay of corisequences
and the riskiness of decisions," Journal of Personality, 41:
613-637, December, 1973.

The hypothesis that the longer the delay between making a
decision and experiencing its consequences, the greater will be
the tendency to choose risky rather than conservative alterna-
tives is theoretically explored.
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160. Kantor, Lonnie M., and Lynn R. Bartlett. "Span of life discussion
for college students: their impact and implications," Journal
of College Student Personnel, 15:145-148, March, 1974.

Describes a series of discussions for young adults on th:Ar
educational-vocational goals, human relationships, personal cur-
rent concerns, and their social responsibilities.

161. Kiev, Ari. "A strategy for daily living," Readers Digest, 104:146-
150, May, 1974.

Suggestions are made to ease goal implementation for self-
actual17ation in face of problems of stress and loneliness.

162. McDonnell, John F. "The human element in decision making," Person-
nel Journal, 53:188-190, March, 1974.

Decision-making, from z. managerial view, contrasts the clas-
sic with a humanistic process and calls for a flexible framework
which keeps the people involved in the forefront.

163. McKenzie, Leon. 'Diagnostic procedure for goal identification,"
Viewpoints, 49:37-46, September, 973

Analytical techniques Por goal identification are outlined.
A goal diagnosis model is presented as a matrix into which per-
sonal objectives may be fitted after self-analysis.

164. Mhrks, Barry A. "Decision under uncertainty: a poet's view," Busi-
ness Hbrizons, 14:57-61, February, 1971,

Uncertainty following or accompanying the decision-making
process is presented by using Frost's famous poem, "The Road Not
Taken." Author places courage next to intelligence'as a non-ra-
tional factor in following-up on decisions.

165._Pol1ack,_Barbara._1!Roadinap_for co11ege
World, 49:7-8, September, 1968.

An outline of a strategy to use class time more advantageous-
ly during the senior year in high school to orient students for
higher performances. Elementary but practical suggestions for
improving one's various performances.

166. Reif, William E., and Gerald Bassford. "What MBO really is," Busi-
ness Horizons, 16:23-30, June, 1973.

Management by objectives is examined, listing four major
components: setting objectives, developing action plans, con-
ducting periodic reviews, and appraising annual performance.
Also listed are major benefits that can be expected. MBO is not
set within an overall plan. Recommended for counselors.

167. Reilly, William J. Life planning for college students. New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1956. 173 pp.

Direct, down-to-earth book which successfully has survived
several decades of scholarly writings which have been difficult
to understand by young adults. Recommended as introductory read-
ing on total personal development for young adults from 18 to 24.
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168-173

168. Rue, Leslie W. "The how and who of long range planning,' Business
.Horizons, 16:23-30, DeceMber, 1973

A practical model for long-range planning gathered from a
survey of U.S. industry.- Current long-range planning model is
compared with a progressive ideal model. Background reading for
counselors.

169. Smith, tester V., and Ralph H. Cljemann. "A decision Making model,"
Schdol Health Review, 5:679, January-February; 1974.

Behavioristic approach to deciSionmaking premised upon
Thamas, Maslow and others. Four step:model for:decision-making
is presented based upon the indiVidual's needs.

170 Snyder, Patt. "Career planning," Special Libraries, 63:310-312,
July, 1972. -

Brief but pointed description of need for meeting career
goals, optimately utilizing one's personal strengths; resources
in strategies action plans, and timing one's job advancement.

171. Watson, Goodwin. "Resistance to change," American Behavioral Sci-
entist, 14:745-766, May-June, 1971.

Discusses change agents and procedures for instituting change.
Reviews causes of resistance to change. Comprehension in its
analysis. Good bibliography.

172. Watson, Hugh J. "Stimulating human,decision making," Journal of
Systems Management, 24:24,47, May, 1973,

.Directed toward business, although the article and diagram
may be useful to clarify an individual's decision7making: process.

173. Wiesman, Walter. 1"Career development: self-strategies," Vital
Speeches of the DaY, 38:694-697, July 20, 1972.

The inter-relationship of career development and self-de-
velopment leading to a happy and fulfilled life requires ac-
quisition of skills and broad educational background.
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8

Objectives and Action Plans for One's Personal Growth

Man's development is influenced by various processes of change. Some
of these affect him externally. He may have little control over their
shaping Of his life or work. Other forces for change are found within his
interests, potentials for development, and aspirations resulting from.values
and his:expression of needs. Self-improvEment in the form Of acquiring new
Skills, improvements in behavior, enhancement of personality, physical fit-
ness, and aesthetic and intellectual growths take various forms of life-
long objectives.

Objectives for personal growth stem from one's acquired_interests, in-
nate 'developed aptitudes. Growth, in its broadest sense, should be a con-
trolled consciqus and directed effort to fully realize one's capabilities.
These are necessarily limited but also unique. They are particular to the
individual's innate or acquired differences as a special person. Personal
growth should not be thought of as something simply physical. This factor
of growth has its limitations. Mbst people have.their major growth poten-
tialities through a process of continuing eduCation. This frequently takes
the form of self-improvements for career advancement. For others it will
be readingsi studies or discussions leading to a betterlinderstanding of
people, philosophy,:teligion oraesthetics. Non-vocational_grow# for:most
people is equally if:not more important than vocational improvement, for
Iemding a balancecLand total life.

All of,us.haveTweaknesses. It is often difficult to recognize-them...
ObjectiVes 'should also aim at minimizing or correcting these shortcomings
'through a pibcesa.of improvement or growth. Both,formal and self-educa-
tion become a majOr strategic action plan to accompliSh one's objectives

-------for-growth.

174. Appel, Victor H., Margaret C. Berry, and Robert W. Hoffman. "Sig-
nificant collegiate sources of influence," Journal of College
Student Personnel, 14:171-174, March, 1974.

College seniors look at factors which they perceive as hav-
ing had a lasting impact on their development and will have a
carryover as goals into their lives and careers. Peer influence
appeared to be most important.

175 Becker, Howard S. "A school is a lousy place tO learn anything,"
American Behavioral Scientist, 16:85-105, October, 1972.

An essay contrasting schools and on-the-job.training for
"real-lire education" which points out needs of students and im-L
plications for curriculum improvement. Personal development
does not always occur in schools.

176. Bird, Caroline. The case against college. New York: David McKay
Company, Inc., 1975. 308 pp.

A controversial book for readers who wish to pursue alter-
native action plans for personal and occupational development
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17T-482

other than going to college. Author possible overemphasizes
costs of college education without applying the principle of re-
turn on investment.

177. Buss, Allan R. "A conceptual framework for learning effecting the
development of ability factors," Human Development, 16:273-292,
1973.

Relationships between learning, development and ability
factors are considered as major factors for growth. The more
basic learning principles are described within a framework of
the.skill acquisition process.

178. Chapman, Elwood N. College survival: Chicago, Ill.: Science Re-
search Associates, 1974. 153 pp.

Popularly titled text and easily read reference for students
enteting or planning to Continue a two- or four-year college pro-
gram. Of particular interest are the chapters, "Tests Anyone?"
and "Flight Plans." The book is abundantly ilIusLraled with
case studies representing problems followed bythe muthor's an-
swers to sitalattans faced by-most young adults_

179. Cbllins, Charles C. College orientation: edhcation for relevance.
-Boston, Mass.: Hblbrook, 1969_ 275 pp.

A practical and very usable basic text foripollege students,
particularly freShmen. Fifteen chapters:are fbllowedlby bib-
liographies and stimulating topics for discussion. -.The bOok

thoroughly covers the background for personal planning but does
not go into objective setting and strategic action plans for en-
try into an occupational Field.

180. Cbyne, John, and Tbm Hebert. This way out. New York: E.P. Dutton
& Company, 1972. 469 pp.

Contentg-Of-tlie-15-6-6k review --65-fiaidf:----

tional college education throughout the world. These include:
independent study programs:, experimental colleges and foreign
studies in the developed as well as developing countries. The
theme of the book is "You don't need a college to get a higher
education anymore."-

181. Drucker, Peter F. "Beyond stick & tarrot: hysteria over the work
'ethic," Psychology Tbday, 7:86-92, NoveMber, 1973.

Worker resistance to manipulation by use of psychological
techniques is reziewed. Alternate ways of presenting work
structures are proposed based upon studies Of MCGregor and Herz-
berg. Analyzes-worker characteristics for needed change.

182. Hiemstra, Roger. "Community adult education in lifelong learning,".
Journal of Research & Development in Education, 7:34-43, Summer,
1974.

A review of comilunity resources needed for adult education
or improvement. Cbmplexities of life demand that one's develop-
ment becomes a life-long learning process for growth and coping
with the process of change.
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183-189

183. Jennison, M. Harry. "Little relief in sight," Today's Health, 45:
65, September, 1967.

Social uncertainties, moral upheaval, and parental pressures
are cited as causes of tremendous pressure for scholastic a-
chievement. Author has offered several suggestions in brief ar-
ticle for more realistic personal objectives.

184. Jourard, Sidney M. "The awareness of potentialities syndrome,"
Journal of Humanistic Psychology, 6:139-140, Fall; 1966.

Questions the results of teaching abnormal psychology as con-
strasted to the teaching of "The Psychology of fia.Ithy Personali-
ties" which emphasizes discovery of one's potentialities as re-
soarces for growth objectives.

185. Kay, William. Mbral educathaa. Hamden, Conn.: Linnet Book, 1975.
3791op.

Sociological factors'are involved in all meaning and purpose
of moral development. In recent years, the author:claims, no
aspect of personal development is more important than the indi-
vidual's acquisition dflmoral values.

186. Kent,_,Leticia. "Your mind: how it can make you healthy...how it
cane used against you" Vogue, 160:94-95, October:15, 1972.

-Behavior control represents one of the most important areas
for-personal improvement: Article stresses the use, of technolog-
ical control for changing behavior of other people rather than
one's self-change.

187. Koch, James V. "Student choice of undergraduate major field of
study and private internal rates of return," Industrial & Labor
Relations ReView, 26:680-6E35, October, 1972.

For those...who view a college_education_as_a-financial-in--

vestment, this study explores the "economic rationale" for the
selection of an undergraduate major.

188. Lippmann, Walter, et.al. "Dialogue between the generations," Har-
per's Magazine, 235:45-64, OctOber, 1967. .

A group of well known writers and college editorsexplore
some of the differences in the ways their generationsioerceive
each other and the major issues:in American society today. Re-
commended.for general background reading,-improved selfunder-
standing, and personal development.

189. Marks, Edmond. "Some considerations relating to_choice of, an edu-
cational program," Journal of Vocational Behavior, 2:1-11, .Jan
vary, 1972.

Proposed strategic action plans for achieving career ob-.
jectives through educational programs. Although study employs
statistical data which might complicate its usefulness for many
young adults, it will be significant to most counselors.
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190. Martin, Ann M., and A.G. Martin. "Educating women far identity tn
work," American Vocational Journal) 46:38-42, May, 1971.

"Women_havepsychological barriers to success perhaps greater
than the obstacles posed from outside. They should)pe made to
see that essentially they are freer than men to choose the roles
they will play,at different periods of their lives."

191. Nbonan, Peggy. "Why college:anyway?" Mademoiselle, 75:346-349,
August, 1972.

TWenty young7college women from different universities de--
scribe their needs for higher education.and personal development;.
and how actual life in colleke7differed frOM their dkpectations
for satisfactions of needs for intellectual growth

192. Otto, Herbert A. "New light on human potential," Saturday Review,
52:14-17, SepteMber 20, 1969. _

Emerging as:a, field of scientific inquiry i*the study.of
human potentials_ Article discusses worldwide research programs
of investigations on questions of exploringMumanloOtentialities
and their develbpment forrmeeting life and careerAleeds.

193. Parrott, Allen. 'Toward a theory of life-long education," Adult Edu-
cation, 47:141-146, May, 1974.

Life-long education is regarded as a cure-all for all of
society's problems. An attempt is made to define how life-long
education may become a meaningful concept for a large number of
people in their planning and action plans.

194. Stephens, Waldo E. "An approach to undeveloped resources: the po-
tentialities of man," Business Education Peifixm, 25:51-,54, April,
1971.

A stnale. of the mdern inerican_and his failure_torealize
his potentials both individually and cbilectively beCause.of the
complexities of modern life with which-he is unable to'cope.

195. Werts, Charles E. "Career changes in college," Sociology of:Educa-
tion, 40:90-95, Winter, 1967.

A study dealing with changes in career directions occurring
among college students and an effort to determine some of the
causes for these changes. Confusion as to directions for intel-
lectual development results from changes in career objectives.

196. Werts, Charles E., and Donivan J. Watley. 'Paternal influences on
talent development," Journal of Counseling Psychology, 19:367-
373, 1972.

A sample of college freshmen are grouped by father's occupa-
tion then compared in various areas of achievement showing that
they excel in particular skills of fathers' occupations. Growth
rate improves under parental influence and cooperation.

197. West, Charles K. "The knowledge explosion & the need for revaluing
knowledge," Intellect, 101:107-109, November, 1972.

A study on the value of knowledge and consequences to
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. 198

educators refusing to make decisions about values-Lin .education
will be primarily of interest tocounselors with strongpsycho-
logical orraohilosophical backgromnds. Are educatorssing a
valueless generation?

198. Ury, ZaIman F. "The ethical life style as an educational,essential,"
Intellect, 101:25-26, October, 1972.

A-concise presentation of the role which the teaching of
ethics shoUld have in educatiOn. Proposes that all schools of
education should teach courSeS iz-morality'and that elementary

- and secondary Schools haVe ethics-counselors:. Moral duvelopment
represents a.major area for personal change and growth_
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199-201

9

Objectives and Action Plans for Career Development

For must people this area of objective setting represents the most
ipportant results to be achieved from their total life and career:planning.
It satisfies their needs for security and material aspirations for self-
actualization. Fbr others, however, m6re emphasis is.placed upon the'ac7
quisition of knowledge and selfimprovement which will bring limited fi-
nancial returns. They, may have a thirst tot learning or religions aspira-
tions which have limited-recognition in the market place,-

:Economic independence and the capability of self-support are:expected
of mature adults. EmphaSis accordingly is Placed upon education whidh
lead them towards successful entry into a particular occupation. During
an individual's process of self-discovery he should,bedome-aware of his
potentials and aspirations. These in turn, after a study of various oc-
cupational fields, results in a decision as to a job Or career field. This
choice should be made in high school if at all possible -Fbr the vast ma-.

jority of lost-secondary students it.is not reaChed until late in their
first or during their second year of college work -.7 if at all:.

The decision on a career field takes:the form of an explicitly:stated
goal or objective. Made early enoUgh during the post-secondary eduCation7
al process, the student can select and direct his course work: towards'
qualifying himself for entry into a particular job market.

A major obstad&to setting career,,as well._as other objectives,'will
be the lack of self-understanding and knowing one,'s potentials,.interests,
and aspirations. It is on this informational base that,a-person,mnst build
his pyramid of life and career objectives and action plans '

199. Bailey, John A. "Career development concept$: significance.& util-.
itY, Personnel and Guidance jOurnal, 47:24-28, SepteMber, 1968.:

An attempt to identify essential: career development conCepts
which provide arid form the basis for assisting young,adults in
making their vocational choices.

200. Bare, Carole E. "Personality and self-Concept correlates of occu-
pational aspirations," Vocational Guidande Quarterly, 18:297-
305, June, 1970.

A study on college students accuracy of self-awareness, pre-
ferences 'for occupations, and success in-their preferred wOrk
fields as related to eight personality factors.

201. Beall, Lynnette. "Vocational choice: the impossible fantasy and
the improbable choice," Journal of Counseling Psychology; 14:
86-92, 1967.

Using case studies, two types of difficulties faded in voca-
tional choice are explored. Emphasizes the counselor's role in .

assisting young adults in making realistic career Choices.
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202-200

202. Hell, Terrel IL--i-and Robert A. Goldwin. "Should college teaCh sal-
able skills?" Chronicle of Higher alueation, 10:32, Apri1,7, 1975.

Twu concise viewpoints presenting the reaSons why colleges
should offer not only broad liberal. arts programs or study but
also salable and specialized job skills.

203. Bolton, Mac. "Where do we go from here," Personnel Management, 2:20-
26, March, 1970.

A study on same of the factors which influence college grad-
uate reCruitment and why many college graduotes become quickly
disillusioned with the positions for which they are employed.

-204. Byrd, Robert C. "Education Should be career-oriented," College Man-
agement, 7:2, August, 1972.

Excerpts from address prepared by the senator's public rela-
tions officer provides a superficial view in defining career edu--
cation. Byrd questions motives_of college students and proposes
elimination of financial barriers to'higher educatiOn so as to
achieve equal educational opportunities.

205. "Choosing a career: how to be your own computer," Senior Scholastic,
104:14-17, April 18, 1974.

Ten points to consider in-making a career decision'. Game and
sample application form are included in the article.

206. Cosgrove, Gerald. Career planning, search for a future. Tbronto,
Canada: Guidance Centre, FAculty of Education, 1973. .144 pp.

One of the better text/workbooks for Young Odults. Widely
used throughout Canada. Text need8 to be supplemented by out-
side readings on various occupations. Five chapters of book em-
phasize self-awareness and the decision-making process of occupa-
tional choice.

207. Delbecq, Andre' L., and Eliot S. Elfner. "Local cosmopolitan orienta-
tion and career strategies for specialists," Academy of Manage-
Ment Journal, 13:373-387, DeceMber, 1970.-

Three different models for career strategies in the sciences:
are related.to occupational orientation for either permanent or
short-term employment. Article recommends strategies for job
advancement.

208. DunPhy, Philip W., Sidney F. Austin, and Thomas J. Maneaney. Career
develont:ollestudenteg. Cranston, R.I.: Carroll
Press, 1968. 128 pp.

A tight but also.superficial treatment of a wide variety of
subjects leading to occupational choice and entry intothe job
market. Its use as a textbook is recommended only where the in-
structor may amplify the text with lectures and supplementary
readings.

209. ERIC Docuuent ReprodUction Service'. Career education. New York:
Macmillan Information, 1973. 360 PP.

. An ERIC (Education Resources Information Center) bibliography
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of documents and articles designed and largely ueed by re-
ference librarians and some educators in higher education.
Subject index is comprehensive. Citations are largely con-
cerned with theoretical and academic studies written by coun-
selor and guilance instructors. The vast majority of deCu-
ments and articles, classified by subject and author indexes
are of a very limited practical use to anyone except to grad-
uate students qualifying for advanced degrees in counselor
education.

210. Feldman, Saul D. Escape from the doll's house. New York: MCGraw-
mil Book Company, 1974. 208 pp.

A study of women in graduate education and their plans for
academic careers, career expectations, and self-image. Included
are various restraints, principally sex stereotypes, which act
as limitations on the freedom of both man and woman.

211. Harkness, Charles A. "College education -- key to jobs?" Vocational
Guidance Quarterly, 21:43-47, September, 1972.

A speech given to college students attacking a prevailing
myth that college education provides an assured means for a good
job. Provides a more realietic approach to career planning.

212. Hind, Robert R., and Timothy E. Mirth. "The effect of university ex-
perience on occupational choice among undergraduates," Ebciology
of Education, 42:50-70, Winter, 1969.

iiiith_current'college students there is a shift away from pur-
suing specialized careers towards less specialized programs of,
study. Some reasons for the change in expectations of college
students are examined.

213., Holland, John L. The psychology of vocational choice. Waltham
Mass.: Blaisdale Publishing Cbmpany, 1966. 132 pp.

Well known author attempts to classify personality types in
a theory of vocational behavior lightly written book expresses
author's dissatisfactions with guidance practices in schools. He
points up need for new thinking on the part of .schools and coun-
selor education.

214. Lavender, John. "Occupational versatility: keY to careers," Educa-
tional Leadership, 30:215-217, December, 1972.

'Article shows how actual job.experiencee or internships pro-
vide students with.an awareness of career requirements as well
as improving their capabilities for upgrading their own qualifi-
cations and goals.

215. Maccoby,. Michael. "Four charaCters in search of a career," Manage
ment Review, 62:47749, October, 1973.

Fbur types of personalities are eXamined, all-equally effec-!'
tive when working in a mode that fits different characteristics
of individuals. Implications for both management and the em-
ployee are considered for'mpre effective organizational design
and promotions. 147,
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216222

216. Magisos, Joel H. Career education, (third yearbook). Washington,
D.C.: American Vocational Association, 1973., 397 pp.

Following tratitional achknowledganent of importance of ca-
reer education by the director of theiJ.S. Office of Education,
some 31 contributors repeat what has been,available in periodi-
calS and other sources over the past several decades. No signi-
ficant innovative concepts are offered. Yearbook has question-
able value in_justifying costs of being published despite heavy
use of references and scholarly recognition of authors in voca-
tional guidance field.

217. Manhardt, Philip. "Job orientation of male and female college grad:
uates in business," Personnel Psych-elegy, 25:316-368, ,Summer,
1972.

Sex differences between men and women entering the same oc-
cupations are compared as to their orientations to work and jobs.

218. Ondrack D.A. "Euerging occupational values: a review and sune find-
ings," Academy of Management Journal, 16:423-432, Sertember, 1973.

A study on the emerging occupational value of college stu-
dents, which show their strong emphasis on independence, indi-
vidual achievement and level of qualities-of jeb attributes.

219. Reif, William. E., and John W. NeWStrUm:*"CarPP17,:develOpment
jectives," Business Rerizons,17:5710,.CICtober1974

Basic article of:particular valUet0:eVeryone planningtheir
careercontingency updeljorv,Career:AeVelopment:outlines:fad
:tors which must be studied in:.developing..actionplans-and reviewt.
ing:progress towards their, achievement

220. Roe, Anne. The psychology of occupations'. New York: john Wiley &
Sons, Inc., 1956; 340 pp.

An older but baSic tex-for counselors-and-personne17-managers.
Too much material of lesser value has been published since this
comprehensive documented reference. Recomnended for serious
study by everyone seeking a reconciliation between occupational
requiteMents and personality differences of individuals. Con-
tains original approaches to career development which have been
copied by other authors under other labels.

221. Seligman, DanieL "A special kind of rebellion," Fortune, 79:67-72,
January, 1969.

A survey Shows the generation gap is a greaterjeality than
has beenadmdtted. Behind the vocal,activists is an "inVisible"
minority with_similar attitudes as the activists.:BothjgrOups:
are characteriZed aslate career planners but ate strongly-future
oriented.

222. Shaycoft, Marion F. "Factors affecting a factor affecting career,"
Vocational Guidance Quarterly, 22:96-104, December,'1973.

Factors are analyzed which affect decisions on going tO col-
lege. Both aptitude and Socioeconomdc levels are found, as potenti
factors. Complicated statistical tables support conclusions.
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223

223. Stead, Bette Ann. "Educating women for adMinistration," Business
Hbrizons, 18:51-56, April, 1975.

qb assist women in assuming managerial roles, business schools
are developing special programs to overcome %omen's acquired
sense of limitations. A prograM 0C six objectives is prepared,
with evaluations Crom course offering.
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224-225

10

Objectives and Action P1ans for Social Responsibilities

Sociability Should be distinguished from one's social responsibilities.
'The former is a personality characteristic representing:ways in which a
TDerson is compatible withothers. Social responsibilities on the:other
hand consist of means and ways in which an indiVidual_can,',ought, and must
become involved in participating in and contributing to the various socie-
ties to which the person belongs.

There are obligations which-A-person performs Or refrains from doing
because of the laws which sociel., adopts to protect itsniembers. sIthere
are other duties which a person will" asstineto athieve-theObjectiveS Of a
group or to improve its particular envirionment. Still other Services are
Undertaken by people as voluntary efforts which are either.donated or for
which financial compensation is not received: They are done simply for the
satisfactions obtained in helping others.

The significance of fulfilling social responsibilities bY.both indi-
Niduals and groups in today'S complex society has became critically im-
portant. Neither corporations nor individual personS can-disregard,their
Accountabilities for managing the process of change for society's better-
rent. Corruption in governmeni, soaring crime rates, environmental pollu-
tion and indifference by a anjority of people to the directions in which
societies are moving are consequences of either an absence ofone's not
determining or not carrying out their social responsibilities.

Many young adults are Overwhelmed by a feeling that they are. powerless .

_to accomplish social changes. -Technology-and-the.growth-of-bureaucratic
institutions have made many people feel weak and inCompetent in coping with
social changes needed if society with its democratic processes is to sur-
vive. 'Even the most optimistic of forecasters for the next quarter cen-
tury recognize that aan's quality of life will drastically deteriorate un-
less individualSocially oriented objectives become a focal point for every

224. Baker, Henry G., Sr. "Identity and social responsibility policies,"
Business Bbrizons, 16:23-28, April, 1973.

Management strategies and policies_related to corporate re-
sponsibility and policies as they have been identified in six
large firms. 'lb be studi( : those-going into the work world.

225. Borlaug, Norman E. "Challenges remain," Vital Speeches of the Day,
39:554-558, July 1, 1973.

Morally important values must take the form of socialrrespon-
sibilities. Author emphasizes agriculturally related occupations
for consideration by socially motivated college students.
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226-232

220, Braginsky, D.D., and B.M. Braginsky. "Surplus people: their lost
faith in selC and system," Psychology Tbday, 9:69-72, August,
1975.

Unemployed minorities and those with high level skills fre-
quently are regarded as surplus in a society of employed average
people. The jobless feel unwanted and lose faith in themselves.
They are reluctant to assume social responsibilities.

227. Brill, Naomi I. Working with 2eople: the helping'process. Phila-
delphia, Pa.: J.B. Lippincott Cbmpany, 1973. 202 pp.

Author provides an ecleCtic approach to bridging the gap be-
tween theoretical knowledge'and practical application. Text is
scholarly but readable. Book primarily is designed tor people
who work with others.

228. Chase, Elwyn F., Jr. "Social engineering and human dignity," The
Social Studies, 63:275-278, November, 1972.

Social tasks involve more than human manipulation. Author
feels that too many social scientists are disregarding human
factors and would develop a totalitarian society which will not
solve problems faced in our complex world.

229. Coleman, James S. "Conflicting theories of social change," American
Behavioral Scientist, 14:633-650, May-June, 1971.

Essay is largely concerned with causes for many of the radi-
cal changes which have recently developed in society. Emphasis
is given to broad legal and economic causes and, secondly, to
passivity which has surfaced among individuals towards coping
with change.

230. Combs, Arthur W., Donald L. Avila, and William Markey: Helping'
relationships: basic concepts for the helping profession. Bos-
ton, Mass.: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1974. 360 pp.

A scholarly approach to providing personal develepaent of
those who are entering the "helping" or service type of occupa-
tions. The theme of the book is the discussion of forms of hu-
men behavior which have special value for understanding "the-lierp-:
ing or service forms of work.

231. Corson, John J. "The great what-is-it; the 'social adult'," Nation s
Business, 60:54-56, July, 1972.

Coming under increasing fire, more and more corporations are
under pressure to solve society's problems; and provide an ac-
counting of what their executives are expected to do; and, what
.standards are to be set for meeting their social responsibilities.

232. DeMott, Benjamin. "Adult-Ed' -- the ultimate goal," Saturday Review,
2:27-29, September 20, 1975.

"A genuine 'learning society' will require a philosophy of
continuing education adequate to its potential ae a social force."
Author hopes for a richer human future but is fearful because of
the slow rate of change occurring in society.
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233-239

233. Drumm, Robert H. "Making room for 'peaceful revolutions'," Person-
nel, 49:49-55, May-June, 1972.

Recommended reading for most young adults. Although many of
the results in the study were obtained from college students, at-
titudes represented are to be found in many young adults with
liberal educational backgrounds.

234. Flacks, Richard. "The liberated generation: an exploration of the
roots of student protest," Journal of Social Issues, 23:52-75,
July, 1967.

A study of student attitudes in the 1960's expressing genera-
tional discontent. Efforts were made to predict results in po-
litical change or that the student unrest would simply disinte-
grate with out affecting any social change.

235. Harris, Britton. "A technology of social progress," American Behav-
ioral Scientist, 11:7-10, July-August, 1968.

Author contends that present-day society is inadtmquately pre-
pared to control and direct its sCience-based technology to avoid
the dangers which threaten the survival of the race itself.
Leadership is lacking and personal freedom is fast being lost.

236. "Helping people -- an American custom on the rise," U.S. News and
Mbrld Revort, 77:29-32, SepteMber 2, 1974.

Vbluntarism represents a $50-billion dollar-a-year resource
for undertaking social activities for helping others. Dissen-
tion and spread of support among governoent agencies have done
little to help a powerful movement at grassroots levels who find
a social responsibility in supporting their communities.

237. Henry, .Carl F.H. "Has patriotism had its day?" Christianity Tbday,
8:26-27, June 7, 1974.

American patriotism is on the decline. Yet it is necessary
for our national survival. Short article professes the need for
a rebirth of the ideals which is part of "the American Creed."
It requires values for personal committments.

238. Kanfer, Stefan. "Oh; say can you still see?" Time, 101:24, January 29,
1973.

Many cynical young adults agree with Samuel Johnson, "Patrio-
tism.is the last refuge of a scoundrel." Many syMbols of patrio-
tism are reviled by mdnorities who have become disillusioned with
the democratic processes which they feel have been corrupted.

239. Kbnopka, Gisela. "Social change andhuman values," Journal of Home
Economdcs, 66:12-14, September, 1974.

Statement "Adults are simply afraid of the young," pinpoints
the fear of changing existing attitudes, values, and goals. Pro-
poses thesis that their evolution is necessary for social pro-
gress and survival. Suggest social goals for the 1970's.
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240. Kruse, Thomas M. "Our changing society: the Challenge for business,"
Supervisory Management, 17:22-25, June, 1972. .

Educators can't cope witirchallenges facingsociety through
the learning process. A businessman offers his recommendations
on how industry should pick up some of the responsibilities not
being met by government and in our schools

241. Lawrence, David. "What can I do?" U.S. News and World:Report, 76:
94, February 25, 1974.

Editorial on a confused U.S. citizenry whichaSks, "What can
I do?" in the face of a government which is not Meeting its ex-
pectations. _Lawrence feels that_by being informand:_taking_an
active role in politics the individual can make many effective
changes.

,11,

242. Lerner, Mhx, et.al. "Watergating on main street," Saturday Review,
3:10-27, November 1, 1975. .

Shocked by corruption of Watergate scandals, Americans are
looking more closely at their own and the country's ethical
standards. Disillusionment in all the professions and institU-:.
tions has led to a disrespect for authority. -People do not know
where they can turn to place their'trust.

243. Leslie, Larry L., and James L. Morrison: "Social change and profes-
sional education in American society," Intellect, 102:356-360,
March, 1974.

Author strongly urges changing our educational system to
effectively cope with changes occurring in our culture, environ,
ment and society. Contends that professional schools are neither
meeting the needs of people or the professionals themselves.

244. Levitt, Morton and Rubenstein, eds. Youth and social change. De7
troit, Mich.: Wayne State University Press, 1972. 184 pp.

A book of essays largely of interest tO sociologists. COn-
tributors are academicians who appear more interested in their
style of writing than being tuned in 'on the realities of change

-in-society%

245. Madden, Carl M. "Our changing economics," Current, 165:25-34, Sep,
tember, 1974.

Economics is only one aspect of-many changes which the author
feels requires a high priority of responsibilities byboth indi-
viduals and agencies to resolve. :After reviewing Many Of the
problems facing man, he has little to offer.as solutions except
to assign them to the'new generation for answers.

246. Platt, JOhn. "Predicting the future:, changing family patterns,"
Current, 143:23-24, SepteMber, 1972. -

Author looks into the sociaLluture of individuals and their
life styles. Professes that planning and assuming of social re.,
sponsibilities by all, people is the Only key to coping with the
future. Optimistic outlook.
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247-249

247. Ray, Paul H. "Human ecology, technology, and the need for social
planning," American Behavioral Scientist, 11:16-19, July-August,
1968.

Author extrapolates the future of technology and its possi-
bility for resolving problems created by man in the destruction
of his environment. Scholarly approach does little to comfort
the reader. Author is ineffective in proposing action plans to
solve problems which are becoming unresolvable.

248. Rukeyser, William S. "How youth is reforming the business:worid,"
Fbrtune, 79:76-79, January, 1969.

The criteria of college graduates seeking jobs in business
have changed to demands for intellectually challenging positions
which will be creative as well as useful. Ybung adults have a
major contribution to make in social change.

249. Tapper, Ted. Young people and society. London: Faber and Faber,
Ldt., 1971. 176 pp.

An exploration of how people differ in their attitudes to-
wards society in general and their social groups in particular.
Socialization of the individual is stressed from the family
group to the job market.
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250-252

11

Objective and Action Plans for Entry into the Job Market

The employability of a person will depend upon assets which will gen-
erate earnings for whomever he or she will work. These assets or qualifi-
cations will be brought to the job from education or practical experience.
These personal strengths will be results from strategic action plans which
you have carried out to develop your qualifications for becoming a desira-
ble employee in the manpower resources of an employer. A person is hired
simply because he can increase the earnings or improve the productivity of
a company or organization. Objectively evaluated, people represent the
,gssets of a company comparable to its financial resources, plants, equip-
ment, or other physical facilities. Manpower skills may be audited by com-
panies in the same way they do their physical assets.

Successful entry into the job market and becoming employable consists
of setting objectives for becoming hirable based upon the acquisition or
the right kind of qualifications. Strategic action plans for"obtaining a
job should result in a person being able to select his employer rather
than' merely being selected by an employer after mailing out letters, re-
sumes, applications, and a large nuMber of interviews.

A desirable objective is to select an employer for whom you would like
to work and effectively develop supporting action plans to sell or market
yourself to that employer. The planning span for achieving such an ob-
jective will generally require six to twelve months. Too many students
wait until.after graduation before beginning their search for work. They
enter the job market with a limited knowledge of companies for whom they
uould like to work or the openings and qualifications for positions avail-
able in these companies.

250 Abel, Richard J. "The evolving college 'placement office," Person-
nel Journal, 53:689-691, SepteMber, 1974.

A change from the traditional role to that of "Career,De__

velopment Services" is suggested. The cOncept is outlined and
strategies recommended for upgrading placement office services.

251 Ankerson, Robert. "Marketing a 'new product'," MBA, 9:27-29, Octo-
ber, 1975.

Sound advice on how to go about marketing yourself to find
the job you want. TWenty questions for self-analysis are pro-
posed which will_assist you in finding a position.appropriate to
your particular Career development plans.

252 Barker, Raymond F.- "College students choose a job: inputs vs. out-
puts," Personnel Journal, 49:241-245, March, 1970.

Differences surveyed between college Freshmen and seniors as
to their post-college'career ideas and attitudes towards a first
job.
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253-260

253. Bassford, Gerald L. "Job testing -- alternative to employment quotas,"
Business Horizons, 17:37-47, February', 1974.

Job testing is favorable regarded as an alternative to em-
ployment quotas and a means of assessing Future potential per-
formances. sought From job applicants by employers.

254. Bernstein, Elliott. "A job hunter's handbook," Money, 4:43-48, June,
1975

A short article which may prove invaluable in preparing your-
.

self for seeking a job. Basically it proposes a nuMber of prac-
tical action plans which should be Citted into your objective-
setting decisions.

255. Brenton, Myron. "21,741 choices for a career," New York Times Maga-
zine, 72, October 25, 1970.

Recent research shows that there is little parental influence
on children's vocational choices. This artiCle, however, offers
positive suggestions on ways of creating vocational awareness at
an early age.

256. Comer, Nancy A. "Does ycolr college owe you a job?" Mademoiselle,
76:116-117, January, 1973.

Does the college from which you graduate own you a job?
Some college placement office problems are presented and ways to
improve their services are suggested.

257. Cummings, L.L., Donald P. Schwab, and Marc Rosen. "Performance and
knowledge of results as determinants of goal setting," Journal
of Applied Psychology, 55:526-530, DeceMber, 1971.

Previous performances completed successfully are found as
having a significant influence on goal setting. Managdment bY
objectives should include measuring results of performance to
assure goal achievement.'

258. Donnelly, Caroline. "How hard should you work," Readers Digest,
107:145-148, August, 1975.

-Working-intelligently-rather-than-hard-is-suggested-.--Arti----------
cle includes ways of conserving time and .yet maintaining one's
work ethics and productivity.

259. Hakel, Milton D., and Allen J. Schuh. "Job applicant attributes
judged important across seven diverse occupations," Personnel
Psychology, 24:45-52, Spring, 1971.

A study on ihe favorability and frequency of highly impor-
tant job applicant characteristics. Article will be of special
value to recruiters and personnel managers. Provides pattern
For interview guide and rating scales for pre-employment deci-
sions.

260. Hopfe, Manfred W. "Do you really want that new job?" Personnel Jour-
nal, 51:270-273, April, 1972.

Presents three self-diagnostic factors.of leadership style,
group situations, and leadership effectiveness. Identification
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261-267

of job-roles help an individual in making new job or promotion
decisions.

261. Hbusley, Warren F: "Vocational decision making: a function or re-
flecting attitudes," Vbcational Guidance Quarterly, 21:288-292,
June, 1973.

Analyzes accepting-rejecting approach in making vocational
choices and the degree of certainty obtained from this behavior
by students seeking to match their self-concepts with occupations.
Scholarly but of questionable significance..

262. "Jobs for this year's college graduates," Changing Times, 29:2532,
February, 1975.

Annual survey: "Names of 135 employers who have openings,
plus details on type of applicants they're seeking and how to

OPPlY."

263. Levitan, Sar A., and William B. Johnston. Work is here to stay.
Salt Lake City, Utah: Olympus Publishing Company, 1973. 184 Pp.

A very readable description of the nature of work, charac-
teristics of the new work force, the role cif unions in work re-
form, job redesign experiments, and the limitations of job re-
form. Recommended reading.

264. Magee, Richard H. "How to sell a career opportunity," Personnel
Journal, 53:583-588, August, 1974.

Reviews aspects of employment interviewing, sales technique
of persuasive psychology, and a strategy for selling jobs to
applicant. Of benefits both to personnel managers and those en-
tering the job market.

265, Minter, Robert L. "What not to do in an interview," Supervisory
Management, 18:2-12, December, 1973

How to conduct an interview from a recruiter or personnel'
manager's role. Provides a list of do's and don'ts for both the
interviewer as well as job applicant.

266. Murphy, James F. "The future of time, work, and leisure," Parks and
Recreation, November, 1973.

The effective use of leisure time should be planned since
"work-and leisure...have became opposing and even antagonistic
conceptions in a highly industrialized culture."

267. Paul, Ronald N. "How to develop a company profile," Business Manage-
ment, 38:25; June, 1970
----Applies to non-profit organizations as well as business. In-

dividuals anticipating joining a company will find variows fac-
tors descriptive of corporate behavior in essential performance
areas a basis for its future growth both as a company and in
career opportunities.
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268-273

268. Renee, Sister M. Anne. "What business wants from beginners," Ad-
ministrative Management, 35:55-57, May, 1974.

Informative article for graduating students outlining em-
ployment outlook for beginning office employees in terms of the
job market, strength, and weaknesses of new employees, and em-
ployer expectations.

269. Terkel, Studs. Working. New York: Avon Books, 1972. 762 pp.
A narrative styled description of various occupational fields.

Keyed to earthy vocabulary and reading preferences of many youths.
Text may be criticized as superficial in describing various jobs.
May be supplemented by readings from Occupational Outlook Hand-
book. Jobs described range from executive to newgoory, and from
football coach to washroom attendant.

270. Ullman, Joseph C., and Geeteridge, Thomas J. "The job search," Jour-
nal of College Placement, 33:67-72, February-March, 1973.

Results of sTudy on relationships among job search, job
choice, and career patterns should help students in making more
careful investigations.before accepting a job.

271. Varga, Lou. "Occupational floundering," Personnel & Guidance Journal,
52:225-231, December, 1973.

The phenomenon of occupational flounderingi-uhen a person
enters the labor market without a career goal, is regarded as
not necessarily a negative situation but as a possible growth
experience.

272. Weagraff, Patrick J. "The cluster concept: development of curricu-
lar materials for the public service occupational cluster," Jour-
nal of Research &Development in Education; 7:45-.54-, Spring, 1974.

An overview of the "cluster concept" and its implications in
organizing educational courses of study for entry into public
service occupations. Will be of particular interest to those
seeking employment in-civil service.

.

273. ,Z,Offer,

selection or managers," Personnel, 52:25-33, January-February,
1975.

Author believes that organizations will have to accommodate
their recruiting policies and practices to emerging lifestyles
of youngmanagers. Does not seem to realize that in hard times
people will take any form of work.
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274-275

12

Ob'ectives and Action Plans to Achieve a Self-Mana ement Ca abilit

This capability should be the capstone purpose to all learning, edu-
cation, acquisition of skills, development of aptitudes, and pursuit of
one's interests. Unless a person succeeds in self-managing forces within
himself and coping with influences in his environment which he can control,
it is not possible for him to take purposeful directions in a rational man-
ner.

Self-management essentially consists of-optimally using onels re-
sources in a planned, organized, and controlled way which results in sat-

isfactions and happiness. People with a capability for self-management
are happy and satisfied individuals. They are successful in that they a-

chieve desired qualities of life. They are realistic in that they set and

achieve.desirable objectives. They schedule their time and distribute the
use of their personal resources in a purposeful coordinated manner. They
will carry out, thrOugh their life a dynamic and interesting pursuit of
goals. They will be able to anticipate results from efforts. This art of

self-cianagement is an acquired, rational art. It presupposes that a per-

son can determine and achieve varieus objectives in his life.

Successful self-management.is judged by one's performandes. It may be de-

scribed as the capability of making things happen. Unfortunately self-
management for some people is a passive attitude of simply reacting to
changes occurring About them.

We often hear that running one's life is not too different from run-
ning a business. -In-a business,-its-managersare.eoncerned with_results.:.
They plan, organize, and implement specific action plans.to achieve the
company's objectives. They set controls overLthe use of the business!, re-

sources. Life which is far more important than any business is not managed
with the same practices that are put into a business.

iii5a7eIgah--Younie-OUithood: their Yelatiohthip------

to occupational behaviors," Vocational Guidance Qmarterly,
281-284, June, 1970.

Relationship between development of role models-in young
adulthood and vocational performance during the same period show
importance of individuals haVing models on which they can design
effective hahavior.

275. Carroll, Stephen J., Jr., and Henry L. Tbsi. "Goal characteristics
and personalityjactors in a management-byobjectives program,"
Administrative Science QUarterly, 15:295-305, SepteMber, 1970.

A practical and very worthwhile study of the effects which
clear and inportant peals-have on job success and satisfaction.
RecoMmended reading.
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276-283

276. Chamber, Peter, "Do-it-yourself management development," Internation-
al ManageMent, 29:46-50, October, 1974.

Describes a recent trend in self-management development.
"Autonomy training" or self-directed learning in which one may
learn new skills to cope wIth,rapid changes.

277. Crockett, William J. "What's so odd about 0.D.," Administrative Man-
agement, 31:49-50, NoveMber, 1970.

Failure may be traced to an inability to play roles rather
than inadequate Skills. An OD, Organizational Development,pro-
gram outlines ten steps to improve one's skills in working with
superiors and subordinates,

278. Dalaba, O.G. "The dual responsibility of managing human resources,"
Business Horizons, 15:37-48, December, 1972.

An in-depth look at the manager's role in meeting organiza-
tional requirements as well as meeting individual career develop-
ment needs.

279. Diamond, Edwin. "Clues to being more successful," Readers Digest,
106:88-91, May, 1975.

Every person can significantly enhance his potentials for
achievement through motivation for selfmanagement. Four basic
rules are briefly described.

280. Dillon, Donald. "Toward matching personal and job characteristics,"
Occupational Outlook Quarterly, 15:11-21, Winter, 1971.

Article recoimmended for students to study and all counselors
to apply. Although not new, it proposes 25 characteristics and
requirements of jobs for review prior to making decisions to en-
ter a specific field in which selfmanagement capabilities may
be exercised.

281. Donnelly, Caroline. "How hard should you work?" Money, 4:89-96,
April, 1975.

"Getting to the'top still demands long hours." Author con-

Jends_in_article_that_you,can-balance-whaVs-most-imPortant.to
you and what's most important to the boss in managing yourself_
intelligently rather than working hard.

282. Drucker, Peter F. "New leaders: new organizationsi" Administrative
Management, 31:39, January, 1970.

Briefly explores the needs for managers' development and
questions current educational curricula requirements for meeting
these needs.

283. English, Horace B. "Education of the emotions," Journal of Humanis-
tic Psychology, 1:101-109, Spring, 1961.

An essay proposing the need to reemphaSize the training or
emotions in our highly technical behavioristic society. Author
rejects emotions solely as a psychological cause of one's behav-
ior.
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284-291

284,-- Fergason, Guy. 'Personality conflicts can be overcome," Best In-
surance News, 67:76-78, April, 1967.

Short review of several causes which result in problems in
an organi7ation or differences between individuals.

285. Fiedler, Fred. "The touble with leadership training is that it
doesn't train leaders," Psychology Today, 6:23-26, February, 1973.

A study on the changing role and theory of factors found in
good leaders. Article discusses the extent to which effective
leadership can be made a sUbject for training.

286. Gemmill, Gary R. "Teach them to be self-reliant," Supervisory Man-
agement, 15:39L-42, May, 1970.

Condensed from Business and Economic Dimensions. Individual
growth and the ability to become a self-starter can be developed
by allawing people to became self-reliant-and assume responsibil-
ites.

287. Gnagey, Theodore P. "Edpcational change and human values:. some ob-
servations and the questions they raise," Adult Leadership, 22:
86-88, 121-124, September, 1973.

The nature of change from education is studied. TWo funda-
mental values (self-determination and socialization) as effects
of the educational process are reviewed as characteristics of
human behavior.

288. Halal, William E. "Tbward a general theory of leadership," Human
Relations, 27:401-416, 1974. .

A theoretical study on writings in the field of leadership
are reduced and synthesized into five models of leadership de-

, terminants. Extensive references.

289. Harrell, Thomas W. "The personality of high earning MBA's in small
business," Personnel Psychology, 23:369-375, 1970.

What personal qualifications does an MBA need for becoming
successful in a small business? This problem is researched and

_various_personality, characteristics are described from a large
number of business school graduates tested and surveyed.

290. Harrell, Thomas W., and Mhrgaret S. Harrell. "The personality of
MBA's who reach general management early," Personnel Psychology,
26:127-134*, 8pring, 1973.

A description of personality characteristics common to busi-
ness managers who reach general rather than specialized manage-
ment positions early in their careers.

291. McNUlty, James F. "Secrets of the successful general manager," Na-
tion's Business, 59:42-48, May, 1971.

Case study on the rise of R young businessman to an execu-,
tive'rosition. Suggestions are made for middle-managers develop-
ment by their superiors. Nine basic self-management recommenda-
tions are given to any aspirant for promotion.
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292-299

292. Mchoney, Michael J. "Research issues in self-management," Behavior
Therapy, 3:45-63,

Technical artidle approaches selfHmanagement from behavioris-
tic framework. -Requdres knowledge of behavioral modification
terms.

293. Palmer, Ronald A. "Educated man: a guide to'his identity," College
and University Journal, 13:9-11, January, 1974.

Seven general characteristics which are expected of educated
people. SelfHmanagement through goal setting in an uncertain
future is emphasized.

294. Reif, Willaim E., and John W. Newstrom. "Career development by ob-
jectives," Business Horizons, 17:5-10, October, 1974.

EMphasis is placed on individual responsibilities for goal
setting. A contingency Planning Model for Career DeveIopMent
stresses the concept of management by objectives (M10).

295. Shaw, Franklin J. "The problem of acting and the problem of becoming,"
Journal of Humanistic Psychology, 1:64-69, Spring, 1961.

The inter-relationship between goal-oriented behavior and ."be-
coming" is reviewed within psychoanalytic framework that may have
little meaning for the average reader. Publish or perish article.

296. Swope, George S. "What's your leadership style," Supervisory Manage-
ment, 15:12-17, June, 1970.

Based on author's book, Interpreting Executive BehaVior.
Five models of leadership styles are described to demonstrate
their influences on management attitudes with possible results
from eaCh style of management.

297. Weaver, Esther. "Adapting to change,".Delta Kappa Gamma Bulletin,
56-59, Spring, 1973.

In quoting several authors on change and one's need for self-
management, the essay presents three questions for testing how
one's views and objectives are altered over the years.

298. Weick, Karl E. "The management stress," MBA, 9:37-40, October, 1975.
Stress is the scourage of most dissatisfied workers. One of

its worse effects is the assumption that it involves a situation
which will go on forever. Action is recommended to break the
bonds resulting in stressful situations.

299. Zumwalt, E.R., Jr. "Personal accountability," Vital Speeches of the
pay, 37:605-608, July 15, 1971.

Condensation of address to graduating class of U.S. Naval
Academy. Message stresses importance or coping with the chang-
ing needs of tomorrow with discipline and social involvement.
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300-302

13

Objective and Action Plans for Positive Attitudes and Motivations

One of the objective setting most critical areas in mhny people's
lives is the getting off dead-center and moving_purposefully in directions
which will result in desired accomplishments. Positive and strong atti-
tudes should be acquired by every individual for doing those things which
stem from his aptitudes and interests. Once a person begins to excel in
some field of knowledge, mental ability or a manual skill, he begins to
adopt a preferential or positive attitude to this rield of interest. At-
titudes should be encouraged as forces for developing one's aptitudes into
skills.

Mbtivations are sometimes difficult to understand. They are compel-
ling forces to take action to fulfill one's needs or wants. TheY rise
fram within the individual and not from the outside. Ailetivations take the
form of drives to take purposeful actions for accomplishment,of goals.
Individuals with strong motivations outperform others in learning, innova-
tive thinking, and completing their job taskS. Ehployers seek these Po-
sitive-or "can do" attitudes in applicants since they are-indicators-ef-
probable success on the joh. Leadership, and.advancement in an occupation,
also stems from strong motivations success and accomplishments.

A motivated person will generally know himself. 'He will be aware or
jiis needs and aspirations. Properly utilized motivationsipecomenajor
'qualities oC people who stand out from and above all otheis. Positive
attitudes and motivations represent a feeling of being able to win. Men
and women, sometimes with comparatively limited skills and resources, have
accounted for some of the world's greatest achievement.

300. Alston, Jon P.,George D. Lowe, and Alice Wrigley. "Socioeconomic
correlates for four dimensions of self-perceived satisfaction,"
Human Organization, 33:99-102, Spring, 1974.

Brief research report on attitudes related to work, income
health, and happiness results indicate that happiness/satisfac-
tions are closely associated with income and education of job
holders.

301. Bassett, Glenn A. "The three L's still personnel basics, still
neglected," Personnel, 49:49-55, SepteMber-0ctober, 1972.

Failure in the areas of "listening, lauding, and learning"
are cited as reasons for poor employee attitudes. Several tech-
niques are suggested to overcome these weaknesses and improve
both attitudes and performances.

302. Bell, Daniel. "The clock watchers: Americans at work, Time, 106:
55-57, September 8, 1975.

Recommended reading on attitudes towards improving one's use
,

of time. Provides background on the importance of becoming mo-
tivated to optimally use time both on the job and in leisure time
activities.
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303. Bryn, Katherine. "Disasters bring out the best in people," Science
Digest, 74:29-34, August, 1973.

An essay by two sociologists on the "myth of disaster be-
havior" experienced by people. Imagination and fantasy, often
distort realities of disasters which can be handled. Misfortunes
frequently lead to positive attitudes.

304. Budd, J. Mark. "Employee motivation through job enrichment," Jour-
nal of Systems Management, 25:34-38, AUgust,

Article reviews the hiStorical concept-of jolp enrichMent and
studies of employee Motivation Which have resulted-in:iimproved
work apOrediation and performande.

305. Clark, Herbert H. "The power of positive speaking," PSyChology To-
day, 8:102-111,- SepteMber, 1974.

,

Study in communication reports indiCate affirMatives are
better:andmore quickly understood thannegativesThypes
of negatives are discusse&with exampleS of "gped" negatives.

306. Dubos, Rene. .."Optimism -- the creatiVe attitude," ReaderSiDigest,
104:61-63, April, 1974.

Contends that the current phrases "future.shockcultural
lag,"..etc.,..Andieates an ignorance:of history Since man haS:aI-
ready.experienced more through:Slower changes tharCoanbe ex-
pected in the next hundred years.- Condensed from The AMerican
Scholar, Winter, 1973-1974.

307. Exton, William. "If a don't care attitude isn't the problem -- what
is?" Administrative M ement, 34:67-69, June, 1973.

The problem of "the impact of systems on People" and result-
ing human error are scrutinized for solutions through EFAR, (Er-
ror Factor Analysis and Reduction). 'No additional aPproaches

--are-suggested-.

308. Ford, Robert N. "The obstinate employer," Psychology Today, 3:32-
35, NoveMber, 1969.

In exploring the highia.te of employee turnover, author sug-
gests that its solution lies in better utilization of employees
which make work more meaningful and results imimproyed attitudes.

309. Frost, Keith R. "Motivation & career path planning," Data Manage-
ment, 12:18-22, September, 1974.

Job satisfactions, strengths-building, motivational factors,
and career path planning are covered by a series of questions
and brief statements. Readable, recommended and thought-pro-
voking.

310. GouldRoger. "Adult life stages -- growth toward self-tolerance,"
Psychology Today, 8:74-78, February, 1975.

A refutation of the myth that one's personality is fully
formed during adolescence. Personality changes through adult-
hood assures prospects Cor change and development.
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311-318

311. Hanline, Alan. "Motivating: so-easy for some," Public Relations
Journal, 31:10-13, October, 1975.

Author rediscovers Maslow. Fbr young readers not acquainted
with Maslow's theory on levels of needs, the article will pro-
vide challenging reading. Bare of case examples. Argument is,
"you don't motivate anybody."

312. Jones, B.D. "ABC of motivation," Administrative Management, 31:49-
51, May, 1970.

The traditional "mechanistic" organizational pattern is con-
trasted with a recent sutdy based on Maslow's theory which in-
dicates employee productivity is directly related to motivations
needed to satisfy their wants.

313. Kastenbaum, Robert. "Age: getting there ahead of time," Psychology
Today, 5:52-54,'December, 1971.

A review of some of the attitudes thought to be-the result
of the aging process and a discussion on how to avoid some of the
pitfalls in growing old before your time.

314. Lawler, Edward E.; III. "Job design and employee motivation," Per-
sonnel Psychology, 22:426-434; 1969.

Structuring job situations so that intrinsic rewards appear
to result from good performance was found to be an effective
motivator for higher performances:.

315. Luthans, Fred, and Robert Ottomann. "Motivation vs. learning ap-
proaches to organizational behavior," Business Horizons, 16:55-
62, DeceMber, 1973.

Traditional theories of motivation are reviewed and criti-
cized in favor of an Organizational Behavior Model. Proposed
model is considered as simpler and more direct for achieving

316. Phillips:Walter M., John T. Watkins, and Gary Noll. "Self-actuali-
zation, self-transcendence and personal philosophy," Journal of
Humanistic Psychology, 14:53-73, Summer, 1974.

Article focuses around cultural relativity and the problem
of defining positive values. Theories of Mhslow and Ftahk1 per-
vades scholarly effort to.study qualities of life and views life
purpose as self-actualization.

317. Smith, James V. "Is everybody happy?" Personnel Journal, 53:26-29,
January, 1974.

Explores the "happy employee is a better performer" theory
and-incorporates suggestions that may help in handling the
"problem people."

318. Staehle, Jack C. "How to motivate others," Administrative Manage-
ment, 35:57-58, May, 1974.

Characteristics of good motivators and suggestions for tai,-
proving skills of motivation are presented in a brief, but con-
cise artiCle. Conclusion: "Good motivators are people oriented."
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319-323

319. Manias, Hobart F. "Self-actualization through the group experience,"
Journal of Humanistic Psychology, 10:39,44, Spring, 1974.

A strong need exists for modern man to find meaning for his
existence. This can be realized through encounter groups and
in positive relations to other people.

320. Tresemer, David. "Fear of success: popular, but unproVen," Psycho-
logy TOday, 7:82-84, March, 1974.

Reviews Matina Horner's research in which she argues women
have a "motive to avoid success in intellectual competence or
leadership potential." Current researchers-are finding that this:
study is only one explanation:for fear of success.

321. White J. Kenneth, and Robert A. Ruh. "Effects of personal values on
the relationship between participation and job attitudes," Ad-
ministrative Science Quarterly, 18:5067514, December, 1973.

An analysis of.the correlations between participation in de-
cision-making and job attitudes. It emphaSizes the effects in'
dividual values may have on job involvement and personal moti-
*vation.

322; Williams, EdgarG: "Changing"systemS:and-behaviOr," BUsiness Hori-
zons, 12:53.L58, August, 1969.

Handling forms of human resistance to change Within an or-
ganization requires managers to recognize human needs in accom-
plishing smooth and orderly improvements in behavior. "Peorde
can make any change work, if they want it to work."

323. Zander, Alvin F. "Productivity and group success: team spirit vs.
the individual achiever," Psychology Today, 8:64-68,.NoveMber,
1974.

A description of how individuals can work together and de-
_teVr114-Pante, 52r the Prod4Cti.VitY....and:Success oT any...group "A
unified group that can set its own goals develops its own.as-
pirations and will rise to meet them."
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14

Objectives and Action Plans for Developing Creative Capabilities

A great deal of emphasis in competitive activities is placed upon one's
ability to do things better, differently or in a more efficient way. Many
describe'this as innovation. It represents improvements over ways a thing
has been done or produced in the past.

It is sometimes difficult to distinguish creativity from innovation.
The former is regarded as bringing something new or novel into existence
which did not exist before. Innovation, on the other hand, is an evOlu-:
tionary and positive process for bringing about higher levels of perfor-
mance or more desirable results. In personal planning both innovation and
creativity begin with attitudinal qualities of self-management. They are
aimed at utilizing one's resources in a uniqueor different way than any
one else for coping with situations, probleMs and issues that are particu-
lar to the individual.

The innovative capability has its origin within one's imagination:
When properly controlled and used in problem solving procesSeS, one'S'iMagL
ination and its creative force can become a real personal strength. If un-
controlled and occupied with mere wishful self-glorification, it can easily
degenerate into fantasies; A directed imagination plus rationality may be
equated with creative ability. Innovation is required for meeting compe-
tition whether it be initially in a classroom or later on in the world of
work. Changes which are made in one's personal behavior are also accom-
plished through process of innovation.

324. Alamshah, William H. "Creative living," Journal of Creative Behavior,
4:123-130, Spring, 1970.

Describes means.for "effecting imprOved realticihshiii7ion:.--
ditions in the life of man." Requirements for conditions for
creativity -- motivation, selectivity; receptivity, and compe-
tence are defined.

325. Ashton, Patricia. "Personality characteristics associated with orig-
inality and elaboration," Psychological Reports, 34:647-650,
April, 1974.

Article lists various personality characteristics which are
significant in composite studies of creative personalities.
Theoretical study analyzes relationships of traits conducive to
specific kinds of creativity.

326. Bernstein, Jeremy. "Ille use of wonder," Harper's Magazine, 246:8-9,
May, 1973.

Popular short article on Newton's and Einstein's questioning
which led to their discoveries in science.
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327-3M

327. "Creativity and cortical arousal," Science News, 108:53, July 26,
1975.

Parapsychological research is breaking new ground in investi-
gating how cortical arousal is directly related to creativity.
Nature of creativity is not defined but conditions contributing
to it are being discovered.

328. Davis, Gary A., James M. Peterson, and Frank.H.Tarley. "Attitudes
motivation, sensation seeking, and belief.in ESP aS predictOrs
of real creative behavior," journal of Creative Behavior, 8:31-
39, 1974.-

Article will prove interesting to these wishing7to-depart
from the restraints of classical psychological theories. Mere
research is needed in fie7ds discussed. ., ReferenceS may lead to
further reading.

329. Dutton, R:E. "Creative use of creative people," Personnel Journal,
51:818-822, November, 1972.

Recommended reading for more effectiVelY Morking With people
and_recogniZing their individual differences, One of which iS
creatiVity, se:that they may fit into an organization for_thet

_ _

greater benefit of all concerned.

330. Guilford, J.P. "Creativity: Yesterday, today; and tomorrow," Jour
nal of Creative Behavior, 1:3-14; Winter, 1967.

A historical approach to creatiVity mdth emphasis on posthible
-ways to develop evaluative criteria for evaluating innovation and
improving productivity.

331. Hallman, Ralph J. "Aesthet:L:; pleasure and_the creative process,"
Journal of Humanistic Psychology, 6:141-147,,Spring, 1966.

A study on unanswered problems of aesthetic pleasure. The
Claim is ma4e that research on creativity wilI,provide new in-
sights on aesthetic experiences which are essential to human be-
havior.

332. Kogan, Nathan. "Creativity and sex difference," Journal of Creative
Behavior, 8:1-14, 1974.

Sex equality movement has led to the question as to any dif-
ferences in creativity which may exist because of sex. Article
is unable to specify answers but provides background on issues.
References.

MadLeod, Gordon A. "Does creativity lead to, happiness and more en-
joyment of life?" Journal of Creative Behavior, 7:227-230, 1973.

Suggestions are given for becoming more creative. Thesis of
article is that imagination,can help people become more effective
in reaching solutions of day-to-day problems.

334. Martindale, Cblin. "What makes creative people different," Esychelo-
gy TOday, 9:44-50, July, 1975.

"Creativity is a matter of having the right twain waves."
These involve alpha waVes box relaxing. 'Increasing the frequency
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of brain waves, may cause one's ability for concentration to slip.
Alpha brain waves improve the process of asimulating information
differently and creatively.

335. Maugh, Thomas H., II "Cteatiyity can it be dissected? Can it
be taught?" Science, 184:1273,,June, 1974

A summary and introduction'to a conferende of 21 Of the
world's,leading scientists cal "the.creative process in science
and medicine." EmphasiS is placed.on conditions under which
creativity,and innovation may be fostered.

336. Overstreet, Bonaro. "The creative Venture," PTA MagaZine, 66:14-16,

February, 1972.
Author stresses importance of a rich imaginatiOn and its

stored up resources for creative activities. Provides introduc:,
tion for reading Harold Rugg's book, Imagination:I an inquiry
into the sources and conditions that stimulatecreativity.':

337. Parnes, Sidney J. "Creativity: developing human potential,", journal.'

of Creative' Behavior, 5:19-36, 1971. ,

"Tailing to use mental,resourcesis wasteful:Lb both society
and the:individual..." .ScholarlY-treatment7ofTsubjectRTeaders--1-
may:not agree with author in hiSUSe Of-terms. Stimulation and

thought provoking. Excellent bibliography.

338. Peary, R.V. .YCreative helping," Journal of Creative Behavior, 8:1667

176, 1974.
Many individuals are limited in their creativity by being

too submissive to technical processes. Little is understood of

the various creative processes. 'Article provides introduction

to various activites which proMote the creative set.'

339. Phillips, Victor K., "Creativity: performance, profileS, and per

------ceptionsournal---ef-.-Psychology;783-:-25-730;:.,JanuarY-, 1973.

Study investigates-relationshipsipetween;creative peOar-7,
mances, personality, profiles, and Self-:descriptiOns of:Young

adults. The greater-the selfperception; the higher will' bethe
creative performances.

340. Samuels, Mike, and Nancy Samuels. Seeing with the mind's eye: the

history, techniques and uses'of visualization. New York: Random
Hbuse, Inc., 1975. 331 pp.

"The human mind is...an instant rctrieval system... The in-

ner images we show ourselves from our lives...supply the creative

force...but,have never been studied comprehensively. Wsualiza-
tion is the:ultimate consciousness tool." Recommended for those

wishing to develop their visualizing and creative abilities.

341. Schachtel, Ernest '"On creative,experience," Journal of Humanis-

tic Psychology, 9:26-39, Spring, 1971.
1n-depth treatise on, Creativity -- its cauSes, characteriS-=

tics, place of free play, relationship to logic and reality, and
the integration of the creative experiences.
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342-347

342. Schwartz, Paula. 'Whatever happened to the buttoned-down mind?"
PTA Magazine, 68:24-25, May, 1974.

Author contends that "forgetting onels self in one's work is
the bestway to'unbutton the mind 'and release its creative ener-
gy." Thesis of article is remark, "I love a fool's experiment.
Iam always making them."

343. Simonov, Pavel V. "EMotions and creativity," Psychology Today, 4:51-
55, August, 1970.

Article argues that emotions play an important role in the
creative process. Non-rational nature of emotions is dicsussed
and an attempt made to define emotions themselves.

344. Stein, I. Mbrris. Stimulating creativity, vol. 1. New York: Aca-
demic Press, 1974. 348 pp.

Scholarly study on the extent to vi 4-h creativity can be
stimulated and the techniques for improving innovative capabili-
ties. Recommended. Volume II is concerned with theoretical as-
pectives of the creative process. Comprehensive bibliography.
Recommended for advanted reading.

Trachtman,-LeOn'T. "CreatiN*ie people, creative times," Journal of
'Creative Behavior, 9:35-49, First C,Onrter, 1975.

F1easant and informative reading on the reasons why sowe
centuries bring forth more creative thinkers than others. Author
raises more questions than he provides answers.

Z46. Uraneck, William-O. "Creativity into action: a creativity problem
solving course," Journal of Creative Behavior, 8:69-74, 1974.

A description of a program in a business school designed to
improve the creative skills used by executives in problem solving
both as individuals and through working in a group. Recommended
for teachers improving their teaching methodologies.

347. Walkup, Lewis E. "Detecting creativity: same practical approaches,"
Journal of Creative Behavior, 5:88-93, 1971.

Practical recommendations for determining people's potential
capabilities for tackling research and business problems through
an innovative attitude for making positive changes.
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Controls Over One's Behavior is the Key to Desirable Performances

Control in one's personal life is largely thought of as the use of
will power to regulate behavior. To.many it simply means the power of
saying "no" to whatever would cause a person to stray from the chosen path
of a specific direction. Will power is held in some disrepute by certain
psychologists. However, it has a force for adhering to day-to-day sched-
ules and budgets of time and money. It provides a restraint needed for
effective self-management.

All good personal planning involves the adoption of controls. No one
will pursue a course of action without,deviating at times from action plans
leading to intended results. A primary purpose in adopting controls is to
reduce weaknesses and errors in one's conduct and to rectify and prevent
their recurrence. They should also provide a form of measuring one's pro-
gress towards the achievement of objectives. These measuring devices should
be based upon realistic standards of performance which you are capable of
meeting. Action plans are muscle-stretching and challenging. Standards
of performance should accordingly determine one's-petentialS or 'the level
of results to be achieved.

Controls should be built into one's specific objectiVes. Many con-
trols do not work for people because very few keep a,record of deviation's
from their action plans, programs, or projects which'are carried out for
the achievement of objectives. Ibis information, if recorded,.1provides
you with a feedback which tells you hoW you are progressing towards a Cer-
tain result which you want to.accomplish. Centrolling is a sub-i.unction
of the planning process. It monitors your behavior to make results haPpen
as desired.

348. Albano, Charles. "Transactional analysis on the job; part I.: How
we're programmed," Supervisory Managementi 19:2-12,:January, 1974.

part II of this article appears in:February:issue., The au-
thor stresses the role of TA inanalyzing human behavior.in Self-
management apppcation. FOr 'those not familiar with TA., these:
articles pifpvidan excellent introduction.-

349. Burger, Chester. WHow to manage idemon time',"laublic.Relations
Journal, 31:16-18, June, 1975.

money":is thesis of article. Author offers four
rules for maximizing benefits to pe derived from heavy Work
loads'and hectic schedules. RecoMmended reading as a control
over one's use of time.

350. Carlson, Gary B. "A human systems approach to coping with future
shock," Personnel Journal, 53:618-622, August, 1974.

Rapid changes about us Often lead to confusion and conflict,
in values. These in turn are reflected in behavior and attitudes.
Motivational techniques are described which are needed in organi7,
zational development.
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351. "A five year plan
131, February

Discusses
planning with
Short, simple
Magazine.

351-358

for managing your money," Readers Digest., 104:128-
, 1974.

budgeting in terms of both short and long-range
charts supporting objective setting and strategies.
and to the point. Condensed from the Keplinger

352. Heywood, James D. "Manage your time by managing your activities,"
Supervisory Management, 19:3-8, May, 1974.

EXcellent description of controls and steps to be taken to
increase results from action plans adopted to achieve objectives.
Recommended not only for reading but also for use of time-manage-
ment chart.

353. Khnfer, Frederick H., and Nail Karoly. "Self-control: a behavioris-
tic excussion into the lion's den," Behavior Therapy, 3:398-416,
July, 1972.

A discussion of divergent views of man as related to his con-
cept of "self" and a review of the variables which control one's
behavior. Recommended reading.

354. Kay, William. -Moral education. Hamden, Conn.: Lihnet BdOk, 1975:
379 pp.

One's moral code is an effective control for carrying out
action plans and regulating one's personal behavior. Author re-
views various causes for adopting a moral philosophy as contri-
buted by the home, society, and the school.

355. Tegemann, John Kord. "Self fulfilling prophecy -- a key to success,"
Readers Digest, 94:80-83, February, 1969.

The thesis "I am what I think you think I am" provides a
self-fulfilling control which enables one to perform as he be-
lieves others expect him to perform. "Treat people as if they

------were-what-they-ought-to-be-and-you-help-them-tobecome-what they
are capable of being," Goethe.

_

356. Lakein, Alan. "The ABC'sof saving time," Readers Digest, 106:67-69,
April, 1975.

A control technique is described for budgeting time and set-
ting priorities on its use which will increase acoomplishments.

357. Luce', Gay, and Erik Ppper. "Mind oVer body, mind over mind,". New
York Times Magazine, 34-35, SepteMbei' 12, 1971.

Article describes much discusSed subject of biofeedback.
Same scientists teach that the body's internal workings may be
controlled by the mind resulting in relieving ulcers, hyperten-
sion, and mental stress.

358. Luthans, Fred, and William E. Reif. "Job enrichment:, long on theory
short on practice," Organizational 'Dynamics, 2:30-49, Spring, 1974.

Job enrichment is regarded as still being in experimental
';tages with few companies actually practicing it. Reason is the
lag between theory and practice. Job enrichment may be both mo-
tivational as well as a control.
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359. Main, Jeremy.: "Bring your budget back to earth,""Readers Digest,
105:147-150, August, 1974.

Waditional advice on personal finances in face of difficult
and.current inflation. :Budgeting is disCUsses in terms of to-
day's monetary situation. Condensed from Abney, May, 1974.

360. Margiloff, Irwin B. "Making every Minute count," Administrative
Management, 33:60, January, 1972.

Short article of five rules for establishing routines for
complex jobS through setting intermediate goals so'that work
may be measured and one's work paced.

361. Mehrabian, Albert. "Significance of posture and position in the com-
munication of attitudes and status relationshsip," Psychological
Bulletin, 71:359-372, May, 1969.

A scholarly discussion of body language and non-verbal com-
munication postures which effec: ,ytatus relationships between
communicators and addmssers. Heavily referenced.

362. O'Donovan, Denis, and T. Gale Thompson. "Control, freedom, and sci-
ence," Journal of Humanistic Psychology, 2:70-81, Fall, 1962.

Documented study on the restricted psychOlOgical control
over human behavior as opposed to freedom of choice theory re-
presented by the two leading theorists, B.F. Skinner and Carl
Roger.

363. Oncken, William, Jr., and Donald L. WasS. "Management time: who's
got the monkey?" Harvard Business Review, 52:75-80, November-
December, 1974.

Although an futicle for managers, the article provides re-
commendations for the effective use of discretionary and self7
imposed time. "Get control over the timing and content of what
you do."
,

364. Prewitt, Kenneth. "From the many are chosen the:few," American Be-
havioral Scientist, 13:169-187, November-December, 1969.

Article reviews controls established in the:political system
from the highest to the lowest status'citizens. Author questions
the processes by which leaders in government establish controls
over a country.

365 Rotter, Julian B. "EXternal control and internal control," Psychology
Tbday, 5:37-42, June, 1971.

Author argues that manY young adults, believing that they
cannot change the world, feel powerless and become alienated.
Their feelings of hostility and resentment are causes of many
critical social problems.

366. Schein, Edgar H. "How 'career anchors' hold executives to their
career paths," Personnel, 52:11-24, May-June, 1975.

Motivation/attitudinal value syndromes are regarded as con-
trol factors which would be recognized and used in decision-mak-
ing after entering a carecn: field. They provide stability for
advancement and are consiaured as valuable employee qualities.
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367. Selye, Hans. Stress without distress. Philadelphia, Pa.: J.B.
Lippincott, 1975. 171 pp.

Author professes altruistic egotism aimed at deliberately
helping others in order to gain their goodwill and trust for
your own good. Recommends practical ways to increase productiv-
ity and overcome feelings of inferiority.

368. Shirley, Robert C. "Values in decision making: their origin and
effects," Managerial Planning, 23:1-5, January-February, 1975.

Author provides description of Spranger's six major kinds of
value orientations which affect not only business operations
but may have impacts on the conduct'of one's personal life. Em-
phasizes need of resolving conflicting values.

369. Smith, Manuel J. When I say no, I feel guilty. New York: Dial Press,
1975. 302 pp.

The book, supported by case studies in dialogue, aims at
improving assertiveness in people through 'cannunications, self-
control, and effective people relationships. Recommended reading.

370 S7asz, Thomas. "Our despotic laws,destroy the right to self.control,"
Psychology Today, 8:19-24, December, 1974.

Presents a frequently heard argument that individuals should
be free to control their own behavior so long as they do not
harm anyone else. Reader may not agree 'With author but his case

well presented on a broad range of subjects.

371. Thomas, Lawrence G. "A model for making and testing value judge-
ments," National Society for the Study of Education Yearboqk
1971, part I, 239-257.

Essay on the problems of value determinatioo and evaluation
which is one of a series of articles on the social sciences.

Academic in approach, it does not offer any novel approach in the_ _ _ _
way of a model which it promises.

372. Wilson, Robert Anton. "Where there's a will, there's a way to rein-
force it," Today's Health, 51:10-11, March, 1973.

A description of several selfcontrol techniques which have
been found effective in changing one's behavior. Particularly
emphasized are habits which the person wishes to change posi-
tively and permanently.
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1 6

Moving Into and Up on the Job

Well planned and executed job search strategies will result in ern-
ployment. The new job holder, with a post-secondary education and pro-
bably some specialized training, may anticipate same difficulties of ad-
justing to job tasks and responsibilities. Work may appear unrelated to
the education he has received. Transition from college to the job may be
only characterized by a satisfaCtion that one has been able to obtain work.
Job performance satisfactions may not begin to surface until six to twelve
months after the new jobholder begins to assume the colorations and behav-
ioral patterns of the company employing him.

During the first months or even a year of employment, the new job-
holder is effectively on probation. He goes through a trial period when
he is being evaluated as to being able to meet the performance standards
of the employer to his behavior titting.into the personality characteris-
tics of the company. In well organized companies, the new emploYee will
be sUpervised and advised of his progress and,howwell_he_is_adjusting to
his work from periodic evaluation reports jointly prepared by his superior
and himself.

Companies in hiring individuals with post-secondary:education recog-
nizes that these individuals have made an investment in their education;
They are also willing to make further investments in their training if the
new employee demonstrates the qualities they hired him for and if he has
promise Of becoming a permanent part of the organization. Specialists in
organizatiOnal development will appraise new employees to determine their
particular potentials, plan programs for their.exposure to various business
operations, and layout career pail's for the individual's advancement.

373. Breitmayer, W.F. "How to recruit executives for your coM.Pany, Ad7
ministrative Management, 31:18720, February, 1970.

Thirteen steps.for recruiting management personal applicable
to.all career fields. Provides useful information to those en-
tering the job market although primarily written for personnel
managers.

374. Brewer, Jack, et.al. "A new dimension in employee development: .a
system for career planning & guidarce," Personnel Journal-, -54:
228-231, April, 1975.

Career development is recognized as needed by adults for
their continual growth needs. A suggested program for career
planning is proposed together with a self-guided career planning
manual.

375. D'Aprix, Roger M. Struggle for identity: the silent revolution
against corporate.conformity. Homewood, Ill.: Dow-Jones Irwin,
Inc., 1972. 193 pp.

Author contends that a silent revolution is going on within
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corporations which will enable technocrats to make demands on
management no less than the industrial trade unions. A thought
provoking book on requirements for a new management style.

376. Dore, Russell, and Merle Meacham. "Self-concept and interests re-
lated to job'satisfaction of managers," Personnel Psychology,
26:49-59, Spring, 1973.

Three hypotheses related to Super's self-concept theory of
vocational adjustment and one to Strong's vocational-interest
theory supported by tests for predicting job satisfactions.

377. Drossel, Margaret. "How Syntax helps its professionals plan their
careers," Management Review, 63:55-56, October, 1974.

Brief description of Syntax's Career Development Center and
its programs to help managers set goals in eight critical areas
for effective performance. Both the programs and followi-up--
techniques will be of interest to personnel managers and superr.
visory management.

378. Fyffe, Don. "What's your promotion potential,"
ment, 16:33-36, February, 1971.

Tb measure one's promotability.(v. yardstick for evaluating
employees) five classifications of Managers and the characteris-"
tics of each group are described. Condensed from Bell Telephone
Magazine

379. Gleason, Richard D. "Planning the way to the top," Business Hori-
zons, 14:60-62, June, 1971.

General plans on how to get to the top in one's work field
, are reviewed with emphasis bejng placed on the importance of

realistic goal-setting.

Supervisory Manage- :

380. Haldane, Bernard. Career satisfaction and success. New Ybrk: Ameri
---can Management7Association,-I974:I94

Author stresses his process of System to Identify Motivated
-Skills (SIMI5), This technique is aimed at determdning one's
real Strengthnot,only what you can do but the:things you r0
.good at and really,like tO:do -or work on. Understanding one's
motivations, according to the author, leads one to set achieVable
career goals. EMphasis is placed,upon mid-career change and a&i
vancenent on the job.'"

381. Helfrich, Margaret L., and Barbara J. Tootle. "The executive's
wife: a factor in promotion; what corporations look for,"
Business Horizons, 15:89-95, August, 1972.

The role of the executive's wife in career planning is de-
scribed. Recommendations are suggested on what she can do to.
become an "asset" to her husband.

382. Heming, D.A. "What the organization chart doesn't show," Supervi-
sory Management, 18:15720, May, 1973.

Through use of case studies, three basic forms of organiZa-
tional charts are analyzed. Article also includes a list of 19
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reasons why people, "channel jump" or ignore lines of authority.

383. Holloman, Charles R. "Mental health on the job: whose responsibil-
ity," Business Horizons, 16:73-80, October, 1973.

Mental illness is a problem in the world of work. The arti-

cle reviews how management can cope with employee's attitudes
and productivity losses associated with emotional and other

problems.

384. Johnson, Gary R. "Conformdty vs. non-conformity: are you caught in

the middle?" Supervisory Management, 18:27-30, February, 1973.
Sociological patterns changeover periods of time with spe-

cific groups. Non-conformity has been characteristic of young
people. Work supervisors and attitudes of employers frequently
influence employee's behavior and their productivity.

385. Jolson, Marvin A., and Martin J. Gannon. '"Wives -- a critical ele-

ment in career decisions," Business Horizons, 15:83-88,, February,
1972.

The American businessman's wife is observed as critically
shaping the family ethiC and husband's decisions. Suggestion
offered to minimize,husband/wife conflicts and assist in hus-
band's career developtent.

386. Kuhn, David G., John W. Slocum, and Richard B. Chase. "Does job

performance affect employee'satisfaction," Personnel Journal,
50:455-485, June, 1971. .

itudy examines Maslow's theory,of motivation and the rela-
tionship between performance and job satisfaction. Describes
close relationship between performances and incentive pay.

387. Lawler, Edv.ard E., and J. Richard'Hackman. "Corporate pto-Uts and

employee satisfaction: must they be in conflict," C.clifornia
Management Review, 14:46-55, Fall, 1971.

The relationship between job satisfaction and corporate pro4
fits is studied to see if they must be in conflict or if they
are not really reconcilable when employees are fitted into theirs

jobs.

388. Lorsch, Jay W., and Louis B. Barnes. Managers and their careers,

cases and rm1111.0. Homewood, Ill.: The Dorsey Press, 1972.

277 pp.
A behavioristic approach to the problems of career develop-

ment and dilemmas caused by occupational and corporate stresses,
changes, challenges, and pressures. Cases are fictional but
true to the facts of the world of work. Limited readings and

references support the case studies. The book is intended for
individuals in process of mid-career changes.

389. "Managers: more mc,Te to the top," Administrative Management, 35:24-

25, January, 1974.
EmPhasizes the need for managers to improve their decision-

making skills to optimally utilize the resources of people.
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Although a degree isn't necessary, it will be,difficult to ad-
vance in professional fields without one.

390. Mansfield, Roger. "The initiation of graduates in industry," Human
Relations, 25:77-86, 1972. .

The initial period of an employee on a now job is viewed as
a personal identity stress situation. Several ways to make the
transition into work less difficult are suggested.

391. Miller, Harold A. "1,300 presidents and vice-presidents who made
it," Business Management, 36:22-23, June, 1969.

Provides answers on questions as to where presidents and
vice-presidents of 1,300 corporations have come from and describes
some of their characteristics for becoming successful.

392. Schubert, Richard F. "We need a rite of passage between school and
work," Occupational Outlook Quarterly, 19:31-34, Summer, 1975.

Transition from school to work is a major task facing every
graduate. Author provides an optimistic outlook on the future
which characterizes most writings and speakers in government
positions.

393. Senger, John. "Manager's perceptions of subordinate's competence
as a function of personal value orientation;" Academy of Manage-
ment Journal, 14:415-423, December, 1971.

Supervisors ranked their subordinates in competences after
making an analysis of their value systems. Subordinates values
were found to be similar to their supervising managers.

394. Sheppard, Thomac "Working your way up through the groan, the wolf-
pack, and the dog and the lanp-post," Management Review, 11:30-
32, November, 1972.

Rules recommended in foreign policy applied to executive
climbing up the corporate ladder. For example, "never get be-
tween the dog and the lamp-post."

395. Strauss, George, and Peter Henle. "Worker dissatisfaction: a look
at the causes and economic effects," Monthly Labor Review, 97:
57-58, June, 1974.

Excerpts from two papers presentt-d at a conference on "The
Changing World of Work"; one deals with the effect of worker
dissatisfaction, theoother with their economic effects.

396. Wittreich, Warren J., and Johu B. Miner. 'People: the most mis-
managed asset," Business Horizons, 14:69-77, April, 1971,

Ways to-betterjranage people more effectively using modern
psychological tools. _Article reviews several ways of making
more effective "people decisions."

397. Zeira, Yoram. "Introduction to on-the-job management development,"
Personnel Journal, 52:1049-1055, December, 1973.

Rationale and advantages of on-the-job training are discuss-
ed with emphasis on techniques of coaching new employees by their
superv±sors.
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17

Making .Mid-Career Job Changes

An average person will make a number of job changes during his life-
time. These range from three to seven or an many as nine. Some of these
changes may represent advancements within the same company, organization,,
or government agency. Cthers will consist of lateral movements from com-
pany to coMpany or from one occupational field to anOther. These job
changes lack certain employment advantages including the building up of
pensions, insurance, and other promotional advantages whiCh.are intended
to reduce turnover. Job changes frequently result in:some sort of accumu-
lated benefits.

Job changes made voluntarily should be planned from a position of
strength. During periods of recession many companies cut back their work
forces. Loss of jobs under these conditions burden individuals seeking a
new job. Implications for many personnel managers are that unemployed suf-
fer shortcomings in their particular work specializations. Otherwise they
would not have lost their positions. It is always more difficult to obtain
work when a person is unemployed.

Mid-career changes should only be made after carefully, planning and
carefully.going through the steps of a personal planning process. Insofar
as possible a job change should be made while a person is still employed.
A higher salary is only one reason for makinga mid-eareer change. It is -
not always the most important. Job satisfactions, family considerations
and happiness are factors which should be given greater weight in a deci-
sion to make ajob change than simply a higher income. Work represents an
important phase in the self-actualization process. Mbst mid---career changes
are fortunately mad&tO obtain better job satisfactions and nonwork re-
lated happiness.

398. Anderson, Stephen D. "Planning for career growth," Personnel Journal,
52:357-362, May, 1973.

Background reading embodying most-principles required for
objective setting whether for life or career plans. Oriented
largely to people after they have entered an occupation and
seeking advancement.

399. Barlow, Melvin L. "Just try
cation, 4:8-9, December,

A plea for realistic
to know their abilities,
tional opportunities, in

to find a job without it," American Edu-
1976-January, 1968.
vocational programs to prepare students
potentials, and become aware of occupa-
other than professional fields.

400. Baler, Charlotte. "Loneliness in maturity," Journal of Humanistic
Psychology, 9:167-181, Spring, 1969.

An in-depth essay trenting "normal" as distinguished from
"neurotic" loneliness as related to man's identity, image, and

values. Thought provoking and recommended reading.
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401. Collins, Donald C., and Robert R. Raubolt. "A study of employee re-
sistance to job enrichment," Personnel Journal, 54:232-235,
April, 1975.

An empirical study of the relationships between employees'
social backgrounds, job characteristics, education, and their
degrees of resistance to change in forms of job enrichment.

402. Eressel, Wayne A. "Coping mith executive mobility," Business Hori-
zons, 13:53-58, August, 1970.

A study of several ways in which management can minimize
losses caused by executive job-changing. Suggests means for
keeping qualified individuals for organizational building.

403. Driskill, Thomas M., and Dean C. Dauw. "ExecUtive mdd-career job
change," Personnel Journal, 54:562-564, November, 1975.

Authors present a profile of the typical executive mid-career
changer, together with a look at motivational factors: volun-
tary and involuntary. Reasons for change are tabulated. Good
references.

404. Dunnette, Marvin, D., Richard D. Arvey, and Paul A. Barnes. "Why
do they leave?" Personnel, 50:25-38, May-June, 1973.

Empirically based study of college graduates as to mnjor
causes for job changes. The most as well as the least important
features of work are analyzed in seeking change in emplc4.ment.
Recommended reading.

405. Glueck, William F. "Easing the trauma of executive transfer," Busi-
ness Horizons, 12:23-28, December, 1969.

Focuses on motives, socio-economic factors, benefits and
problems of executive transfers. Suggests a voluntary policy
for relocation of employees,as one solution. .

406. Glueck, William F. "Managers, mobility, and morale," Business Hori-
zons, 17:65-70, December, 1974.

A study on job mobility and how American managers and their
dependents have adjusted to frequent transfers. Stresses psy-
chological costs to wife and family.

407. "Gbt an itch to change jobs?" Changing Times, 21:31-32, February, 1967.
Series of questionS for analyzing new job situations and fea-

sibility of making a job change. Questions.focus r:Tonal likes,
dislikes, and past achievements for a proposed job situation..

408. Grossman, Lee. "HOw to think like a company president," Business
Management, 39:37-38, October, 1970.

If more umnagers had a "presidential perspective" they would
become more inVolved in.effective dedision-making and committed
to Corporate improvements.

409. "How America lives (mid-career change), Ladies Home journal, 89:76,
September, 1972.

Short actual account of a mid-career change from a white-
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collar to blue-collar job. Happiness was key to successful shift
in occupations.

410. Ktemple, Robert J., and Cbleman Colla. "Guidelines far executive job
changes," Personnel Journal, 54:29-31, January, 1975.

"Job value factors" analysis for executives considering a job
change weighs considerations in four areas: personal, financial,
personal growth and company goals. Better decisions are likely
to result from job analysis as outlined in article.

411. MCNUlty, Louise A. "Job enrichment: how to make it work," Super-
visory Management, 18:7-15, Septerober, 1973.

A practical plan to put j07. ..*Jhment to work. Action
plans provide step-by-step pro, for its applications in
lateral and vertical task relateci performances.

412. Mayhew, B.A. "Standard of living & the life cycle concept," Pei:sun-
nel Journal, 52:27-30, January, 1973,

Limited to North American society, the fife cycle as related
to income and expenses, is described with socioeconomic implica-
tions for mid-career and retirement changes.

413. Orth; Charles, "Hbi, to survive the mid-career crisis,"
Business Horizons,17:11-18, October, 1974.

Explores factors leading to mid-career crisis. A four-step
process from situational/self analysis to career 'planning is of-
fered-both the professional involved and his manager.

414. Parsons, George E., and James V. Wigtil. "Occupational mobility as
measured by Holland's theory of career selection," Journal of
Vocational Behavior, 5:321-330, DeceMber, 1974.

Study investigates relationship between stability in per-
sonality, job changes, and types of jobs available for various
personality types making a mid-career change.

415. Penzer, William N. "Managers who don't grow up," Management Review,
62:2-16, January, 1973.

An examination of dysfunctional behaviors found in business
that contribute to waste, inefficiency, and loss of position.
Recommended reading.

416. Reif, William E., David N. Ferrazzi, and Robert J. Evans, Jr. l'Job

enrichment: who uses it and why," Business Horizons, 17:73-78,
February, 1974.

-Nat only summarizes advantages of job-enrichment but analyzes
difficulties in making-it work. Several tahles show its benefits -
and limitations.

417. Rhodes, Milton. "Career switch? How to get started quickly in the
new position," Personnel Journal, 51:684-687, September, 1972.

Eight points are recommended for making the crisis of a mid-
career change a smoother transition. Includes suggestions for
those entering the job market for the 'first time.
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418. Robinson, John F. "Job enrichment: what it is," Supervisory Manage-
ment, 18:2-6, September, 1973.

Suggests ways to make a job more rewarding by increasing em-
Ployees' responsibilities. Includes questions and answers on
job-enrichment and how it works.

419. Ropt,'William,E. "The ten commandments of upper level recruiting,"
Administrative Mhnagement, 34:61-62, September, 1973.

A professional recruiter examines ten basic commandments for
recruiting executives. Informative for both personnel officers
and applicants for employment.

420. Rosen, Dan. "Bow-and how not-to change jobs," Dun's, 101:107-108,
March, 1973.

Pinpcdnts four to six major factors which sbould be analyzed
before an executive makes a decisior to change jobs.

421. Saunders, Dero A. "Executive discontent," Fbrtune, 54:154-156,
Cctober, 1956.

A study of the executive mid-career years analyzing business,
home, and environmental factors wbich lead to various dissatis-
factions. Five suggestions are given for handling these disoon-
tentments. They are applicable to others than in business.,

422. Schappe, Robert H. "Thenty-two arguments against job er ,chment,"
Personnel Journal, 53:116-123, February, 1974.

An enumeration and discussion of common arguments offered by
management and labor againSt job enrichment through the process
of organi7ational change.

423. Scott, Richard D. "Job enlargement -- the key to increasing job
satisfaction?" Personnel Journal, 52:313-317, April, 1973.

A theoretical discussion of worker motivation and job satis-
faction resulting in improved employee performances. CUltural
backgrounds of employees play a major role in the ways they will
react to job enlargement proposals by employers.

424. Stewart, Nathaniel. "lbw to help ypur_boss get back on the ball,"
Supervisory Management, 19:9-19, May, 1974.

Based on AgACOM bcY.7)k, Help your boss and help yourself.
Recommended reading for everyone. Practioql and down-to-earth
treatment of superior-shbordinate relationships, symptoms of
stress and techniques for improving outputs from both.
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Sources of Information on Occupations and Career Fields

An essential part of effective 'personal planning is building up an in-
formation bank on selected occupations. Those will initially be those you
have become familiar with because of friends, or parents employed in them,
your having worked in certain jobs yourself, or information abour career
fields acquired from friends or individuals whom you admire.

There are three ways to become acquainted with and selecting an oc-
cupational field for which you can qualify: (a) Reading and compiltng
written data on occupations described in current literature; (b) Inter-
viewing people working in various occupations as to c.:-..ri.ditions and re-
quirements for employment in their job fields; and (c) Obtaining a part or
full time work in a job field of interest to you. This will enable you to
obtain insights and knowledge required for making an intelligent decision
as to a choice and entry into a particular occupational field.

In reading and collecting information on occupations, significant
data on a particular job requirement, earnings, nuMber employed, annual
openings, rate of turnover and retirements, unionization, certification
or licensing, employers and persons to contact, etc., should be summarized
in written form.

Initially your collection of occupational information will possibly
be haphazard and not too systematic. You will probably start with read-
ings about,occupations from various series of books or pamphlets about .
jobs available from several publishers, associations, or agencies. These
general books may describe more than one occupational field or concentrate

a'broader career7area. As your readings and collection of background
I.lormation on specific work fields increase, you should move toward cur-
rent articles on employment requirements and data which will give you more
detailed_facts. This information maybe obtained from the trade press or
associations concentrating on a particular cluster of jobs, and career
fields within a particular trade, agribusiness, general business or ser-
vice-area. Generally-thiS information will be current and relevant to de-
cisions you will make on options under consideration for pursuing your
career development.

Let your search for a career begin in your library or in interviewing
people in work fields of interest to you. Your library should have various
books and references which will provide you with the data and descriptive
materials for building your information bank-on-work fields you wish to
explore. These will consist of:

Books on more than one occupation.

Series of reference books on various occupations.

Articles from periodicals on specific job fields, occupations, or
career fields.
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500506

Books on More Than One Oocuption

500. Duckat, Walter. A guide to professional careers. New York: Julian
Messner. 1970, 285 pp.

Eighty career Fields requiring post-secondary education are
detailed as to duties, outlook, training and educational require-
ments. Work with Federal government, based on college majors,
is included.

501. Forrester, Gertrude. Cccu ational literature: an annotated biblio.-;
graphy. Beonx, N.Y.:. H.W. Wilson Company. 1971. 619 pp.

Outstanding bibliography of, publications and sources of in-
formation on all aspects of occupational information. Invaluable
tool for counselors and essential library xeference.

502. Hbpke, William E., ed.. Encyclopedia of careers and vocational guid-
_ ance. Chicago, Ill.: J.G. Ferguson CO. 1967. 1500 pp.

Vblume I is designed for carper planning, setting goals, in-
terpreting test data, finding a job,and.description of occupa-
tions by leadersim their fields. Vblume II describes nature
and qualifications for jobs.

503. Hughes, Everett C., et.al. Education for the profeSsions of. medi-
cine, law, theology, and social welfare. New York: McGraw-Hill.
1973. 273 pp.

Collection of scholarly essays on educational.profiles of
four professions from their historical as well as present socio..-,
logical roles. Standards for educational preparation and the
professionalism of the Occupational groups in sociefy are also
examined from a philosophical veiWpoint. Selected groups_of re-,
ferences are included for further readings.

504. Mbore, Mary Furlong. aCreerIdeflor_yjt_g_inpole. Garden City,- ---
New York: Doubleday and Company. 1963. 262 pp.

An older but reliable guide on vurious job descriptions in
the professions, arts, sciences, and business. Job requiremeztts
and opportunities for advancement described by earning scales
need updating.

505. Peterson, Clarence C. Career§ for college graduates. New Ybrk:
Barnes and Nbble, Inc. 1968. 334 pp.

First part of book is devoted to planning for a career and
entry into the job market. Eighty-two kinds of work described.
Lists recommended readings.

506. Rossi, Alice S:,-And-Ann Calderwbod. Academic women on the move.
New York: Russell Sage Fbundation. : 1973. 560 pp.

A systematic study of the position of women:in:higher edu-
cation. The three parts of the book of eSsays treat of the re-
cruitment, training and employment of women:on the contemporary
academic Scene, and their actiOns towards change. Scholarly,
factual, and supported with extensive bibliographies.



507-512

U.S. *Mil Service Commission. Federal career directory: a guide
for college students. Washington, D.C.: Government.Printing
Office. 1968. 87 pp.

Ninety-two jobs are summarized as .to nature of.work and
qualifications required to apply for Federal work.. .job descrip-
tions are indexed by position, title, and major fields of col-
lege stuides.

508. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Fqrned degrees
conferred: bachelor's and higher degrees. Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office. 1968. 289 pp.

Degrees earned data are reported for 200 major fields of
study in over 1500 colleges by type of institutioncand region.
Trend lines are established for graduates entering employment.
Publication needs updating.

509. U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of EMployment Security. Health
careers guidebook. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office.
1965. 204 pp.

Over 100 health occupations are described as to educational
or special training requirements. Thirty-two career fields are
treated in greater detail as to qaulifications for entry and
advancement.

510. U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Occupational
outlook for college graduates. Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office. 1974. 258 pp.

Brief descriptions of over 200-jobsrequiring a college back-
ground. EMployment opportunities through 70'5 together with edu-
cational requirements, earnings, and area§ for employment make,
it a valuable reference for college students:

511. U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Occupational
outlook handbook. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office.
1974. 859 pp.

Most current and reliable reference on over 700 occupations
and thirty major industries as, to professional opportunities,
skilled-trades and various clerical, service and sales jobs.
Trends, earnings, and working conditions are described:for vari-
ous fields of work.

512. U.S. Department of Labor. EMployment Service. Dictionary of occu-
pational titles,-(DOT . Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office. 1965 and 1968. 1901 pp.

TWo revised volumes of 1456 pages and two supplements of
436 pages code and define over 35,000 job titles. The supple-
ments destribe worker-traits 'fdr Various-job" fields -and the
grouping of comparable job fields; Although very impressive in
its collection of information, the bar is not popular with the
majority of students as a reference work.
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513-520

513. U.S. Department of Labor. Women's Bureau. Job horizons for college
women. (Bulletin 288). Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office. 1967. 91 pp.

Brief descriptions of 32 career fields of particular interest
to women. Provides good overall description of work fields
which may be investigated by recommended readings following job
briefs. Cont.inuing education programs are recommended for many
of the occupations.

Series On Various Occupations

514. B'nai B'rith occupational brief series, B'nai Brith Vocational Ser-
vice, 1640 RhOde Island Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

The service has issued over 65 .illustrated descriptions of
various career fields. Briefs vary from four to eighteen pages.
Majority are revised and updated. Oriented to professions and
Jewish service'.

515: Career briefs, Careers, Inc., Box 135, Largo, Florida 33540.
TWo hundred titles are included in this series on occupations

and jobs. Each work field is described in eight pages. They are
particularly recommended for senior high school students.

516. Careers for tomorrow series; Henry Z. WalCk, Inc., 19 Union &Imre
West, New York, N.Y. 10003.

TWentp-five books, written by experts in each field, prOVide
factual data on professional occupations of interest to college
students. Illustrated. Popular reference source for students.

517. Careers in depth series, Richard Rosen Press, 29 East 21st Street,
New York, N.Y. 10010.

Ninety-three fairly well updated books which describe career
fields with emphasis on the individual's interests and qualifi-
cations to be successful in them. Limited illustrations. Self-
evaluation tests are part of the books.

518. Career pamphlets, Veterans Administration, Publications Department,
Arlington, Virginia 22206.

Thirteen pamphlets, many With emphasis upon rehabilitation
training, provide background information on work fields of in-
terest to all mature young adults. Several pamphlets written
particularly for veterans.

519. Chronicle occupational brief service, Chronicle Guidance Publica-
tions, Inc., Moravia, N.Y. 13118.

Total nuMber of briefs contain information on almost 400
different jobs and occupational fields. Well edited but many
briefs need updating. Recommended for high sohool senior and
junior college Students.

520. DUtton books on careers, E.P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 201-Park
Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003.

Detailed information on occupational fields of particular
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521-526

value to anyone making a serious choice on a career field; Il-

lustrated. Especially recommended although series contains
only twenty-four professions.

521. Maamillan career books, Macmillan Company, 866 Third Avenue, NeW
York, N.Y. 10022.

Although consisting of only ten professional fields, the
series consist of about 200 pages each on the professions of
architect, career diplomat, journalist, lawyer, minister, nurse,
physician, professor, scientist and social worker. Although re-
quiring updating, they are recommended.

522. Mademoiselle college and career reprints, Alumnae Adviy Center,
Inc., 541 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.

One hundred and two articles with statistics and charts have
been especially written for women and originally printed in Made-
moiselle. Largely aimed at women living in New York City, they
will be stimulating for all women professionals with college
backgrounds.

523. Messner career books, Julian Messner, 1 West 39th Street, New York,
N.Y. 10018.

The thirty-five books in this series comprehensively describe
post-secondary educational and other requirements in each of their
respective fields. Well illustrated. Bibliographies.

524. The vocational guidance series, Rochester Institute of Technology,
65 Plymouth Avenue, South Rochester, N.Y. 14608.

Ten pamphlets written for students interested in obtaining
technical education in two- and four-year post-secondary insti-
tutions. Although limited in number, the pamphlets provide
abundant information.

525. Sextant series for exploring your future, Sextant SyStems, Inc.,
3048 North 34th Street, "ilwahkee, Wisconsin 53210.

Sixteen books with describing around 80 job fields.
'Personal Profiline teounique helps individuals determine
points of entry and career ladders for advancement.

526. VJcational guidance manuals, Universal Ptblishing and Distributing
Corporation, 235 East 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.

Each of the fifty manuals'on different occupational fields
consists of approximately 120 pages. Various occupations are
broken down into various job fields with data on various work

1 8 7
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527-536

Articles From Periodicals on Jobs, Occupations, or Career Fields

The follming lists of references is only partial. Occupational ar-
ticles forindividuals with two, four, or more years of post-secondary-
educational training should also be searched out, reference cited, and in-
Cluded in your personal notes.-61 life/career planning. The folloAdng col-
lection of references will help you get started. This is not intended to
be a comprehensive list of all available reference materials or sources
for career information selected for each of the occupational fields listed
alphabetically. Older articles have been includcd for descriptive infor-
mation although certain elements, as salary fig s, may no longer ac-
curate. Associations are listed to whom you may write fbr additioil in-
formation.

AMOUNTANT/AUDITOR

527. Anderson, A. "Bookkeeping and accounting," Business Education Fbrum,
28:36-42, October, 1973.

528. Beeson, Lynda J. "An accounting internship in industry," Management
Accounting, 56:59-61, March, 1975.

529. ambers, Andrew. "Education and training for the internal audit,"
Accountant's Digest, 39:73-74, SepteMber, 1973.

530. McFarlan, F.W. "Management audit of the EDP department," Harvard
Business Review, 51:131-142, May-June, 1973.

531. National Association of Accountants (NAA), 919 Third Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10022.

532. Porter, W. Thomas, Jr. "Growth of the CPA profession," California
CPA Qmarterly, 42:28-36, December, 1974.

533. Watson, Charles H. "The accountant in education," Accountant's Di-
gest, 39:21-22, SepteMber, 1973.

ACTORS/ACRESS, see ENTERTAI

ACTUARY

534. Bussewitz, Walter. "Exciting, rewarding actuarial career is described
to black math students," National Underwriter, Life Ed., 76-24-25,
SepteMber 9, 1972.

IAN

535. Society of Actuaries, 208 South laSalle Street, Chicago,
60604.

ADVERTISING

536. Alshul, F., Jr. "Advertising in the life of the journal," Journal
of Chemical Education, 50:808-810, DeceMber, 1973.
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537-549

537. American Association of Advertising Agencies, 200 Park Avenue, New

York, N.Y. 10017.

AEROSPACE

538. "Aerospace employment outlook mixed," hviation Weekly, 99:25-26,
October 15; 1973.

539. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1290 Ave-
nue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019.

AGRIBUSINESS

American Society of Agronomy, 677 South Segoe Road, Madison, Wis-
consin 53711.

5,;.1. American Society of Horticultural Science, 914 Main Street, P.O. Box
109, St. Joseph, Michigan 49085.

542. Goldberg, Ray A. "U.S. breaks Ait of isolation,"- Harvard Business
Review, 53:81-93, May, 1975.

543. "Increasing needs for professional manpower; opportunities in agri-
culture and natural resources," Intellect, 103:76, November, 1974.

54 . McAdams, Christian. "Frank Perdue is chicken," Esquire, 79:113-117,
. April, 1973.

545. Marshall, Patricia. "Mbving up down on the farm'" Manpower, 5:2-8,
May, 1973.

546. National Poultry Producer Federation, 10 Rutgers Place, Trenton,
New Jersey 08618.

AGRONOMIST, see AGRIBUSINESS

AIR CONDITIONING REFRIGERATION/HEATING

547. Refrigeration Service Engineers Society, 2720 DePlaines Avenue, De-
Plaines, Illinois 60018.

548. Toner, J.P. "Careers for the 70's in heating/air conditioning,"
Industrial Education, 63:22-23, May-June, 1974.

AIR FORCE, see ARMED FORCES

AIR TRANSPORTATION, see TRANSPORTATION

ANTHROPOLIGIST

549. American Anthropological Association, 1703 New Hampshire Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009.
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550-563

550. Winner, Dorothy. "Anthropology: vocation or commodity?" Current
Anthropology, 14:547-555, December, 1973.

ARCHAEOLOGIST

551. Archaeological Institute of America, 206 West Broadway, New York,
N.Y. 10013.

ARCHITECT

1

552. American Institute of Building Design, Union.Bank Plaza, Suite 408,
15233 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, California 91403.

553. The Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, Inc., 1735
New York Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20036.

ARME9 FORCES

554. Larson, Will. and G.L. Kaden. "Women with navy wings," All Hands,
pp. 32-3Y, April, 1975.

555. Occupations -- military civilian occupational source.book. Univer-
sal City, Texas: Armed Forces Vbcational Group, 1975.

556. Sterba, J.P. "In the (volunteer) arMy-neow," New Ybrk Times Magazine,
pp. 8-9, June 15, 1975.

557. Stevenson, Gloria. "Women: Uncle Sam wants you," Occutational Out-
look Quarterly, 17:2-9, Winter, 1973.

558. Streeter, Tom. 'Women power in dungurees and in navy blue'," Naval
Aviation Views, pp. 22-24, February, 1974.

559. U.S. Department of Defense. Work in the Navy. Arlington, Virginia:
Navy,Recruiting Command. 1975. 543 pp.

ARTIST

560. American Artists Professional Leagua, 112 East 10th Street, New
York, N.Y. 10003.

561. National Art Education Association, NEA, 1201 16th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

ASTRONOMER

562. American Astronomical Society, 211 Randolph Road, Princeton, N.J.
08540.

, ATHELETIC RELA1ED CCCUPATICNS

563. Blitz; Harold. "The drive to win: careers in professional sports, ,
Occupational Outlook Quarterly, 17:2-21, Summer, 1973.



564-577

564. National Alliance of Athletic Associations,,c/o National Federation
7 South Dearborn Street; Chieigo 60603.

565. "Pro sports" road to riches or dead end?" Manpower, 3:15-21, De-
ceMber, 1971.

ATOMIC GY

566. "Employment grows in atomic energy field," Cccupational Outlook
Quarterly, 15:34-35, Summer, 1971.

567. 'Maylan, M. "Atomic workers," Monthly Labor Review, 95:47-49, Septem-
ber, 1972.

568. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D.C. 20545.

AUTOMOTIVE, see MECHANICAL TRADES

BANIMG

569. American Bankers Association, Bank Personnel Division, 1120 Cbnnec-
ticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

570. Doyle, P.W. "Employee earnings in commercial and savings banks,"
Monthly Labor Review, 98:597-61, May, 1975.

571. Hayes, S. "Investing banking: power structure in flux," Harvard
Business Review, 49:136-152, March-April, 1971.

572. 'What banking is all about," Forbes, 116:59-105, July 1, 1975.

BfOLOGLST

573. American Society of Biological Chemists, 9650 Rockville Pike, Bethes-
da, Md. 20014.

BOTANIST

574. Botanical Society of America, c/o B.F. Palser, Botany Dept., Rutgers
University, New Brunswick, N.J. 08903.

BUILDING OCCUPATIONS, see CONSTRUCTION

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

575. Kiesey, D.T., and E.
CPA's," Journal of Accountancy, 139:48-53, May, 1975.

J. Pavlock. "Trends in management education for

576. Miner, John B. "The
Business Review,

real crunch in managerial manpower," Harvard
51:146-158, November-December, 1973.

577. Minicucci, Rick. "Wha-Cs happened to the-administrative manager's-
job description?" Administrative Management, 36:20-22, March, 1975.
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578-591

578. Perham, J.C. "Scratble for MBA's,"'Eun's, 105:87-88, June, 1975.

579. Stevenson, Gloria. "Working for yourself: what's it like," Occupa-fi
tional Outicok Quarterly, 17:20-30, Spring, 1973.

580. Stull, Rif:hard Allen. "A view of Inanagument, to 1080," Business Writ
zons, 3:5-12, June, 1974.

i_CARTOGRAPHER

581. American Society of Cartographers, P.O. Box 1493, Louisville, Ky.
40201.

582. Bress, D.L. "Computers and cartography," Computers and Automation
and People, 21:25-26, August, 1972.

583. Warfel, W.W. "Pictorial maps," Graphic Arts Monthly, 44:98, Novem-
ber, 1972.

CARTOONIST, see ARTIST

CERAMIC OCCUPATIONS, see CHEMICAL OCCUPATIONS

CHEMICAL OCCUPATIONS

584. American Cerwnic Society, 65 Ceramic Drive, Cblumbus, Ohio 43214.

585. American Chemical Society, 1155 16th Street, N.W.-Washington, D.C.
20036.

586. "Career opportunities in chemistry: chemical business," Chemistry,
47:3-4, November, 1974.

587. "EMployment outlook brighter for chemist," Chemical and Engineering
News, 51:6-9, June, 1973.

588. Mueller, James L. "Ceramic engineers -- supply and demand," Ameri-
can Ceramic Society Bulletin, 54:668-672, July, 1975.

CHIROPRACTOR

589. American Chiropractic Association, 2200 Grand Avenue, Des Moines,
Iowa 50312.

590. "Chiropractors -- healers or quacks," Consumer Report, 40:542-547,
September, 1975.

CITY MANAGER/PLANNER

591. American Institute of Planners, 917 15th Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20005.
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592-606

592. Clark, Donald. "City managers -- professionalism in urban govern-
ment," Cccupational Outlook Quarterly, 15:32-36, Fall, 1971.

593. International City.Nhnagement Association, 1140 Connecticut Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

594. "Job with a future: professional /uturist," Newsweek, 85:83, June
16, 1975.

CIVIL ENGINEER

595. American Conrzson Surveying and Mapping, Wooaward Building, 733
15th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

596. American Society of Civil Engineers, 345 FA9t 47th Street, New York,
N.Y. 10017.

CIVIL SERVICE EMPI IDI

597. Armstrong, A. "Progress in role of women is steady and sure," U.S.
News andWOrld l2tport, 74:66-69, May 14, 1973.

598. "Beefing up the federal jobs program," BUsiness Week, 80, February
24, 1975.

599. Gentz, Susan. "Career opportunities in the postal service,"_Occupa7
tional Outlook Quarterly, 16:2-9, Winter, 1972.

600. Kasunic, Kevin. "They fill the skyways," Occupational Outlook Quar-
terly, 15:22-23, Spring,_

601. Kling, Joyce. "The gatekeeper," Occupational Outlook Quarterly, 15:
16-23, Fall, 1971.

602. "Pay for federal workers -- too much or too little?" U.S. News and
World Report, 79:70-71, August 25, 19q5.

CLERGY AND RELIGIOUS VOCATICNS

603. Johnson, P.E. "New light on a Christian vocation," Christian Voca-
tion, 91:174, February 13, 1974.

604. Maher, M. "What's happening to religious vocations?" Momentum, 6:
436 446, February, 1975.

CLOTHES.DESIGNER

605. "Career apparel seeks growth
World, 176:35, March 19,

606. "FsIrning growth accelerating
138:18, July 26, 1972.

in new types of markets," Industrial
1973.

for Oxford industries,".Financial World,
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607-622

607. International Association of Clothing Designers, 12 South 12th Street,
Room 1512, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107.

COAST GUARD, see ARMED FORCES

CO D E/UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION AND TEACHING

608. American Association of University Proressors, 1 Dupont Circle, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

609. joesting, Joan. "Wbmen in academe," American Pgchology, 29:520-
523, July, 1974.

610. Sharpham, J.R., and C.L. Pritner. "Professional actors in the uni-
versity classroom," Phi Delta Kappan, 55:267, December, 1973.

611. Switzer, L. 'Who's being paid what; administrative salaries," Nations
Schools and Cblleges, 2:33-37- May, 1975.

COMPUTFIt RELATED OCCUPATIONS

612. Association of amputer Programmers and Analysts, 2 Penn Plaza, Suite
1500, New York, N.Y. 10001.

613. Cbuger, Daniel. "Pitfalls and potentials of EDP training," Data Maga-
zine, 12:33-37, NoveMber, 1974.

614. Croisdale, D.W. 'DP people -- who do they think they are?" Datama-
tion, 21:61-62, July, 1975.

615. McGuinness, James. "Top-down programmer training," Data Management,
13:14-16, March, 1975.

616. McLaughlin, Richard A. 'VP salary survey," Datamation, 21:40-46,
January, 1975.

617. 1975 Salary Survey, Infosystems, 22:34-43, June, 1975.

618. Rooney, Joseph J. "The computer manpower evolution," Occupational
Outlook Quarterly, 19:25-29, Summer, 1975.

619. Scriven, Dcaald D., and others. "The responsibility of the simula-
tion project manager," Data Management, 13:27-31, June, 1975.

620. Sommers, Ddxie. ' "Computer technicians -- three new jobs a day,"
Occupational Outlook Quarterly, 16:18-20, Fall, 1972.

621. "What is a programmer?" Journal of Accountancy,.138:98, October, 1974.

622. Yourdon, Edward, and Robert Abbott. "Programmers are paid to program --
enter program librarian," Infosystems, 21:28-32, December, 1974.
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623-635

CONSERVATION AND ECOLOGY

623. Ecological Society of America, Department of Botany, University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.

624. Nature Conservancy, 1800 North Kent Street, Suite 800, Arl ingtor,
Va. 22209.

625. Plater, John. "Safeguarding our water -- pollution control workers,"
Occupational Outlook QuartertE, 14:30-33, Fall, 1970.

626. "Pollution control and public jobs," Manpower, 6:27-31, March, 1974.

ODNSTRUCTION ODNTRACIOR AND ,TEM OCCUPATICNS

627.. Associated General Contractors of America, 1957 E Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006.

628. Roberts, Higdon C. "Stronger foundation for oonstruction laborers,"
Manpower, 3:18-20, February, 1971.

COSMETODOGIST/BEAUTICIAN

629. National Haindressers and Cosmetolo ist Association, 3510 Clive Street,
St. Dads, MD. 63103.

CCUNSELOR, see PERSONICLJ TEACHING

CRIMINOLOGIST, see LAW ENIORCRIOTT

DENTIST AND RELATED OCCUPATICNS

630. American Dental Assistants Association, 211 East Chicago Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60611.

631. "New educational-standards for,dental auxiliary education program,"
journal of the American Denial Association, 88:1043-1061, May,
1974.

632. Schmidt, P. H Do got ded duties of auxiliaries: a hygienist viewpoint,"
American Journal of Public Health, 62:54-56, January, 1972.

DILiElIAN

633. American Dietic Association, 620 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois 60611.

634. Johnson, Doris. "The dietetian -- a translator of nutritional tifor-
mation," Journal of the American Dietetics Association, 64:609,
1974,

635. "Perspectives 1974: Unusual positions and newer dietic specialities,"
Journal of the American Dietetian Association, 64:649, 1974.
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636-648

636. "Titles, definitions, and responsibilities Lor the profession of
dietetics," Journal of the American Dietetian Association, 64:
661, 1974.

DISPLAY MEN cRetail Trade)

637. Charnovitz, Diane. "Displaymn in retail trade," ClcsalatisTal Out-
look Quarterly, 16:18-21, Summer, 1972.

DRAFTSMAN

638. American Institute for Design and Drafting, 3119 Price Road, Bartles-
ville, Oklahoma 74003.

639. McClain, G.R. "Traveling laboratories for technicians training,"
Industrial Education, 62:109-110, November, 1973.

ECOLOGY; see CONSERVATION

EODNDMIST

640. American Economic Association, 1313 21st Avenue South, Nashville,
Tennessee 37212.

641. "Economists go for the money and get it," Business Week, pp. 60-62,
January 29, 1972.

642. "Rate of return to the Ph.D. in economics," Industry and Labor Rela-
tions Review, 28:288-292, January, 1975.

EDITDR, see JOURNALISM

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS, see also ENGINEERING,

643.
1.FSleInstituteofElectricalancctronicins'eerIEEE, 345 East

47th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.

CM

ENGI mr GENERAL

644. "COmeback of the engineers," Dun's, 102:77-78, July, 1973.

645. Copeland, Norman A. "Technical education and careers in industry,"
Manpower, 7:8-13, October, 1974.

646. "Engineer supply down; demand remains high," Industry Week, 184:23-24,
January 27, 1975.

647. "Engineering demand outstrips enrollment," Intellect, 101:350, March,
1973.

648. Engineers' Council for Professional Development, 345 East 47th Street,
New York, N.Y. 10017.
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649-644

649. Gooding, Judson. "The engineers are redesigning their own profcssion,"
Fortune, 83:72-75, June, 1971.

6.50. Leeper, E.M. "More S/E hired on local level; scientists and engineers
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